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PREFACE.

T CAN hardly say better what I wish to say in

* presenting to the public the revised edition

of this book, than to repeat the words of the

original preface, written just twenty years ago :—

" The quick and cordial reception which
greeted the author's ' Letters to the Young,' and
his more recent series of essays entitled ' Gold
Foil,' and the constant and substantial friendship

which has been maintained by the public toward
those productions, must stand as his apology for
this third venture in a kindred field of eflfort. It

should be—and probably is—unnecessary for the
author to say that in this book, as in its pre-
decessors, he has aimed t. be neither brilliant
nor profound. He has endeavored, simply, to
treat, in a familiar and attractive way, a few of



"'
Preface.

«he more prominent question, which concern theme of every thouRhtful man and woman. In.
deed, he can hardly pretend to have done more
than to organize, and put into form, the average
h nkmg of those who read his books-t„ ^Z.
before the people the sum of their own choicer
judg„,en„-and he neither expects nor wishes
for these essay, higher praise than that which
accords to them the quality of common «nse."

N«W VORK, 1881.
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LESSONS IN LIFE.

LESSON I.

MOODS AND FRAMES OF MIND,

"That blessed mood
In which the burden of the mystery.

In which the heavy and the weary weight

Of all this unintelligible world

Is lightened." -Wordsworth.

"Oh, blessed temper, whose unclouded ray

Can make to-moirow cheerful as to-day."

—Pore.
" My heart and mind and self, never in tune

;

Sad for the most part, then in such a flow

Of spirits, I seem now hero, now buffoon.'"

—Leigh Hunt.

TT rained yesterday; and, though it is midsummer,
1 it is unpleasantly cool to-day. The sky is clear,
with almost a steel-blue tint, and the meadows are very
deeply green. The shadows among the woods are
black and massive, and the whole face of nature looks
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painfully clean, like that of a healthy little boy who
has been bathed in a chilly room with very cold water.

I notice that i am sensitive to a change like this, and
that my mind goes very reluctantly to its task this

morning. I look out from my window, and think how
delightful it would be to take a seat in the sun, down
under the fence, across the street. It seems to me that

if I could sit there awhile, and get warm, I could think

better and write better. Toasting in the sunlight is

conducive rather to reverie than thought, or I should

be inclined, to try it. This reluctance to commence
labor, and this looking out of the window and longing

for an accession of strength, or warmth, or inspiration,

or something or other not easily named, calls back to

me an experience of childhood.

It was summer, and I was attending school. The
seats were hard, the lessons were dry, and the walls

of the school-room were very cheerless. An indulgent,

sweet-faced girl was my teacher; and I presume that

she felt the irksomeness of the confinement quite as

severely as I did. The weather was delightful, and the

birds were singing everywhere ; and the thought came
to me, that if I could only stay out of doors, and lie

down in the shadow of a tree, I could get my lesson. I

begged the privilege of trying the experiment. The
kind heart that presided over the school-room could not

resist my petition ; so I was soon lying in the coveted
shadow. I went to work very severely ; but the nexr
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moment found my eyes wandering ; and heart, feeling,
and fancy were going up and down the earth in the
most vagrant fashion. It was hopeless dissipation to sit

under the tree
; and discovering a huge rock on the hill-

side, I made my way to that, to try what virtue there
might be in a shadow not produced by foliage. Seated
under the brow of the boulder, I again applied myself
to the dim-looking text, but it had become utterly mean-
ingless

;
and a musical cricket under the rock would

have put me to sleep if I had permitted myself to re-
main. I found that neither tree nor rock would lend
me help

; but down in the meadow I saw the brook
sparkling, and spanning it a little bridge where I had
been accustomed to sit, hanging my feet over the water,
and angling for minnows. It seemed as if the bridge
and the water might do something for me, and, in a few
minutes, my feet were dangling from the accustomed
seat. There, almost under my nose, close to the bot-
tom of the clear, cool stream, lay a huge speckled trout,
fanning the sand with his slow fins, and minding nothing
about me at all. What could a boy do with Colburn'^
First Lessons, when a living trout, as large and nearl.
as long as his arm, lay almost within the reach of his
fingers ? How long I sat there I do not know, but the
tinkle of a distant bell startled me, and I startled the
trout, and fish and vision faded before the terrible con-
sciousness that I knew less of my lesson than I did
when I left the school-house.
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This has always been my fortune when running after,
or looking for, moods. There is a popular hallucinatioa
that makes of authors a romantic people who are en-
tirely dependent upon moods and moments of inspira-
t.on for the power to labor in their peculiar way.
Authors are supposed to write when they " feel like it

»»

and at no other time. Visions of Byron with a gin-bo't-
tle at his side, and a beautiful woman hanging over his
shoulder, dashing off a dozen stanzas of Childe Harold
at a sitting, flit through the brains of sentimental youth.We hear of women who are seized suddenly by an idea
as .f it were» a colic, or a flea, often at midnight, and'
are obliged to rise and dispose of it in some way. We
are told of very delicate girls who carry pencils and
cards with them, to take the names and address of such
angels as may visit them in out-of-the-way places. We
read of poets who go on long sprees, and after recovery
retire to their rooms and work night and day, eating not
and sleeping little, and in some miraculous way produ-
cing wonderful literary creations. The mind of a literary
m...n is supposed to be like a shallow summer brook
that turns a mill. There is no water except when it'

rams, and the weather being very fickle, it is never
known when there will be water. Sometimes, how-
ever, there comes a freshet, and then the mill runs
night and day, until the water subsides, and another
dry time comes on»

Now, while I am aware, as every writer must bq.
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that the brain works very much better at some times
than it does at others, I can declare, without reservation,

that no man who depends upon moods for the power to

write can possibly accomplish much. I know men who
rely upon their moods, alike for the disposition and the
ability to write, but they are, without exception, lazy

and inefficient men. They never have accomplished
much, and they never will accomplish much. Regular
eating, regular sleeping, regular working—these are the

secrets of all true literary success. A man may throw
off a single little poem by a spasm, but he cannot write

a poem of three thousand lines by spasms. Spasms
that produce poems like this, must last from five to

seven hours a day, through six days of every week, and
four weeks of every month, until the work shall be fin-

ished. There is no good reason why the mind will not
do its best by regular exercise and usage. The mower
starts in the morning with a lame back and with aching
joints

; but he keeps on mowing, and the glow rises,

and the perspiration starts, and he becomes interested

in his labor, and, at length, he finds himself at work
with full efficiency. He was not in the mood for mow-
mg when he began, but mowing brought its own mood,
and he knew it would when he began. The mind is

sometimes lame in the morning. It refuses to go to

work. Our wills seem entirely insufficient to drive it to

its tasks
; but if it be driven to its work and held to it

persistently, and held thus every day, it will ultimately
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be able to do its best every day. A man who works his
brains for a living, must work them just as regularly as
the omnibus-driver does his horses.

We sometimes go to church and hear a preacher
who depends upon his moods for the power to preach
his best. He preaches well, and we say that he is in
the mood

; and then again he preaches poorly, and we
say that he is not in the mood. A public singer who
has the power to move us at her will, comes into the
concert-room, and gives her music without spirit and
without making any apparent effort to please. We
say that Mkdame or Mademoiselle is " not in the mood
to-night." A lecturer has his moods, which, appa-
rently, he slips on and off as he would a dressing-gown,
charming the people of one town by his eloquence and
elegance, and disgusting another by his dulness and
carelessness. We are in the habit of saying that cer-
tain men are very unequal in their performances, which
Is only a way of saying that they are moody, and de-
pendent upon and controlled by moods. I think that,
in any work or walk of life, a man can in a great de

'

gree become the master of his moods, so that, as a
preacher, or a singer, or a lecturer, he can do his best
every time quite as regularly as a writer can do his
best every time. Mr. Benedict somewhat inelegantly
remarked, when in this country, that the reason of
Jenny Lind's success was, that she " made a conscience
^of her art." If we had asked Mr. Benedict to explain

11
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himself, he probably would have said that she con-

scientiously did her best every time, in every place.

This was true of Jenny Lind. She never failed. She
sang just as well in the old church where the country
people had flocked to greet her, as in the halls of the,

metropolis. Yet Jenny Lind was decidedly a woman of
moods, and indulged in them when she could afford it.

The power of the will over moods of the mind is

very noticeable in children. Children often rise in the
morning in any thing but an amiable frame of mind.
Petulant, impatient, quarrelsome, they cannot be
spoken to or touched without producing an explosion of
ill-nature. Sleep seems to have been a bath of vinegar
to them, and one would think the fluid had invaded their

mouth and nose, and eyes and ears, and had been ab-
lorbed by every pore of their sensitive skins. In a con-
dition like this, I have seen them bent over the parental
knee, and their persons subjected to blows from the pa-
rental palm

; and they have emerged from the infliction

with the vinegar all expelled, and their faces shining
like the morning—the transition complete and satisfac-

tory to all the parties. Three-quarterss of the moods
that men and women find themselves in, are just as
much under the control of the will as this. The man
who rises in the morning with his feelings all brisUing
like the quills of a hedgehog, simply needs to be
knocked down. Like a solution of certain salts, he re-

quires a rap to make him crystallize. A great many
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H

"•"" T "' ''°°* '" "" *'"">' '"' "W^h mood. .«pu.Wd „ ,hc „c„.., wh.„ ,h. ^ood. «.«,„,:."
are the met .ne,ca«bl. thing, of 11. A n,«, or awoman ,n tolerable health ha. no moral right to indulgen an u„plea„nt mood, or to depend upon mood, for.h. performance of the dutie. of life. If . ^^ „^come to ,„ch per«,n. a. the,e, i, i. ,„ b. .h^.„ .^by a direct effort of the will, under all circum.unc...
There are mood., however, for which men are no.

re.pon..bIe, and the parent of ,he« U .ickne..-,he fee-

Iil°K T"'°"'
"""'«"» of "» body. When m,

..U. boy wake. .„ the morning, hi, .mil. i. „ ^ght a.the pencf of .„„light that lie. aero., hi. coverlet, butWhen evening come,, he i. p.evi.h and fretful. ThehtUe hmb. are weary, and the mood i. produced bywea: «.. So my friend with a hara..ing cough i. i„
. melancholy mood, and my biliou. friend i. in a «,e«and „vage mood, or in. a dark and gloomy mood, or

n 1.1 k!
"'^' " '" " '"^"' " 'oreboding m;,d.In truth b,e ,. the prolific mother of mood.. The«--n of ..fe fiow. through the biliary duct. When^ „ ob.tructed, life i. „b„„,„,. ^^„

golden fde set, back upon the liver, i, i. like h^^.
water under a mill, i. .top, the driving-wheel. Bile
3P0... the peace of familie,, break, off friend,hip,, cut,
off man from communion with hi. Maker, color, whole
system, of theology, transform, brain, into putty, anddestroy, the comfort of a jaundiced world Th fa
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mou. Dr. Abernethy had hi. hobby, a, mo»t famou,
men have

; and this hobby was " blue piU and i,.3ecac *
which he pre«:ribed for every thing, with the suppoJi-
t.on. I presume, that all disease has its origin in the
hver. Most moods, I am sure, have their birth in the
derangements of this important organ ; and while the
majority of them can be controlled, there are other,
for which their victims are not resn ...sible. There are
men who cannot insult me, because I will not ta) an
msult from them any more than I would from a man in-
toxicated. When their bile starts. I am sure they will
come to me and apologize.

We all have acquaintances who are men of moods.
VVhenever we meet them, we try to determine which
of their moods is dominant, that we may know how to
treat them. If the severe mood be on, we would just
as soon think of whistling at a funeral as indulging in a
jest

;
b^t if the cloud be off, we have a sprightly friend

and a pleasant time with him. Goldsmith's pedagogue
was a man of moods, and his pupils understood them.

"A man severe he was, and stern to view;
I knew him well, and every truant knew:
\Vfll had the boding tremblers learned to tract
The days disasters in his morning /ace.-
Full well they laughed with counterfeited glee
At all his jokes, for many a joke had he;
Full well the busy whisper, cir.cling round.
Conveyed the dismal tidings when he frowned.-
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While I maintain that a man can generally be the ma*
tcr of h.s moods, I am very well aware that but fewmen are

;
and it i. wise for us to know' how to deal

with them. The secret of many a man's success in the
world reside, in his insight into the moods of men, and
h.. tact m dealing with them. Modern Christian phi-
lanthropists tell us that if we would do good to the
.oul of a starving child, we must first put food into hi.
mouth, and comfortable clothing upon his body. This
by way of manifesting a practical interest in his wel-'
fere, and paving our way to his heart by a form of
lundness »which he can thoroughly appreciate. But
there >s more in such an act than this,-we change hi.
lood. From a mood of despair or discouragement.
we translate him into a mood of cheerfulness and hope-
fulness; and then we have a soul to deal with that i.
•urrounded by the conditions of improvement. There
IS much more than divine duty and Christian forgive-
ness m the injunction: "If thine enemy hunger, feedhim

;
,f he thirst, give him di.alc." The highest wi.-dom would dictate such a policy for changing his mood,

and bnngmg him into a condition in which he could
cntertam a sense of his meanness.

It is curious to see how much fulness and emptiness
of stomach have to do with moods. A business ma,who has been at work hard all day, will enter his house
for dmner as crabbed as a hungry bear-crabbed be.
cause he ,s as hungry as a hungry bear. The wif.
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1

undentandf the mood, and, while the says little to

him, is careful not to have the dinner delayed. In the

mean time, the children watch him cautiously, and do
not tease him with questions. When the soup is gulped,

and he leans back and wipes his mouth, there is an evi-

dent relaxation, and his wife ventures to ask for the

news. When the roast beef is disposed of, she pre-

sumes upon gossip, and possibly upon a jest ; and when,
at last, the dessert is spread upon the table, all hands
are merry, and the face of the husband and father, which

entered the house so pinched and savage and sharp, be-
comes soft and full and beaming as the face of the

round summer ^oon. Children are very sensitive to the

influence of hunger ; and often when we think that we
are witnessing some fearful proof of the total depravity

of human nature in a young child, we are only witness-

ing the natural expression of a des» c for bread and milk.

The politicians and all .hat class of men who have axes

to grind, understand this business very thoroughly. If

a measure is to be carried through, and any man wishes

to secure votes for it, he gives a dinner. If a man
wishes for a profitable contract, he gives a dinner. If

he is up for a fat office, he gi'-cs a dinner. If it is de-

sirable that a pair of estranged friends be brought to-

gather, and reconciled to each other, they are invited

to a dinner. If hostile interests are to be harmonized,

and clashing measures compromised, and divergent

forces brought into parallelism, all must be effected bv
4
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.
through that mood, into the genial good heart that sits
behind it, and the door always flies open when I come.
I know men whose mood is usually exceedingly pleas-
ant. There is a glow of health upon their faces. Their
words are musical to women and children. They are
cheerful and chipper and sunshiny, and not easily
moved to anger

; and yet I know them to be liars and
full of selfishness. Under their sweet mood, which
sound health and a not over-sensitive conscience and
the satisfactions of sense engender, they conceal hearts
that are as false and foul as any that illustrate the reign
of sin in human nature. Many a Christian has times of
feeling that God is in a special manner smiling upon
him, and communing with him, and filling him with the
peace and joy that only flow from heavenly fountains,
when the truth is that he is only in a good mood. He is
well, aU the machinery of his mind and body is playing
harmoniously, and, of course, he feels well, and that is
aU there is about it. He is not a better Christian than
he was when he slippeJ into the niood, and no better
than he will be when he slips out of it. If he really be
a good Christian, his moods operate like clouds and
blue sky. The sun shines all the time, and the cloudy
moods only hide it ;—they do not extinguish it.

There are many sad cases of insanity of a religious
character which originate in moods. A man, through
a period of health, has a bright and cheerful religious
experience. The world looks pleasant to him, the
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heavens smile kindly upon him, and the Divine Spirit
witnesses with his own that he is at peace and in har-mony with God. Joy thrills him as he greets the mom-
«ng hght, and peace nestles upon his heart as he liesdown to his nightly rest. He feels in his soul the influx
of spiritual life from the Great Source of all life, as he
opens It in worship and in prayer. But at length there
comes a change. A strange sadness creeps into his
heart. The sky that was once so bright has become
dark. Thr prayer tl ,ce rose as easily as incense
"pon the still morning at,, straight toward heaven, will
not nse at all, but settles like smoke upon him, and
fills his ey^s with tears. Something seems to havecome between him and his God. Strange, accusing
voices are heard within him. However deep the
agony that moves him, he cannot rend the cloud that
interposes between him and his Maker. This, now is
simply a mood produced by ill health

; and I hope tLt
everybody who reads this will remember it Remem-
ber that God never changes, that a man's moods are
constantly changing, and that when a man earnestly

thlh
.'"'"'"' "'"'' '"' ^^"'^^^ «"d ^^' -d thinks

hat he has committed the unpardonable sin without
knowmg it, he is bilious, and needs medical treat-
xnent. Alas

! what multitudes of sad souls have walked
out of this hopeless mood into a life-long insanity,
when all they needed in the first place, perhaps, was
a dose of blue pills, or half a dozen strings of tenpins
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or a sea-voyage sufficiently rough for " practical pur-

poses."

This subject I find to be abundantly prolific, and I

see that I have been able to do hardly more than to

hint at its more prominent aspects. It seems to me
that moods only need to be studied more, and to be
better understood, to bring them very much under the

control of our wills. A great deal is learned when we
know what a mood is, and know that we are subject to

varying frames of mind, resulting from causes which

afiect our health. If I know that I am impatient and
cross because I am hungry, then I know how to get rid

of my mood, and how to manage it until I do get rid

of it. If I feel unable to labor, not because I am feeble,

but because I am not in the mood, then I have the

mood in my hands, to be dealt with intelligently. If

my reason tell me that it is only a mood that hides

from me the face of my Maker, my reason will also tell

me that my first business is to get rid of my mood, and
that my will must approach the work, directly or in-

directly. We are always and necessarily in some mood
of mind—in some condition of passion or feeling. It is

the intensification and the dominant influence of moods
that are to be guarded against or destroyed. Moods
are dangerous only when they obscure reason, destroy

self-control, and disturb the mental poise, and become
the media of false impressions from all the life around
us and within us.
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^oz>,Ly mPEi^r.cno^, ^^^ impediments,
"I that am curtailed of .his fair pwportion.
Cheated of feature by dissembling „atun=.
Deformed, unfinished, sent before my time
Into this breathing world, scarce half made up."

..V
'

.
-Richard HI.

None c« be caUed deformed but the unkind."

lis true. h.s nature may with faults abound •

But who will cava When the heart is sound?"

-Stephen Montagu*.

rii'w^
"*!" ^""° "°™'"- Tk^ fr=* grass i,1 loaded inth dew, every bpaH „f v t

the Itaht of .h. K „ !
"'"'='' 'P^rkles in•ne l,gh, of the bnlhanl sun. A big, yelW-shouIderedbe. comes booming .hrougl, ,he ope,. „i„d„w "^^

bjmes up and down my room, and threatens my s ril
.^ ears and ,hen dives through .he window agl-and h,s form recedes and his hum dies away asTii
we..he^„,eofareca-s.opin.he..swe„..„frhc
organ. There .s such confusion in the songs of theb^rds, that

, can hardly select th. different noL, sot
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to name their owners. There is a great deal of bird<

singing that is simply what a weaver would call " fill<

ing." Robins and bobolinks and blue-birds and sundry

other favorites furnish the warp, and color and charac-

terize the tapestry of a flowing, vocal morning ; while

the little, gray-backed multitude work in the neutral

ground tones, and bring the sweeter and more elabo*

rate notes into beautiful relief. Thus, with a little aid

of imagination, I get up some very exquisite fabrics

—

vocal silks and satins :—robins on a field of chickadees

;

bobolinks and thrushes alternately on a hit-or-miss

ground of blackbirds, wrens, and pewees. Into the

midst of all this delicious confusion there breaks a note

that belongs to another race of creatures ; and as I

look from my window, and see the singer, my eyes fill

with tears. It is a little boy, possibly twelve years

old, though he looks younger, walking with a crutch.

One withered limb dangles as he goes. He is a cripple

for life
; yet his face is as bright and cheerful as the

face of the morning itself ; and what do you think he is

singing ? " Hail Columbia, happy land, " at the top of

his lungs ! The birds are merrily wheeling over his

head, and diving through the air, and moving here and

there ns freely as the wind, yet not one among them

carries a lighter heart than that which he is jerking

along by the side of the little crutch.

As I see how cheerfully he bears the burden of hi»

hopeless halting, there comes back to me the story of
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"d thought they were 2^'at r""''
"' """^

-^-er«.en..n,,ap:::7hii:,:rer^
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the world to whom the boy and the bard have intro-

duced us. They are not all lame : but they all think thej
have cause to be dissatisfied with the bodies God has
given them. Perhaps they are simply ugly, and are
aware that no one can look in their faces with other
thought than that they are ugly. Now it is a pleasant

thing to have a pleasant face, and an agreeable form.

It is pleasant for a man to be large, well-shaped, and
good-looking, and it is unpleasant for him to be small,

and to carry an ill-shaped form and an ugly face. It is

F'easantfor a woman to feel that she has personal attrac-

tions for those around her, and it is unpleasant for her to
feel that no man can ever turn his eyes admiringly upon
her. A misshapen limb, a hump in the back, a withered
arm, a shortened leg, a clubbed foot, a hare-lip, an un-
wieldy corpulence, a hideous lameness, a bald head—all

these are unpleasant possessions, and all these, I sup-
pose, give their possessors, first and last, a great deal
of pain. Then there is the taint of an unpopular blood,
that a whole race carry with them as a badge of humili-
ation. I have heard of Africans who declared thar
they would willingly go through the pain of being
skinned alive, if, at the close of the operation, they
could become white men. There are men of genius,
with plenty of white blood in their veins—with only a
trace of Africa in their faces—whose lives are embit-
tered by that trace; and who know that the pure
Anglo-Saxon, if he follows his instincts, will say to him :
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From the depths of my soul I nitv a m,„
who bear. nK« »

*^ ^ * ""^^ O"" woman

ana me ternbly „giy „,„, 3„d „^

out in the hm^ V I " "" ^'"' '<> «»><•ut m ,he lm«d s„„l,gh,, „i,h olher men, and to feel

e around h.m I do not wonder at al. that ^ny of

come n,orb,d, and multitudes of hun-.bler men ,b,nLord Byron have cursed their fate as bitterly as he a^d

marrm':"^''*^'^'^'^"^'-''-"-'--''---

ways oi taking misfortunes of thi<!character; and one nf th^.^
,
^na one of them seems to be z eood Hp=,i

better than the ot^er. Between the boy who JoredIwthered .eg and the cruteh, and the prJud poe'wTo pi/
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mitted a slight personal deformity to darken his whole life,

there is a distance like that between heaven and earth.

I believe in the law of compensation. Human lot is,

on the whole, well averaged. A man does not possess

great gifts of person and of mind without drawbacks
somewhere. Either great duties are imposed upon him,
or great burdens are put upon his shoulders, or great

temptations assail and harass him. Something in his

life, at some time in his life, takes it upon itself to

reduce his advantages to the average standard. Na-
ture gave Byron club'bed feet, but with those feet she

gave him a genius whose numbers charmed the world
—a genius which multitudes of commonplace or weak
men would have been glad to purchase at the price of

almost any humiliating eccentricity of person. But they
were obliged to content themselves with excellent feet,

and brains of the common kind and calibre. Providence
had withered the little boy's leg, but the loudest song
I have heard from a boy in a twelvemonth came from
his lips, as he limped along alone in the open street

The cheerful heart in his bosom was a great compen-
sation for the withered leg ; and beyond this the boy
had reason for singing over the fact that he was forever

released from military duty, and fireman's duty, and all

racing about in the service of other people. There are*

individual cases of misfortune in which it is hard to de-

tect the compensating good, but these we must call the
" exceptions" which " prove the rule."
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He would no. a„o„ himse;tttalr""'''
''"^^-

^ ^i^eated as an unfortu-
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nate man. He bound up hi, feet, and made effort, to
walk that ended in intense pain, rather than appear the
lame man that he really was. Of course, there was no
compensation in the tender pity and affectionate consid-
eration of the world for him; nor is there any for the
«ad unfortunates who inherit and exercise his spirit
But for all those who accept their life with all its condi-
tions, .n a cheerful spirit, who give up their pride, who
lake the.r bodies as God formed them, and make the
best of them, there is abundant compensation in the af-
fcction of the world. A cheerful spirit, exercised in
weakness, infirmity, calamiiy-any sort of misfortune-
is just as sure to awaken a peculiarly affectionate inter-
est m all observers, as a lighted lamp is to illuminate
the objects around it. I know of men and women who
are the favorites of a whole neighborhood-nay, a whole
town-because they are cheerful, and courageous, and
self-respectful under misfortune

; and I know of those
who are as much dreaded as a pestilence, because they
W.1 not accept their lot-because they grow bitter and
jealous-and because they will persist in taunts and
complaints.

The number of those who are, or who consider them-
selves, unfortunate in their physical conformation, is
arger than the most of us suppose. I presume that at
least one-half of the readers of this essay are any thing
but well satisfied with the " tabernacle "

in which they
reside. One man wishes he were a little larger ; one
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I'er lot, becomes misanthropic and complaining, sh.
W.1I be as little loved as she is admired ; Dut if .t ac
cepts her lot good-naturedly, makes ap ber „,ind to behappy, and is determined to be agreeable in all her re-
Ut.ons to society, she will be everywhere surrounded
by lovmg and sympathetic hearts, and find herself a
greater favorite than she would be were she beautifulA woman who is entirely beyond the reach of the jeal'
ousy of her own sex, is an exceedingly fortunate woman

;

*nd If personal homeliness has won for her this immu-
nity, then homeliness has given her much to be thankful
for. A homely woman who ignores her face and form,
cultivates Her mind and manners, good-naturedly givesup all pretension, and exhibits in all her life a true anda pure heart, will have friends enough to compensate
her entirely for the loss of a husband. Friendship is
unmindful of faces, in the selection of its objects, even
If U,ve be somewhat particular, and, sometimes, fool-
ishly fastidious.

Life is altogether too precious a gift to be thrown
away. A man who would permit a field to be over-
grown with weeds and thorns simply because it would
not naturally produce roses, would be very foolish, par-
ticu^ariy .f the ground should only need cultivation to
enable u to yield abundantly of corn. Far be it fromme to depreciate physical symmetry and personal come-
liness The)^ are gifts of God, and they are very good ;but there are better things in this world t^n a good

r
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face, and better things than the admiration which a good
-ac.> viins. I am more and more convinced, as the years
pass away, t' at the choicest thing this world has for aran ,s affction-not any special variety of affection,
buc tac approval, the sympathy, and the devotion of true
hearts. It is not necessary that this affection comes
from the great and the powerful. If it be genuine, that
IS all the heart asks. It does not criticize and graduate
the value of the fountains from which it springs. It is
at these fountains particularly that the unfortunates of
the world are permitted to drink. They have only to
accept cheerfully the conditions of their lot, and to give
free and full play to all that is good and generous in
them, to secure, in an unusual degree, the fove of those
into whose intimate society Providence has thrown them

It IS stated by Dr. Livingstone, the celebrated ex-
plorer of Africa, that the blow of a lion's paw upon his
shoulder, which was so severe as to break his arm, com-
pletely annihilated fear; and he suggests that it is pos-
sible that Providence has mercifully arranged, that all
those beasts that prey upon life shall have power to de-
stroy the sting of death in the animals which are their
natural victims. I do not believe that this power is
mercifully assigned to beasts of prey afone, but that the
misfortunes that assail our limbs and forms, in whatever
shape and at whatever time they may come, bring with
them something which lightens the blow, or obviates the
pain. If we will accept it. There is a calm conscious-

:

1
1

I
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LESSON III.

,1

ANIMAL CONTENT.

" By sport, like these are all their cares beguiled •

The sports of chUdren satisfy the chUd."

—Goldsmith.
"Ay, give me back the joyous hours

When I, myself, was ripening too :

When song, the.fount, flung up its showers
Of beauty, ever fresh and new."

—Goethe's Faust.

T HAVE been watching a family of kittens, engaged
1 m their exquisitely graceful play. Near them layh«r mother, stretched at her length upon the flagging^
takmg her morning nap, and warming herself in the
sun She had eaten her breakfast, (provided by no care
of her own, but at my expense,) had seen her little fam-
ily fed, and having nothing further to attend to, had
gone off into a doze. What a blessed freedom from
care f Thmk of a family of four children, with no
frocks to be made for them, no hair to brush, no shoes
to provide, no socks to knit and mend, no school-books
to buy, and no nurse ! Think of a living being with the
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I0« of „ffip„„g ,„ h„^^^ ^^ ^
venous ,„.„.e« i„ her nature, ye. k„„™, „„,„„J,God, .hmkmg „„, of .h. f„,urc, wiA„„, a hope or anexpecu.,o„, or a doub. or a fear, passing straijh. ITo
ann.h.la..„n

,
A. ,he threshold of .his des.i„, *e IWe^.enswere eareiess,, pU,ing , and U.ey are'do hul

learn, .hey do no, have ,„ go .o Sunday-school, .hey

sTolT?!
'"'"'""• """' '^'"" <*°«^ »•-• ««-

.onally dodge n.o.heyard, andljudge by .he famil-ar way ,„ „h,ch .hey play «.h .heir mother's ears, andpounce upon her .ail, .ha. .hey are no. in any degree
oppressed by .he sense of .he respec. due .o a paren.Cau and kmens wUl ea., and frolic, and sleep, through.her bnef hfe, and .hen .hey will curl up in some da!lc
corner and die.

I reinember .ha. in one of .he la.e Mr. Joseph CNeal-s .. Charcoal Ske.ches," he pu.s in.o the mouth of"a vejy sad and seedy loafer a,e expression of a wish
.ha. he were a pig, and .he s.a.emen. of the reasons for
hew,sh. These reasons, as I recall them, related to thefreedom of .he pig from .he peculiar .rials and troublesof humanuy. Pigs do no. have .o work for a living-

<hey „„der.ake no en.erprizes, and of course fail tanone
;
,hey eat and sleep through a period of months,and then come the knife and a grunt, and that is the

las of them. Now I suppose this thought of Mr. Neal's
loafer has been shared by millions of men. Not that
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everybody has at some time in his life wished he were a
pig, but that nearly everybody who has had his share of
the troubles and responsibilities of life, has looked upon
simple animal carelessness and content with a certain

degree of envy. It is not necessary to go among brutes

for instances of this animal content. It can be found
among men. Who does not know good-natured, igno-

rant, healthy fellows, who will work all day in the field,

whistle all the way homeward, eat hugely of coarse food,

sleep like logs, and take no more interest in the great

questions which agitate the most of us, than the pigs

they feed, and that, in return, feed them ? Who has
not sighed, as he has seen how easily the simple wants
of certain simple natures are supplied? I remember
an old man who quite unexpectedly was drafted into the

grand jury, which sat in the county town less than ten

miles distant from his home ; and this was the great

event of his life. He never tired of talking about it—
(never tired himself, 1 mean,) and a stranger could not

carry on a conversation with him for five minutes, with-

out hearing of something which occurred when "
1 was

in Blanktown, on the Grand Jury." It is doubtful

whether Napoleon ever contemplated a victory with the

complacent satisfaction that filled my old friend when
he alluded to his connection with "the grand yxvj y^*

and emphasized the adjective which magnified the jury

and glorified him.

I confess that, when I pass through a rural town, and
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«. the labom. among ,h. com, and the bojr, driving.h«r ca.,,., and .1,. girf, b„,y i„ ft. dairie, and™!passing a^y quietly, I camiot avoid a ,win„ „f „^!
the k,nd of hfe .ha, I „e around me, especiaUy as Iknow that there is one kind of pleasure-negat
haps, rather than posi.iv_„hich that kind of w;'.!
joys, and m which I can never share. Relief fromtlat
«sp„ns.bU..ies, and contentment with humble clot^r

til h :;
'" '"'"^' """>-" ''- »« -^*

'"""• *""""' ""»» and humble labors -ah I hown^nyweary, overloaded men-how many disappointel

mg they could hever receive it

pleasure, and pursuits with the golden atmosphere of™m«,ce,-no. because they would enjoy such pleasuredand pursuits a, all, bu, rather because thev ^e foreverbeyond their possession. A poet fs alwavs rTw^«^d .he unattainable, and h'e r^l^tZZT^
the perfecfons of a life of which the best that he seesaround him is an intimation, or backward to ,h, ?
cnnt.n> „f . i-r

"wnwaro to the animalcontent of a hfe as ye. undisturbed by the intimation ofsornethmg better. Bucolics are very sweet, but their

"tr '" ""• ""'"' '" *'" "A "".-brown maid »
w.,h bare, unconscious fee. and ankles, is very pretty Ina picture, but the man who painted her ascer^L 'Jshe was siUy, and not the most entertaining of com,^
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ions. Ihe truth is, that when we have got along so far
that we can perceive that which is poetical and pictu-
resque in the simplest form of rustic life, we have got too
far along to enjoy it.

I suppbse that much of the charm which simple ani-
mal content has for us, is connected with the memories
of childhood. We can all recall a period of our lives
when there was joy in the consciousness of living—when
animal life, in its spontaneous overflow, flooded all our
careless hours with its own peculiar pleasure. The light
was pleasant to our eyes, vigorous appetite and digestion
made ambrosia of the homeliest fare, the simplest play
brought delight, and life-all untried-lay spread out
before us in one long, golden dream. We now watch
our children at their sports, and see but little difference
between their sources of happiness and those which sup-
ply the kittens in their play. " Pleased with a rattle,
tickled with a straw," they skip from pleasure to pleas-
ure, and find delight in the impulsive exercise of their
little powers. We ivere once like them. Life was once
as fresh, and flowmg, and impulsive, and objectless, as
it is with them

; and when we are weary and oppressed
ibor, and loaded down with responsibility, and

fiUeu with thoughts of the great destiny before us, we
turn our eyes backward with a sigh for days once ours,
but lost forever. Lost forever! This is the romantic
pain that fills us in all our contemplations of simple ani-
mal content. It is lost to us, because we are lost to it

a*
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L.ke a passenger far out upon the sea, adventuring upona long voyage, we look back upon the fading hills o<- our
native land, and sigh to think that the breeze ^.hich
toears us away can never bring us back.
The question comes to us :

- What is there in our
present life to repay us for this loss ? " There are multi-
tudes who can ask this question, and answer honestly,
Nothmg." It is sad, but true, that countless m.n andwomen have never found anything in life which con.pen-

sates them for the loss of the simple animal enjoyment
and content of childhood. Sickness, perhaps, has im-
posed upon them years of pain. Poverty has condemned
them to labor^through every waking hour to win suste-
nance for themselves and their dependents. The heart
has been cheated of its idol. Friends have proved false,
and fortune fickle. Life has gone wrong through all the
avenues of their being. Yet there are others who, while
ookmg with pleasure upon the innocent sports of animal

life and recalling the simple joys of childhood with de-
I.ght, are content with the lot of manhood and woman-
hood and would look upon a return to their simpler ageas the greatest calamity that could be inflicted upon
hem. Wuh brows wrinkled by care and toil, and heads
Mlvered by premature age, and great burdens upon
heart and brain, they glory in a life within and beforethem by the side of which the life of childhood is as
flavoriess and frivolous as that of a fly.

I have been much impressed by a passage in the
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«
Recreations of a Country Parson," in which this ques-

tion is incidentally touched upon, and so happily touched
upon, that I cannot refrain from transcribing the whole
passage. The writer represents himself to be seated
"pon a manger, writing upon the flat place between his
liorse's eyes, while the docile animal's nose is between
his knees

;
and it is the horse that he addresses :—

"For you. my poor fellowK:reature. I think with sorrow as I
write here upon your head, there remains no such immortality a.
remains for me. What a diflTerence between us I You to your
sixteen or eighteen years here, and then oblivion l-I to my three-
score and ten. and then eternity! Yes, the difference is im-
mense

:
and it touches me to think of your life and mine, of your

doom «,d mine. I know a house where, at morning and evening
prayer, when the household assembles, among the servants there
always walks in a shaggy little dog. who listen, with the deepest
attention and the most solemn gravity to all that is said, and then
when prayers are over, goes out again with his friends. I cannot
witness that silent procedure without being much moved by the
sight. Ah! my fellowKJreature. this M something in which you
have no part

!
Made by the same hand, breathing the same air.

sustained like us by food and drink, you are witnessing an act of
ours which relates to interests that do not concern you. and of
which you have no idea. And so here we are. you standing at
the manger, old boy. and I sitting upon it ; the mortal and the
immortal, close together; your nose on my knee, my paper on
your head; yet with something between us broader than the
broad Atlantic."

Here we find one man pitying his poor, dumb, uncon-
•cious companion, and the little dog that trots in to at-
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tend .h. mo-„,ng pr.y«, Wc,u« ,h.ir life i. «, bHef..nd. mor. parUcuUrly, bcca„„ i, j, „ i„i,„is,„,

them, and appr.cia.«, also, ,he tremendou, difference.

U,.o labor and care for .heir carele„ne„ and c„n.en.,
bu.reach.ne forward ,o grasp U.e hand of an immorudctmy. he sorrows that he must leave hi, dumb ser-vants and companions behind him.
And this is the normal view of (he question. We riseout of semi-conscious infancy into a life of the senses

*h,ch goes on to perfection in our childhood. We come'mto a state,in which the mechanism of the body enjoysm freest play, in wh.ch the sense, imbibe their sweetel,
•amfacons, and in which life either swells i„,„ irre-prewble overflowings, or subside, into carele,, content
Looltmg a, her children at this period of their life, many'.mother has said, -. Let «,em play while they c« , leiAem be merry while they may , for they are seeing ;eir
1-PP.e,. days... But this animal life i, „ot a,, ^^^
perfection ,t is very beautiful, and it is good becau«

ri,« I
)'

'
."' " " °"'' *' ""=' "-^^ ">'»» ""ichnse. a shaft, whuer than marble-wrought with divine

*=v.ces-c„wned by the light of Heaven. ,t is onlyftose w o ave failed to secure a dUtinc. perception ftt« highest aspect of human life, and of that which

"htV' f'"'"««-"^
"uman life, who can «,y ^ch,Id that he i, seeing " his happiest days ..
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I remember with entire distinctness the moment
when the consciousness possessed me that my child-
hood was transcended by dawning manhood, and I can
never forget the pang that moment brought me. It
was on a bright, moonlight night, in midwinter, when
my mates, boisterous with life, were engaged in their
usual games in the snow, and I had gone out expecting
to share in their enjoyment. I had not played, or
rather tried to play, five minutes, before I found that
there was nothing in the play for me-that I had abso-
lutely exhausted play as the grand pursuit of my life.
Never since has the wild laugh of boyhood sounded so
vacant and hollow, as it did to me that night. In an
mstant, the invisible line was crossed which separated
a life of purely animal enjoyment from a life of moral
motive and responsibility, and intellectual action and en-
terprise. The old had passed away, and I had entered
that which was new

; and I turned my steps homeward,
leaving behind me all my companions, to spend a quiet
evening in the chimney-corner, and dream of the realm
that was opening before me. Such a moment as this
comes really, though not always consciously, to every
man and woman. To-day we are children ; to-morrow
we are not. To-day we stand in life's vestibule ; to-
morrow we are in the temple, awed by the sweep of
the arches over us, humbled by the cross that fronts us,
and smitten with mysteries that breathe upon us from
the choir, or gaze at us from the flaming windows.
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Manhood and womanhood have their infimcy ea.
tlrely distinct from the infancy of childhood. The
child ii bom into the world a simple, animal life—less
helpful than a lamb, or a calf, or a kitten. There is no
power in it, and but Uttle of instin ». There is no
form of life, bursting caul or sheU, that awakes in vital
air to such stupid, vacant helplessness, as a baby. It is

out of this lump of clay, with iu * ones only half hard-
cned, and its muscles little more than pulp, and its

brain no more intelligent than an uncooked dumpling,
that childhood is to be made. And this childhood con-
sists of little more than a well-developed animal organ-
ism. Native keeps the child playing—makes it play
in the open air—impels it to bring into free and joyous
use all the powers of its litUe frame—and when that is

done, and the procreative faculty has crownt d all, the
child is born again, and comes into a new infancy—the
infancy of manhood and womanhood. Here a new life

opens. That which gave satisfaction before, gives sat-

isfaction no longer. Love takes new and deeper chan-
nels. Ambition fixes its eye upon other and higher
objects. Fresh motives address the soul, and urge it

into new enterprises. Great cares and responsibilities

settle slowly down upon its shoulders, and it braces
itself up to endure them. It apprehends God and its

relations t( Him, and to its fellows ; it confronts des-
tiny

;
it arms itself for the conflicts of life ; it prepares

for the struggle which it knows will issue in a grateful
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•uccew or a .ad disappointment
; in .hort, it grow,

from man's infancy into man's full estate.

Now the reason why a mother looks with a sieh
upon her children, and says that they are seeing the
happiest day, of their life, is that she has never become
a true woman. She ha, never grown out of the infancy
of her womanhood. She has never comprehended what
a glorious thing it is to be a woman-she has not com-
prehended what it is to be a woman at all. What can
be that woman's ideas of life, who think, and declares
that the happiest moments of her experience were those
which were filled with the frolic of animal life > If i
felt like this. I should wi,h that my children had been
bom rabbits, or squirrels, or lambs, or kittens, because
they, having enjoyed the pleasures of the animal, will
never awake to the woes of another type of life. The
real rearon why any man sings from the heart,

**0, would I were a boy again,

"

is, that he is either painfully conscious of the loss of the
purity of his boyhood, or has the cowardly disposition
to shirk the responsibilities of his life. The romantic
regard which, we all entertain for the simple animal
content and joy of childhood, is a very different thing
from this. It was Mr. Neal's loafer that really wished he
were a p.g

;
an.^ it is a loafer always that would retire

froni a man's duties and estate, into the content either
of childhood or kittenhood.

It is very natural that a man should be blinded and
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pained by passing from a shaded room into dasling

sunlight. It is a serious thing to leap from a luxurious,

enervating warm bath into cold water. All sudden

transitions are shocking ; and God has contrived the

transitions of our lives so that they shall be mainly

gradual. It is not to be wondered at that many men

and women, by having the responsibility of men and

women thrust upon them too early, are shocked, and

look back upon the shady places they have left, and

long to rest their eyes there. It is not strange that

men recoil from a plunge into the world's cold waters,

and long to'creep back into the warm bath from which

they have suddenly risen. But that man or wonan,

having fully passed into the estate of man or woman,

should desire to become a child again, is impossible.

It is only the half-developed, the badly developed, the

imperfectly nurtured, the mean-spirited, and the demor^

alized, who look back to the innocence, the helpless-

ness, and the simple animal joy and content of child-

hood with genuine regret for their loss. I want no better

evidence that a person's life is regarded by himself as

a failure, than that furnished by his honest willingness

to be restored to his childhood. When a man is ready

to relinquish the power of his mature reason, his strength

and skill for self-support, the independence of his will

and life, his bosom companion and children, his interest

in the stirring affairs of his time, his part in deciding

the great questions which agitate his age and nation,
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bis intelligent apprehension of the relations which exist

between himself and his Maker, and his rational hope
of immortality—if he have one—for the negative

animal content, and frivolous enjoyments of a child, he

does not deserve the name of a man ;—he is a weak,

anhealthy, broken-down creature, or a base poltroon.

Yet I know there are those who will read this sentence

with tears, and with complaint I know there are those

whose existence has been a long struggle with sickness

and trial—whose lives have been crowded with great

griefs and disappointments—who sit in darkness and
impotency while the world rolls by them. They have

seen no joy and felt no content since childhood, and
many of them look with genuine pity upon children, be-

cause the careless creatures do not know into what a

heritage of sin and sorrow they are entering. I have

only to say to them, that the noblest exhibitions of man-
hood and womanhood I have ever seen, or the world

has ever known, have been among their number. A
woman with the hope of heaven in her eyes, incorrupti-

ble virtue in her heart, and honesty in every endeavor,

has smiled serenely, a million times in this world, while

her life and all its earthly expectations were in ruins.

Patient sufferers upon beds of pain have forgotten

childhood years ago, and, feeding their souls on prayer,

have looked forward with unutterable joy to the transi-

tion from womanhood to angelhood. Men, utterly for-

saken by friends—contemned, derided, proscribed, per*
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secuted-have stood by their convictioh, with joyful
'
hero«m and calm content. Nay, great multitudes iTve
marched with songs upon their tongues to the rack and
the stake. The noblest spectacle the world affords is that
of a man or woman, rising superior to sorrow and suffer-
ing^transforming sorrow and suffering into nutriment-
accepting those conditions of their Ufe which Providence
prescribes, and building themselves up into an estate from
whose summit the step is short to a glorified humanity.
Before me hangs the portrait of an old man-the

only man I evef loved with a devotion that has never
faded, though long years have passed away since he
d.ed. His calm blue eyes look down upon me, and Ilook into them, and through them I look into a golden
memory-into a life of self-denial-i„to a meek, toiling,
honest, heroic Christian marihood-into an uncomplain^
-ing spint-into a grateful heart-into a soul that never
sighed over a lost joy, though all his earthly enterprises

rZ!!; .^' '""^ °'^"^ and of sickness is upon
his luffiard features, but I see in them, and in the Tulwhich Aey represent to me, the majesty of manliness.
While I look, the kittens still play at the door, and the
noise of shouting chUdren is' in the street ; but ah f howshaUow „ the life they represent, compared with that
of which this dumb canvas tells me ! It is better to bea man or a woman, than to be a child. It is better t«be an angel than to be either. Let us look forward-
never backward.



LESSON IV.

XEPHODUCT/OIV IN KIND.

•Whatwewr a nun wweth, th«- duU he ^Uo reap."

—St. Paul to thb Galatians.

Tlig.ofdu.Ue.f"-ST.MATT«w'sGo«.«. ««^ ««*«<»'«»'«»%

TT was fitting that one of the most characteristic and
1 beautiful laws of life should be announced in the
opening chapter of the Holy Bible. It was cloAed in
the fonn of an ordinance, as became it : « Let Ae earthbrmg forth the living creature after his kmd, and every
thmg that creepeth upon the earth, after his kind."From that day to this, every living thing-beast, birdand msect tree, shrub and plant-has produced after
Its kind. It IS a law that runs through aU animal and
vegetable life. Each family in the great world of living

IZJT ""''' '" " ^P^"^^ P"^°-' -d was in
tended to remain pure and distinctive until tiie termina-
t.on of Its mission. Whenever die family boundaries
are overstepped, the curse of nature is breathed upon
the generative functions, and the iUegitimate product
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dies out, or subsides into hopeless degeneration. The
mule is a monster, and has no progeny.

A plant, or a tree, never forgets itself. Cheat it of
its root, and the stem remains faithful. The minutest
twig, put out to nurse upon the arm of a foreign

mother, feels the thrill of the great primal law in its

filmiest fibre, and breathes in every expression of its

life its fidelity. If you will walk with me into the gar-
den, I will show you a mountain-ash in full b Tom ; but
on the top of it you will see a strange little cluster of
pear-blossoms.

^
A twig from a Seckel pear-tree was,

two or three years since, engrafted there. It had a hard
time in uniting its being to that of the alien ash, but
it loved life, and so, at length, it consented to join it-

self to the transplanted forest tree. It was weak and
alone, but it kept its law. Spring bathed the ash with
its own peculiar bloom, and autumn hung it with its

cluster of scarlet berries, and it was hidden from sight

by the redundant foliage, but it kept its law. The roote

of the mountain-ash, blindly reaching in the ground
and imbibing its juices, knew nothing of the little

orphaned twig above, that waited for its food ; but they
could not cheat it of its law. Up to a certain point of
a certain bough the rising fluids came under the law
of the mountain-ash, and there they found a gateway,
guarded by an angel that gave them a new command-
ment. ** Thus far—mountain-ash : beyond—Seckel
©ear; " and if, in October, you will walk in the garden
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again with me, I will show you among the scarlet berries,

bending heavily toward you, the clustered succulence of

the Seckel.

A seedsman may cheat you, but a seed never does.

If you plant corn, it never comes up potatoes. If you
sow wheat, it never comes up rye. Wrapped up in

every capsule, bound up in every kernel, packed into

every minutest germ, is this law, written by God at the

beginning, " Produce thou after thy ki^d." So the

whole living world goes on producing after its kind.

Year after year w? visit the seedsman, and read the

labels on his drawers and packages, and bear home and
plant in our gardens the little homely germs that keep
God's law so ell ; and summer rewards our trust in

them with I .iful flowers, and autumn with bountiful

fruition. Roums sang the same song to the Pilgrim

Fathers that they sing to us. The may-flower breathes

the same fragrance now ' t it breathed in the fingers

of Rose Standish; and man and woman, producing
after their kind, are the same to-day that they were
three thousand years ago.

Now there is a significance in all the laws of material

life, above and beyond their special office. They do
the work they were set to do ; they rule the life they
were appointed to rule ; but the lavs, themselves, be-

long to a family whose branches run through all intel-

lectual, moral, and spiritual life. Laws live in groups
no less uniformly than the exist;;nces which they inform
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»»<i gov.™. I, i, , 1„, fc„,fc „f „j^^

w *"'^' *" *'' """ '^"^ "^ "»' '"'^ f^ »"

«d... ".ea.,.„g and « „„,, „,.„a^ ,pp„„„.„„ ^
y-nd. The ,mmd grow, by what it feed, on ; the heartgrow, hy what it feed, o„; love, hate, Jea..^. reve^."
fort-tude, courage, g™w by what they feed li, ,pw'
u.l..y gn,w, by what ,piri,„ali.y feed, o„. Whe^erV«^ goe., through aU the reahn of God. a,U law
««.; »d the kw that every thing that prodace, .haUproduce aft., .« ki„d, i, J„„ a. u„iv.r«a a, thi,. Itb^« m n,at.rial hf., and run. up through aU lif..

We. and «.k. «„b«lin,ent in material life, „L w.may.ppr.hend it The cloud, were in heaven before^ wa. »y tain, and the rain come, down fromWen to teu „. what the cloud, are made of. , migh"go fimher, and «iy that every form of matter i. but U,.
embodtment of a divin. thought, and that, with thatttought there pa.«.. into matter the Uw. that re«de indivme thuig. of corresponding nature and office
But I am becoming ab.tr«.e-<,uite too much », con--dermg the .imple, practical truth, to which I am .eek-

«g to mtroduce my reader. 1 have b«n thinking how,» accordance with thU Uw of which w. ar. talking, ourmood.. 0"r pa»ion,. our .ympathie., our mo«I f™„e,«d condmon., reproduce them.elve., after their kind,» the mmd. and Uve. around n.. I caU my chad t,^
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mjr knee in anger

; I strike him a hasty blow that carries
with it the peculiar sting of anger ; I speak a loud re-
proof that bears with it the spirit of anger ; and I look
in vain for any relenting in his flashing eyes, flushed
face, and compressed lips. I have made my child an-
gry, and my uncontrolled passion has produced after its
kind. I have sown anger, and I have reaped anger in-
stantaneously. Perhaps I become still more angry, in
consequence of the passion manifested by my child,
and I speak and strike again. He is weak and I ani
strong; but, though he bow his head, crushed into si-

lence, I may be sure that there is a sullen heart in the
little bosom, and anger the more Litter because it is

impotent. I put the child away from me, and think of
what I have done. I am full of relentings. I long to
ask his pardon, for I know that I have offended and
deeply injured one of Christ's little ones. I call him
to me again, press his head to my breast, kiss him,
and weep. No word is spoken, but the litUe bosom
heaves, the little heart softens, the little eyes grow
tenderly penitent, the little hands come up and clasp
my neck, and my relentings and my sorrow have pro-
duced after their kind. The child is conquered, and so
am I.

If I utter fretful words, they come back to me like
echoes. If I bristle all over with irritability, the quills
will begin to rise all about me. One thoroughly irrita-
ble person in a breakfast-room spoils coffee and toast.
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•oun milk, and destroys appetite for a whole family.

He produce.* after his kind.

Generally, a man has around him those who are like

him. If he be a man of strong nature and positive

qualities, he will plant his moods and grow them in the

natures next to him. Of course there must be excep-

tions to this rule, because the will is free and man is

reasonable, and the motive and power to pluck up un-

welcome seed, and unpleasant growths, inheres in all

men. I havfe known a good natured man to live with a

pettish, ill-natured, jealous, fault-finding wife through

all the years of my acquaintance with him, he meantime

growing no worse, and she growing no better. They

had voluntarily and effectually shut themselves each

from the influence of the other. He had closed his

spirit against that which was bad in her, and she had

closed her spirit against that which was good in him ; so

she went on fretting through life, and he very good-

naturedly laughing at her. We see this thing through

all society. We see innocent girls grow up into virtue,

though surrounded on every side by vicious example.

We see natures and characters everywhere which re-

fuse to receive the seed that falls upon them fijm the

natures and characters of others ; but this makes noth-

ing against the universality of the law we are consider-

ing. Generally, I repeat, a man has around him those

who are like him. The soil of a social circle is usually

open, and whatever falls into it produces after its kind,
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whether it be good nature or ill nature, purity or Im-
punty, faith or tkepticiim, love or hate.

It would appear, therefore, that there i. no way by
which we can .urround ourselves by good society 50
readily at by being good ourselves. If we phmt good
•eed, we may calculate with a great degree of certainty
upon securing good fruit If I plant frankness and
open-heartedness, I expect to reap them ; and I have
no right to expect to reap them unless I plant them. If
I go to a man with my heart in my hand, I have good
reason for expecting to meet a man with his heart in his
hand. Frankness begets frankness, just as naturally
and just as certainly, under the proper conditions, a.
like produces like in the animal and vegetable king-
doms. There are men who do everything by indirec
tion

;
who meet one as warily as if word, were tnips and

pitfalls; who manage a friendly interview as a general
would manage a campaign

; and if they make their dem-
onstration first, we are placed upon our guard. We
unconsciously become wary and distrustful. They plant
distrust and secretiveness, and they produce in us after
their kind. No man can be treated frank^ in this
world unless he himself be frank. If we would win con-
hdence to ourselves, we must put confidence in others.
The soul is like a mirror, reflecting that which stand,
before it

The young naturally take on the moods and accept
and reflect the influences around them more readily^
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it i. «»ft -J »urf-bound and dry; but" I. «»ft and open, and clcn and mout, and «Iiy fo,the reception of any .eed that may fall upon̂ Unl

J b„„^ individuaUty, the mind..eem.^ h , U^tl^choice as to what it wiU receiv.. tk • .

^^ " «ha„«d. Son,, ^ty ., chn«U,«™» fclU «po. , young „i,j, „j
'

"" ™" "•• "o*" "0 fn".. J. JsaT^Z'a™™ upon „ ^„„ ^^ ^^,_ ^^.,

^e
trough ^ vic„ U... cu^W a.d choke i. „ i, ^^•.ha hoo,. aud A. school-room .re .i..^y „„^^'
-pUc« »...„ seed i, „wn-«,d i, i, touL UuTJ,
«^. and to.e„d U„. eve^ seed ,haU produce ^^Z•^d- Let us talk about this a UtUe.

E,
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' once heard a person

-«". "torn he »„,«, i^"
**" •»« <" W* «q».to,.

--"r «ui, upon ci^^^z r r" "«'-
«*«« were even , ,ho, „, ^ ' *' *«"'y Wat if
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W, would deelre ,o «e il*^!^;"'" " "" ^^^
- good .eed i. «,„, „7 aui«endom in which
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'' "'""^ »'«wlly,
"»". by gene,.«o: »d Wtr"'"« '«" ".el;

H"" nunyhome. « ^'l'' ""." ""ou. chUdren ,
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" -^-er „„e,«l , How „
™' "^

'
" ""^"' « P«y.r

"P» "» bhck With profj^r, ""r "* *'« "*<«
>»<i who« live. a« „^„'^ "" '»"' «"* ob.c«,i.y,

»"y mothen a« ftere whL ,
"""*»'"»"»

! How
•«»<lal and bitter with ,co^ '^" "' »''»'>'<= with
busy with v„ia„ andie^r ^r' """"' ""'"• »«

-«'-n..ninthi'C;d:h:'h^-"'«-bea„y
»'« » chUd, it i, „„e^ JJ™ "^ "o "O'al right ,„

«'" desirable ,„ be „,^ \ ".
""«'' *"" «' char-

-y be bad. but ,in bZ^''^^, ' ^'-"'- Scr„f„„
"bi., but ,piritu„ .ai„. i, ^"^^^^"^
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It l» a general truth, under the law that every thing
produces after iu kind, that children become what their

parents are. A simple people, virtuous and healthy, will

produce virtuous, healthy, and true-hearted children.
A luxurious people—lazy, sensual, wasteful—wiU pro-
duce chUdren like themselves. If we go through the
vicious quarters of a great city, where licentiousness
•nd drunkenness and beastly vices prevail, we shall find

that though all die before old age, the communities are
abundantly recruited by the children which they pro-
duce. Men, principles, habits, ideas, vices, all have
children, whose features betray their parentage ; so that
no parent has a right to expect a child to be better than
its father and its mother. On the contrary, he has every
reason to beUeve that every thing that a child sees wrong
in the parents, will be imitated. There is no way by
which bad parents can bring up a family well There
must be in the parental life good principles, a sweet and
equable temper, a tender and loving disposition, a firm

self-control, a pleasant deportment, and a conscientious

devotion to duty, or these will not be found in the life of
the children. Bad seedj sown in the quick soil of a
child's mind, is sure to spring up, and to bear fruit after

its kind. No sensible man ever dreams of gathering figs

from thistles, or grapes from bramble-bushes, and no
man has the slightest right to suppose that he can bring
up a family to be better than he is. The plant wiU be
true to the seed.
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influences which descend upon them, and work out theii
natural results in them.

It is astonishing to see how long a seed will he in
the ground without germinating, and how true it wiU
remain to its kmd through untold years. Cut down a
pine forest, where an oak has not been seen for a cen-
tury, and oak shrubbery will spring up. Heave out
upon the surface a pile of earth that has lain hidden
from the eyes of a dozen generations, and forthwith it
WiU grow green with weeds. Plough up the prairie,
and turn under the grass and flowers that have grown
there since the white settler can remember, and there
will spring from the inverted sod a strange growth that
has had no representative in the sunlight for long ages.
Soul and soil are alike in this. I once heard a ma« say
of his father, who had been dead many years-" I hate
him

:
I hate his memory." The words were spoken

bitterly, with a flushed face and angry eyes, yet he who
spoke them was one of the kindest and most pburable of
men. Deep down in his heart, under love for his mother
which was almost worship, and under affection for wife,
children, and sisters which was as deep as his nature
and under multiplied friendships, there had been planted
this seed. The father had treated the boy harshly and
unjustly; and the young soul was stung as the tender
fruit is stung by an insect. Where anger and resent-
ment were sown, anger and resentment were ready to
spring up the moment the seed was uncovered. I have
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LESSON V.

TRUTH AND TRUTHFULNESS.

Tor truth is u impouiUe to be aoiled by any outwitrd touch u a

—Milton.

*' Odds life t Kutt one swear to the tiudi ofa song? "

—Matthew Pkioi.

" Get but the truth once uttered, and 'tis like

A star new-bom that drops into its place,

And which, once circling in its placid round.

Not all die tumult of the earth can shake."

—Lowwx.

ONE of the rarest powers possessed by man is the

power to stete a fact. It seems a very simple thing

to tell the truth, but, beyond all question, there is noth-
ing half so easy as lying. To comprehend a fact in its

exact length, breadth, relations, and significance, and
to state it in language that shall represent it with exact

fidelity, are the work of a mind singularly gifted, finely

balanced, and thoroughly practiced in that special de-

partment of efibrt The greatness of Daniel Webster
was more apparent in his power to state a fact, or to

3*
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present a truth, than in any other characteristic of his
gigantic nature. It was the power of truth that won for
him his forensic victories. Whenever he was truest to
truth, then was truth truest to him. He was a man who
impliciUy believed in the power of truth to take care of
Itselfwhen it had been fairly presented ; and the failures
of h.s life always grew out of his attempts to make false-
hood look like truth-a field of effort in which the most
gifted of his contemporaries won the most brilliant of his
triumphs.

The men aro comparatively few who are in the habit
of teUing the truth. We all lie, every day of our lives-
ahnost in every sentence we utter-not consciously and
criminaUy, perhaps, but really, in that our language
faUs to represent truth, and state facts correctly. Our
truths are half-truths, or distorted truths, or exaggerated
truths, or sophisticated truths. Much of this is owing to
carelessness, much to habit, and, more^than has gen-
eraUy been supposed, to mental incapacity. I have
known eminent men who had not the power to state a
fact, in its whole volume and outline, because, first,

they could not comprehend it perfectly, and, second,'
because their power of expression was limited. The
lenses by which they apprehended their facts were not
adjusted property, so they saw everything with a blur.
Definite outlines, cleanly cut edges, exact apprehension
of volume and weight, nice measurement of relations,
were matters outside of their observation and experi*'
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ence. They had broad minds, but bungling ; and their

language was no better than their apprehensions—usu-
ally it was worse, because language is rarely as definite

as apprehension. Men rarely do their work to suit

them, because their tools are imperfect.

There are men in all communities who are believed to

be honest, yet whose word is never taken as authority

upon any subject There is a flaw or a warp somewhere
in their perceptions, which prevents them from receiv-

ing truthful impressions. Everything comes to them
distorted, as natural objects are distorted by reaching
the eye through wrinkled window-glass. Some are able

to apprehend a fact and state it correctly, if it have no
direct relation to themselves; but the moment their

personality, or their personal interest, is involved, the

fact assumes false proportions and false colors. I know
a physician whose patients are always alarmin ly sick

when he is first called to them. As they usually get
well, I am bound to believe that he is a good physician

;

but I am not bound to believe that they are all as sick

at beginning as he supposes them to be. The first vio-

lent symptoms operate upon his imagination and excite

his fears, and his opinion as to the degree of danger at-

taching to the diseases of his patients is not worth half

so much as that of any sensible old nurse. In fact, no-
body thinks of taking it at all ; and those who know
him, and who hear his sad representations of the condi-

tion of his patients, show equal distrust of his word and
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faith in his skill, by taking it for granted that they are in
a fair way to get well.

It is impossible for bigots, for men of one idea, for fan-

atics, for those who set boundaries to themselves in relig-

ious, social, and political creeds, for men who think more
of their own selfish interests than they do of truth, and for
vicious men, to speak the truth. We are all, I suppose,
bigots, to a greater or less extent. We all have a creed
written in our minds, or printed in our books ; and to
this we are more or less blindly attached. We set down
an article of faith, or adopt an opinion, and nothing is

allowed to interfere with it If a sturdy fact comes
along, and asks admission, we turn to our creed to see
if we can safely entertain it. If the creed says ** No,"
we say " No," and the fact is turned out of doors, and
misrepresented after it is gone. Our creeds are our
dweUings. They come next to us, and nothing can
come to us, or go out from us, without going through
our creeds. The simple fact of the death of Jesus
Christ upon the cross, reaching the mind through vari-
ous creeds, and passing out again, goes through as many
phases as there are creeds, ranging through a scale
which at one extreme presents a God dying to redeem
the lost millions of a world, and, at the other, a benevo-
lent, sweet-tempered man, yielding his life in testimony
of the honesty of his teachings.

No new truth presents itself, which does not have to
run the gaunUet of our creeds. If it get through alive.
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and seem disposed to be peaceable, and to remain sub.

rJ^ri?
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rcspettable society ;-otherwise, we entreat it shame-
fully. Sometimes the truth is too much for us. and as-
serts Its power to stand without our help, and then we
compromise with it. The world will turn on its axis
and wheel around its orbit, though we stop the mouth
of the profane wretch who declares it ; so, after a while,
we get tired of fighting the fact, and shape our creeds
accordmgly. We fight the sturdy truths of geology, be-
cause they interfere with our creeds, but after awhile
the sturdy truths of geology become too sturdy for us
and then we begin to patronize them, and to confer
upon them the honor of harmonizing with our creedsA man who has adopted the creed of a materialist, is
entirely incompetent to receive, entertain, and repre-
sent a spiritual fact My creed is the window at which
I s.t. and look at all the world of truth outside of meAH truth is tinted by the medium through which it
parses to reach my mind; and such is my imperfection
and my weakness, that I could not raise my window im-
mediately, and place my soul in direct, vital contact
with the great atmosphere of truth, if I would
But if bigotry.be such a bar to the correct perception

of truth what shall be said of self-interest and personal
vices of appetite and passion? It is possible for noman who owns a slave and finds profit in such owner-
ship, to receive the truth touching the right of man to
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himself, and the moral wrong of shivery. We have too
much evidence that even creeds must bend to self-inter-

est, and that any traffic will be regarded as morally
right which U pecuniarily profitable. Once, in the creed
of the slaveholders, slavery was admitted to be wrong,
but that was when it was looked upon as temporary in
its character, and, on the whole, evil in its results to aU
concerned. When it was sought to be made a perma-
nent institution, because it seemed to be the only source
of the wealthJ of a section, it became right ; and even
the sUve-trade logically fell into the category of lauda-
ble and legitimate commerce. It is impossible for a
people who have allowed pecuniary interest to deprave
their moral sense to this extent, to perceive and receive
any sound political truth, or to apprehend the spirit and
temper of those who are opposed to them. The same
may be said of the liquor traffic. The act of selling
liquor is looked upon with horror by those who stand
outside, and who have an eye upon its consequences;
but the seller deems it legitimate, and looks upon any
interference with his sales as an infringement of his
rights. Our selfish interest in any business, or in any
scheme of profit, distorts all truth either directly or in-
<1irectly related to such business or scheme, or living in
its region and atmosphere. The President of the United
States, or the governor of the commonwealth, may be
an excellent man; but if I want an office, and he fails
to appoint me to it, why I don't exactly regard him as

msmmmamm
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•uch. He become, to me a very ordinary and vulgai
.ort of man indeed

; but if he give me my office, then,
though he may be all that hi, enemie. think him, he
•eem. to me to be invested with a .ingular nobility
of character that other people do not apprehend at

The vices of humanity are sad media through which
to receive truth-often so opaque that no truth can
reach the mind at alL It is impossible for a man whose
affecuons are bestialized, whose practice, are libertine,
and who« imaginations are aU impure, to receive the
fruth that there arc such things as purity and virtue, and
that there are men and women around him who are vir-
tuous and pure. There is no truth which personal vice
will not distort. The approaches to a sensual mind are
through the senses, and the same may be said of all
mmds in a general way

; but the approaches to a sensualmmd are only through the senses, and they, being per-
verted, abused, exhausted, or unduly excited, furnish
the utterly unreliable avenues by which truth reaches
the soul. The grand reason why truth, published from
the pulpit and the platform, revealed in periodicals and
books, and embodied in pictures and statues, works no
greater changes upon the minds and morals of men, is,
that .t never gets inside of men in the shape in which it
IS uttered. It passes through such media of bigotry, or
self-mterest, or vice, that its identity and power are
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It is not, therefore, remarkable that lo little truth It

told when so linle it received—that to little it expretted
when to little is apprehended. The largett field wiU
not produce an oat-ttraw that will ttand alone, if there
be no tUica in the soil, and the largest mind cannot ex-
press a pure truth if it has lived always so encased that
pure truth could not find its way into it All truth
reaches our minds through various media, by which it is

more or less colored and refracted j and it is very rare
that a man has the power to embody in language and
utter a truth in the degree of perfection in which he re-
ceived it As I said at beginning, the power to state a
fact correctly, or to express a pure truth, is among the
rarest gifts of man. It never struck me that David was
remarkably hasty, when he said that all men were Uars.
AU men are liars, in one respect or another. They are
divisible into various classes, which may legitimately be
mentioned under two heads, viz., unconscious liars and
conscious liars.

Of those who lie, and suppose they are telling the
truth, I have already spoken. They are a huge and
most respectable class ol people, and their apology
must be found in the theory I have advanced

; yet
among these may be found men and women who will

require all the amplitude of our mantles of charity to
cover them. I have been much impressed with a pas-
sage in Dr. Bushnell's volume, entitled "Christian
Nurture," which incidentally touches upon this subject^
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in the writer's characteristically powerful way j and as
I cannot condense it, I will copy it

:

"There is. in lome personi who appear In all other retpeeti to
be Chrittians. a itrange defect of truth, or truthfulness. They
•re not conscious of It They would take it as a cruel injustice
were they only to suspect their acquaintances of holding such ao
•etimate of them. And yet, there Is a want of truth In every sort
of demonstration they make. It is not their words only that lie.

but their voice, air. action ; their every putting forth has a lying
character. The atmosphere they live In Is an atmosphere of pre-
tence. Their virtues are affectations. Their compassions and
sympathies are the airs they put on. Their friendship is their

mood, and nothing more; and yet they do not know It. They
mean, it may be. no fraud. They only cheat themselves so effec
tually as to believe that what they are only acting Is their truth.
And. what is difficult to reconcile, they have a great many Chris-
tian sentimenu

;
they maintain prayer as a habit, and wiU some-

times speak inteUlgently of matters of Christian experience.

-

It was the oracular sage Deacon Bedott, who, in
view of the imperfections of his kind, remarked several
times in his life

:
" We are all poor creeturs "—a re-

mark that comes as near to being pure truth as any we
meet with outside of the Bible and the standard trea-

tises on mathematics. We are, indeed, poor creatures.

Our highest conceptions of truth are contemptible, our
best utterances fall short of our conceptions, and our
lives are poorer than our language.

Of all conscious and criminal lying, I know of none
that exceeds in maUgnity and magnitude that of a po-
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litical campaign. In luch a struggle, men get in lov«
with lies. They seek apologies for the circuUUon of
lies. They hug lies to their hearts in preference to
truth. It is the habit of hopeful philosophers to enlarge
upon the benefit to our people of the annual and quad,
rennial contests for place, which occur in our country.
as if principles were the things reaUy at stake, and per-
sonalities were out of the question, as the lying poll-
ticians would have us believe. What, in honesty, can
be said of the leading speakers and the leading presses
which sustain a party in a contest for power, but that
they studiously misrepresent their opponents, misstate
their own motives, give currency to false accusations,
suppress truth that tells against them, exaggerate the
importance of that which favors them, seize upon all

plausible pretexts for fraud, skulk behind subterfuges,
and Ue outright when it is u.-med necessary. And
what can be expected more and better than this, when
the leaders are office^eekers, who live and thrive on
the grand basilar lie that the motive which inspires all

their action is a regard for the popular good? Of
course I speak generally. There are politicians and
presses that are above personal considerations; but
even these become infected with the prevalent poison
of falsehood that is everywhere associated with their
efforts.

The social lying of the world has found multitudi-
nous satirists, and furnished the staple of a whole schooJ
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of writers. We touch our hats in token of respect tt
men whom in our hearts we despise. We inquire ten-
deriy for the V .^ith of persons for whom we do not
care a straw WV who c-anot afford it wear expensive
clothing, anU display grand f; uipage, and give cosUy
entertainments, lo. i>; cause - enjoy it, but because
we wish to iiiinr«ss ur.>n :he jrld the belief that we
can afford it. t h ou vay ot expressing a Ue which
•eems to us iintior.a.u t5 the maintenance of our social
standing. We ivccive ;h a kiw a visitor whom we
wish were in Gru ( *. ^j, ami betray her to the next who
comes in. We pretend to ourselves and our neighbors
that there is nothing which we so much esteem as the
simple friendships of life, and the straight-forward love
and hearty good will of the honest hearts around us,
yet when the rich and the tided are near, we are glad-
dened and flattered, and look with supercilious con-
tempt upon the humble friendships which we affected
to cherish supremely. In our conscience and judgment,
we appreciate the genuine values of social life, and we
profess in our language to hold them in just estimation,
but in our life and practice we honor that which is fie-

titious and conventional, apprehending in our conscience
and judgment that we are acting a lie. Socially I can-
not but beUeve that there is far more of truthfulness in
humble than in high life. The more neariy we come
down to hearty nature, and the further we go from the
artificial and conventional, the nearer do we come to
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trutlu Truth is indeed at the bottom of this weU, an4
not in the artificial wall that rises above it, nor the
buckets that go up and doxm as caprice or selfishness
turns the windlass.

Business lying is, after all, the most universal of
any. It is confined to no age and no nation. Solomon
understood the world's great game when he wrote :

" It IS naught, it is naught, saith the buyer : but when
he >s gone his way, then he boasteth ;» and from Solo-
man's day doU to ours, buyers have depreciated that
which they would purchase, and then boasted of their
ba^ns. When two selfish persons meet on opposite
sides of a counter, there rises between them a sort of
antagonism. One is intert-sted in selling an article of
merchandise at the highest practicable profit, and the
other is interested in obtaining it at the lowest possible
pnce. Of the smaU, cunning lies that pass back and
forth over that counter, of the half-truths told, and the
whole truths suppressed, of deceptions touching the
quality of goods on one side and the ability to buy on
the other, it would be humiliating to tell. If every lie
told m the shops, across mahogany and show-case, by
buyers and seUers, were nailed like base coin to the
counter, there would be no room for the display of
goods. It is considered no mean compliment to a busi.
ness man to say that he is sharp at a bargain

; yet this
sharpness is rarely more than the faculty of ingenious
lymg. A man who sells to me an article worth only
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five dollars for twice that sum is "a sharp man;-
but he cannot make such a sale to me without telling
me, in some way, a lie. The price he puts upon his
merchandise is a lie, essentiaUy, in itself.

There is a great deal of business lying that by long
habit becomes unconscious. If we take up a news-
paper, we shall find that quite a number* of the stores
around us, kept by our excellent friends, have " the
largest and finest stock of goods ever displayed in the
city." We shaU find that they have been selling for
years at " unprecedentedly low prices," that they are
"selling at less than cost," that they are pushing off-

goods at rates "ruinously low," and that they can offer
bargains to buyers that wiU confound their competitors.
I suppose that none of these advertisers think they are
lying, or, if they do, that their lying is of a harmful
character. Lying in this way is supposed to be part of
the legitimate machinery of trade. Promising definitely
to finish work without the expectation of keeping the
promise, or being able.to keep it, is another kind of
half unconscious lying. There are men engaged in
various trades, in all communities, whose word is of no
more value, when in the form of a promise to finish
within a certain period a certain piece of work, than the
fly-leaf of a last year's almanac. There are men whom
every one knows who will lie without blushing about-
their work, and who will stand at their counter and lie
•U day, and then sleep with a peaceful conscience at
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«.ght, having failed to fulfil a .ingle pledge during Aei,
waking hours. Then there are people who will promise
to pay bills, and promise a hundred times over, and
never pay, and never expect to pay. When a bill is
presented, they promise to pay, as a matter of course

;

and that ,s considered as good as the gold until it is
presented again

; and then comes another promise, and
another and another. The creditor knows the debtor
Ues, but many a debtor of this kind would feel insulted
and mjured by any spoken doubts of his truthfulness.
But the field & large, and I am already beyond the

tmits which I set for myself in these essays. It will
l>e seen that I regard truthfulness as, on the whole, a
rare article in this world. It is in some respects neces-
saxily so. Many men are incapable of stating a fact or
teUmgatruth. They have not the power to compre-
hend or express either. The majority of men receive^th through such media of prejudice, selfishness,
bigotry, sensuality, and the like, that they never get it
pure, and are therefore incapable of uttering it cor-
rectly, even when their power of expression equals their
power of perception, which is not commonly the case
So there is a world of unconscious lying ; but I am
•orry to believe that there is just as lai^e a world of'
conscious lying. In politics, society, and business, tha
conscious and intentional lie abounds. " Lord 1 how
this worid is given to lying 1

"

m
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For of th« Mul the Wiy form doth tadw.

For MNil is form and int^ the body make."

—SntMl

•• Can lackcloth clothe a &ult «r hide a ihamef
Or do thy hands make Hea4«k a lecompense.
By strewing dust upon thy h^ (ace ?

No
!
though thou pine thyself «Ml wiUing want

Or Cue look thin, or carcass ne'er l» gaunt :

Such holy madness God rejects and loathes

That sinks no deqier than the skin oT dothes."

—QUAStXfc

** Beauty ii trudi, tmdi beauty."

—Kbats.

T HAVE every reason to believe that God loves
1 Shakers, but I do not think He admires them. I
do not see how He can ; but perhaps this is not a com-
petent reason to offer in the premises. I saw a wagon-
load of what I supposed to be Shakers of both sexes,
riding along the street, the other day; and I wondered
what I should think of them if I had made them. I
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think I should have been about equally vexed and
amused to see the lines that I had made beautiful, dis.
guised, and every grace-giving swell of limb and bust
upon which I had exercised such exquisite toil, carefuU,"
hidden. They sat up very straight and prim, in a ver>
square wagon, behind a square-trotting horse, driven bv
"right lines "in a pair of hands that seemed to grow
out of the driver's stomach, while his elevated, rectan-
gular elbows cut rigidly against the air on either side
It was a visioh for a painter-a house painter-",
painter by trade." The long-haired, meek-looking men,
with their flat-crowned, broad-brimmed hats, straight
coats and neutral colors, and the women with their
sugar-scoop bonnets, white kerchiefs and straight waists,
looked like a case of faded wax-figures, in prison uni.
form, that had " come down to us from a former gene-
ration."

I heaved a sigh as the wagon-load of mortified and
badly dressed flesh passed out of sight, and wondered
If the souls inside of those bodies were as angular as
their covering. I did not believe it-I do not believe it.

I have no doubt that underneath those straight waist-
coats hearts have throbbed at the sight of woman and
child, and longed for home and family life, with yearn-
ings that could not be uttered. Those straight-laced
sensibilities have been thrilled by benuty, and bathedm the grace and glory of the life around them. Trees
have whispered to them, flowers have looked up and re-
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buked them, brooks have caUed to them with laughter,
rivers have smiled upon them in sunshine, the great sky
has bent over them with infinite tenderness and fulness
of beauty, and they have felt what they could not de-
fine. It was something very wrong, they supposed, and
so they buttoned their straight jackets around tljem,
turned their eyes away from beholding vanity, and
thought they had done an excellent thing. I know that
those young women, with their abominable clothing out-
side, and their crushed and abused sympathies inside,
are unhappy, unless they have all been mercifully trans-
formed into fanatics. It is useless to tell me that a man
can ignore or trample to death the strongest passion of
his nature-the strongest, the purest, and the most en-
nobling—and be a happy man. It is useless to say that
a man or woman can walk through a world of beauty—
themselves the most beautiful of all things-and bind
themselves up in unbecoming drapery, and smother all

their impulses to express the beauty with which God in-
spires them, and do it with content and satisfaction. It

cannot be done.

So, when this wagon-load of Shakers drove out of
sight, I heaved a sigh, for I knew that not to be unhappy
in the life which was typefied in their dress and estab-
lishment, would be a greater misfortune, essentially,
than dissatisfaction and discontent would be. If they
were happy in their life, they must have become per-
verted in their natures, or indurated beyond the sus.

4

i .
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cptibiLv to «c.ive A. tap„„io„. „,h,^a.y me,

noLT"' " ""^ "" ""' "^ •"»« '"J-'^ »<

He never intended ti«, i, rtould be hidden in . meal,bag or permanently quenched under a smock-froclc
In the mSmte variety which He ha. introduced into hu-
-nan character «,d into human form, and face,, ti,er.

emphafc prote« again.t it. If God mad. woman beau-

^ to dr.,, her^lf a, if ,he were a hitching.po.,, orto transform that which ,ho„ld give delight tT^among whom ,h. move,, into a ludicrou, caricature ofa woman", form.

JelTv
""

K
""" ""^ ""°" '» "-«'« ««' Cod

God ^m.re, ,h. bodies He ha, made, He cannot «1.™re them when they are covered by the Shalcerdrc
for « .p„,u the loolc. of them, and differ, e„enJ2from t>,e pan which He p„r,ue, in draping .U .2fonn, of hfe There i, no grace about it,L „o bea^of color God admire, cloud., I doubt no,, whenpamted by the «„ing ,„n, and star, flashing in *:Wen,, and ti,e flower, of myriad hue, .ha, are ,c*t^red over the earth, bu. if these are object, of Hi, :;t

T.ZT: " *'" "' "' """' ""a. can He thL<Of a drab Shaker bonnet? What can He .hink whe.
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m« and womu, d,e glory and crown of Hi. creatio-

b.rd. and b«, „d bIo«on„, and go poking around ,h.

lappy, «d give .hen. swee, companionAip, andta"yo ng chUdren .o .h.ir am,,, and .ran,pl. i. ™a„ ,h"

m .t. «Md, bUckn«,, „d darkness, and .emne,.?Wha. does He ftinkof Uves ou.ofwWch are shu

"

meanrng and aU individuality, and aU love and 11
manizing experience? «» »«« nu-

I owe no grudge to the Shakers. I like their annl.-ce (they ask a thrifty price for it,J^^
the genuineness and the generation, under favorab

L

conditions, of their garden seeds- h„ t k
^'^^''^

style of life and pi^ L ? ^ ^''' '° *^*^'''

Shakerdomw^^l^rksTk^it TT ^"^"^ ^""'^ °^

idea (and the ShakT„ hf
^''* '** '^" *^°^«

r«^ ,. T ^""^ "°* monopolized it) that

tion of His children, and that He approves of their .o;ng about, sad-faced and straighflace'd, studios^ Jd!mg all temptation to enjoy themselves.
I have seen a deacon in the pride of his deep hu.i,.

ously after the mam chance; and while he looked, he
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employed himself in setting a good example. His dre^
was rigidly plain, and his wife was not indulged in th«
vanities of millinery and mantua-making. He never
Joked. He did not know what a joke was, any further
than to know that it was a sin. He carried a Sunday
face through the week. He did not mingle in the happy
Bocial parties of his neighborhood. He was a deacon
He starved his social nature because he was a deacon.
He refrained from all participation in a free and gen-
•rous Ufe becadse he was a deacon. He made his chil-
dren hate Sunday because he was a deacon. He so
brought them up that they learned to consider them-
selves unfortunate in being the children of a deacon
They were pitied by other children because they were
the children of a deacon. His wife was pitied by other
women because she was the wife of a deacon. Nobody
loved him. If he came into a circle where men were
laughmg or telling stories, they always stopped until he
went out. Nobody ever grasped his hand cordially or
slapped him on the shoulder, or spoke of him as a g^d
fellow. He seemed as dry and hard and tough as a
piece of jerked beef. There was no softness of char-
acter—no juiciness—no loveliness in him.
Now it is of no use for me to undertake to realize to

myself that God admires such a character as this I do
not doubt that He loves the man, as He loves all men;
l>ut to admire his style of manhood and piety is impossi-
ble for any intelligent being. It lacks the roundnesi
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•nd fulnc^ and richnes. and .weetncs, that belong toa tn.ly admirable character. Such a man caricature.
Chnsuamty, and .cares other men away from it. Such
a man ostentatiously present, himself as one in whose
life rehpon is dominant. It is religion that is supposed
to rub down that long face, and inspire that stiff de-
meanor. and to make him at all points an unattractive
and unlovable man. Of course it is not religion that
does any thing of the kind, but it has the credit of it
with the world, and the world does not Uke it. It looks
around, and sees a great many men who do not pretend
to rehgion at all, and yet who are very lovable men. If
religion can transform a pleasant man into a most un-
pleasant one, and change a free, bright, and happy
home into a dismal place of slavery, and blot out a
man's esthetic and social nature, the world naturally
thinks that getting religion would be almost as much of a
m«fortune as getting some melancholy chronic di«a.e,
and I do not blame it. It i, not to be wondered at that
the world should mistake, very much, the true nature of
Christianity, when Christians themselves entertain such
grievous errors about it.

I suppose God is attracted to tery much the same
style of character that men are. Christ loved a youneman at first sight, who lacked the very thing essential to
his highest manhood. But He loved the kind of manHe saw before Him. He was upright, frank-hearted.
cpen-mmded. and bright; and "Jesus beholding him,
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loved him." There are men whom one cannot help lov.
ing and admiring though they lack a great many things
-thing, very "needful" to make them perfect men.
Now I put it to good, conwientiouf ChritUan men and
women, whether they do not take more pleaaure in the
society of a warm-hearted, generous, chivalrous, weU-fed.
man of the world, than in the society of any of that class
of Christians of whom the deacon I have mentioned is
a type. I know they do, and they cannot help it There
is more of that' which belongs to a first-class Christian
character in the former than in the latter, and if I were
caUed upon to test the two men by commanding them
respectively to seU what they have and give to Uie poor,
I should be disappointed were the deacon to behave the'
best. A character which religion does not fructify—
does not soften, enlarge, beautify, and enrich—is not
benefited by religion-or, rather, has not possessed it-
self of religion. God loves that which is beautiful and
attractive in character, just as much as we do, and it

makes no difference where he sees it. He does not dis-
like tiie amiable traits of a sinner, because he is a sin-
n-r, nor does he admire those traits of a Christian which
^3 feel to be contentptible, simply because tiiey belong
to a Christian. A Christian sucked dry of his human-
ity, i£ as juiceless and as flavorless as a sucked orange,
and I believe that God regards him in the same light
that we do. He will save such I doubt not, for their
feith; and, in the coming worid, tiiey will learn what
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S. when I look abroad upon the world, «,d «e men

Sh^er. dnvmg ..„^, ,, .,„„ ^ «

u«Iy garmenu, and Chriatian.. who d,o„ld know b.„„

fHuL?!^:"."
"""• ^ »»"«"«». ' canno b„.

W. After doing every thing in HU power to make Hi.cWdren happy-after fim„g the world with goT^h
""

for thetr u,e. and giving .hem abundant iiculti.. „Zjoyng Aem-after endowing them with beauty 1 .««. of that Which is beau,iful-it must be „d ,„ Hi™« «. them wandering about in strange LTiH ^
^g to^^eir hair rebellious heart, Z 'Z^Zl^Z

^:;^::r:rs:-oT—rr--i
H5r7r-^ti:--:£^1". partakes of the character of penance, in whatev«
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form and under whatever circumstances it may develop
itself, is always a thing of mischief, and always a thing

of error. It has its basis in the miserable theory that

there is something in the passions and appetites with
which God has constituted man that is essentially bad—
a theory as impious as it is injurious—as fatal to all just

conceptions of the divine Being and of man's relations

to Him, as to all human happiness.

Everything which is truly admirable is good, and
good and desirable in the degree by which it is admi-
rable. A beautiful face and form are admirable, and
just as good as they are admirable—just as good in their

element of beauty. They are good for that quality, and
in that quality, which excites our admiration. A beau-
tiful bonnet, a beautiful dress, a beautiful brooch or

necklace, are all admirable, and good because they are

admirable, or good because every thing admirable is

necessarily good. A famUy over which the father pre-
sides with tender dignity, and in which the mother
moves with love's divinest ministry—where the faces of
innocent children are shining, while their voices make
music sweeter than the morning songs of birds—is ad-
mirable, and it is good in all those respects which make
it admirable. A well-dressed man or woman is admi-
rable, and that thing is good in itself which makes them
so. A man who carries his heart in his hand, who deals

both justly and generously by men, who bears a sunny
face and pleasant words into society, whose cultured
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»Ind «,rich« freely aU wio, whom i, is brought i„«, „!lauon, who has abundant charity for the weak and ,
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*at a^enot admirable are not good. kT dre^J^
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I

the style of manhood in which they have their dull and
difficult illustration. The idea that I wish definitely to
convey is this : that on the basis of a right heart, God
would have us build up a bright, generous, genial, ex-

pressive Christian character, and use gratefully and
gladly all those things which He has prepared to make
life cheerful and admirable. I believe a saint ought to

have a better tailor than a sinner, and be in all manly
ways a better fellow. I believe a true Christian should
be in everything* that constitutes and belongs to a man
the most admirable man in the world.

I have an idea that God looks with the same kind of
contempt on the prominent characteristics cf certain

styles of Christian men and women, that men of the
world do. There is nothing admirable in cant and
whine, and nasal psalm-singing, and men whose hearts
are livers and whose blood is bile ; and I cannot believe

that He blames people for not admiring them, and not
being attracted to them. I do not believe that an ad-
mirable Christian life is repulsive to the men of the
world. I believe that wherever the human mind recog-
nizes a rounded, chastened, rich, and outspoken Chris-

tian character, whether it belong to manhood or woman-
hood, it admires it, and feels attracted to it, by the

degree in which it admires it. I believe, moreover,
that the Christianity which discards as vanities those

things which God has provided for the pleasure of His
children, and mortifies the love of beauty, and adopts
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grades, abuses, and traduces the body to win ^.„.
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LESSON VII.

TUB XJGHTS OF WOMAN.

*Heard n^lodies are sweet, but those unheard

Are sweeter ; therefore ye soft pipes play on

;

Not to the sensual ear, but more endeared.

Pipe to the spirit ditties of no tones."

—John Kbats.

Mi'

* I sin as free as Nature first made man."

—DSYDBM,

'*What she wills to do or say

Seenu wisest, virtuouscst, discreetest, best"

—Milton.

IT
was the sarcastic remark of a crusty old parson

of Connecticut that woman has the undoubted right

to shave and sing bass, if she choose to do so. I

question the right of bearded man to shave himself,

and I will not concede that woman has a superior right,

based on inferior necessities ; but believing that man
has an undoubted right to sing bass, I am inclined to

accord the same right to woman. Woman is a female

man, and there is no reason that I know of why sht
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"" !».. I cU.m for my„,f, „„ ,„„„_ ^
and why ,h„.,d I „„, ,„„, „ ,„^,„

-"^ ' •

«ng bassP The brave CO chorals of Gcrmanyt „ dl«Mly he sung „i,h „„ch effec, were ,he ahs deniedo .he ™a«„u„e voice, ye. if i. be man's preroga"iveto s.ng bass, i. is ,„„ly woman's ,o sing .reble. 7ub. "surpa.io„ for her .o grope among .heg„..„ a,s „

at:„r. r
''^'

"
'^ ^°=' p—"p-- for l:,:ia..emp. .o leap Ae five-rail fence .ha. sunds betweenh.m and h.gh C. , p„, ,^ consideration forward f"he purpose of s.opping every caviller's mou.h upon*e subjec., .„,i, , p„„„, ^„^^„,^ ^ ^

^^^P

and more comprehensive characer, in suppor. ofi-oman's ngh. to sing bass.

I. is claimed by those who deny woman's right tos.ng bass that she i, needed for the treble and al

°

part. Needed by whom> Needed by man? b"»ho gave man the right to set up his needs as .he lawof woman's life P ,f man needs treble and alto, , hopehe may get .hem. He has the undoubted righ to singboU. parts to suit his own fancy, or to hire others to do
t for h,m. Man needs buttons on his shirts, and cleanItnen, but for the life of me , cannot see wh; .hat ne^ddefines a woman's duty in any respect. U. him dotown washmg. and sew on his own buttons. Supposea woman should need to have hooks and eyes Ted
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upon her dress, as some of them do, sometimes, aftei

taking a very long breath, would that determine it to

be man's duty to sew them on? " It is a poor rule

that will not work both ways." This is one of the

illustrations of man's selfishness—that he sets up his

needs as the rule by which the rights of one-half of

the human race are to be determined.

This same selfishness of man will demand that I

reconsider this talk, and will accuse me of sophistry.

It will declare tkat I do not state the case fairly. It

will say that woman needs money with which to buy
her dresses and procure her food, and strong hands to

labor for her and protect her, and that these needs do
indeed define man's duty with respect to her. But I

place all this on the ground of gallantry and humanity.

Of course, we are all very glad to do these things, you

know,—we who have human feelings—but woman has

no right to them, based upon her need—particularly if

she be a woman who insists, as I do, upon her inde-

feasible right to sing bass. I know that it helps things

along for a woman to look after a man's linin and but-

tons, and do his fine work generally, because she seems

to have a kind of natural knack at the business. I am
aware that it is exceedingly pleasant to hear a woman
sing treble, if she sings it well, but I am talking, be it

remembered, of woman's right to sing bass. Let us

stick to the question.

The enemies of this highest among the rights of
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woman are fond of alludint to the fact that only here
and there a woman can be found who wishes to avail
herself of her right, and practically to enter upon the
work of singing bass. The large majority of women
prefer to sing the soprano, while a few, of moderate
views, adopt alto as a kind of compromise. But what
has this fact to do with the matter of right in the
premises? Most people prefer beef-steak without
onions, but I never knew that fact to be brought for-
ward as an argument against the right of a man to eat
It with onions. It is possible, indeed, that if people were
more accustomed to eating beef-steak with onions, or
those savory vegetables were less objectionable in their
style of perfume, there would be a majority in favor
of the associated luxuries. We must remember, too. in
considering this aspect of the question, that woman is,
to a certain extent, a creature of whims. She is ex-
ceedingly apt to adopt a practice because it is fashiona-
ble. If it were fashionable for woman to sing bass, how
long would it be before the lower tones would find full
development? And how long would it be before the
men themselves would repeat those words of the immor-
tal bard :—

" Her voice was ever soft.

Gentle and low,-An excellent thing in woman." (?)

After all, this sort of argument against woman's right
to smg bass answers itself. If the preference of wom»n
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fenerally for the soprano and alto be a good reason fo.
their confining themselves to the performance of those
parts, then a change of preference would be a valid reawn for their leaving them. If individual right goes with
general preference, then the pillar^ of the universe are
uprooted, or we have no pillars worth mentioning. I
suppose that women generally prefer in-door to out-of.
door employments-labor that draw, less upon muscle,
and more upon ingenuity and delicate-fingered facility •

but that settles nothing as to their right to engage in
muscular toils in the open air. The German peasant-
woman has labored out-of-doors for many generations.
The result has been the gradual approach to each other
of her hips and shoulders, the extinguishment of that
portion of her person known as the waist, and some
noticeable flatness over the cerebral organs; but theGerman peasant-woman has her right, and that i, worth
any sacrifice, you know. If she prefers hoeing cab-
bages to spinning flax, who shall hinder her? If allwomen should prefer hoeing cabbages to spinning flax
or any variety of yam, who shall hinder them ? So far
as man is concerned, woman has a right to grow her
shoulders just as near her hips, and wear a head as
flat as she pleases. In short, the general preference ofwomen with respect to any thing decides no question ofmdmdual right, whatever.

I will not admit that the general preference of women
for private life imposes any obligation upon any woman
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to abstain from public lift, or affect. i„ any way her
nght to enter upon ,>ublic life. I am aware thac one
would not like to have one's wife or sister an opera-
».nger. or a public dancer, or a preacher, or a doctor in
general practice, or a circus-rider, or a popular lecturer,
or an actress; but I am talking about the question of
right. Most women would shrink from war-from its
fatigues, its dangers, its bloody strife ; but Joan of Arc
asserted her right to go into war; and her name is en-
grossed upon the scroll of fame. All women have thesame nght to go to war that she had. I confess that I
should hke to see a regiment of women six feet high,
officered by women, all dressed in Balmorals iUustratL
the national colors, marching to battle in as close order
as the peculiarity of their garments would permit, and
accompanied by a corps of cavalry m side-saddles.
Such an assertion of woman's right would be grand be-
yond description. I should not care to live on very
intimate terms with the colonel of the regiment, but Idont know as that has anything to do with this ques-
tion. ^

I was talking, however, about the right of women tosmg bass, and must go on. It is declared by thosewho oppose this right that woman has no natural :^,
and aptitudes for bass. This is the strong point of the
enemy, but it amounts to nothing. If woman fails, ap.
parently, in organs and aptitudes for this part, it only
•bows what long years of abuse will accomplish. Let
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us never forget in this discussion that woman ii only a
female man, that there is no such thing as " sex of
soul," and that woman's vocal organs are built exactly
like man's—as much like man's as her hands and her
feet and her head are like his—a little smaller, perhaps,
—that's all. It is a familar fact, I presume, that the
little colts born of South American dams take to am-
bling as their natural step, simply because the men of
South America have taught the fathers and mothers of
these colts to a^ble through uncounted generations.
Now in North America we train horses to trot, and the
consequence is that amblers are scarce, and in most
cases have to be educated to their gait. This is the way
in which nature adapts herself to popular want and
popular usage. The large variety of apples which load
our orchards were developed from the insignificant

crab, and the peach was the child of the almond, or the
almond of the peach—I have forgotten which. Now I

suppose (with some feeble doubts about it) that man
and woman started exactly together, that her singing
treble better than she sings bass results from usage,
and that her singing treble rather than bass was purely
a matter of accident at first. All analogy teaches me
that if she had begun on bass, and the other part had
been given to man, we should be hearing to-day of
Ma'Ue Patti, ** the charming new baritone," and " the
magnificent basso," Madame Jenny Lind-Goldschmidt,
while admiring crowds would toss flowers to Caii
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Formes, "the un«pproackabIe wprano,- or Mario
"the king of contraltos."

*

I suppose that those who maintain that woman has
no natural organs and aptitudes for singing bass, would
»ay that she has no natural organs and aptitudes for
boxmg and playing at ball. Just because woman holds
her fists the wrong side up, as if she were kneading
bread rather than flesh, it is claimed that she was not
made for the " manly art of self-defence," and from the
wholly incompetent facts that she cannot throw a ball
three feet against a common north-west wind, and is
not as fleet as a deer, it is judged that she hr.s no right
to engage in base-ball. But suppose all women had
been accustomed to boxing and playing ball as much as
the men have been

; would they not have arrived at
corresponding excellence ? I know that as women are
now (and they please me exceedingly) they have not
muscle to "hit from the shoulder" with force sufficient
to make them formidable antagonists

; and I am aware

"

that they lack something in the length of limb requisite
for the rapid locomotion of the ball-ground

; but they
have never had a chance. See what the washerwomen
have done for themselves. They seem to be a separate
race of beings, for they all have large arms, and shouU
ders that would do honor to Tom Sayers. I have seen
negro slave women at work in the field, with a muscular
development that would be the envy of a Bowery boy
The washerwoman and the field slave show what can be
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done by cultivation. I know that their style of figure is

not quite so attractive as I have seen, and I knew that
wherever there is an extraordinary tax upon muscle
there is an extraordinary repression of mind and blunt-
ing of the sensibilities, but it must be remembered that
we are talking about rights, now. I claim and maintain
(I may as well come out with the whole of it) that a
woman has a right to do any thing she chooses to do,
with perhaps tl|e unimportant exception of becoming
the father of a family.

The truth is that women have never had a fair chance.
They can do any thing they are trained to do. The
proper physical culture of woman, carried on through a
competent number of generations, would develop her
beyond all our present conceptions. She would be
likely to arrive at a high condition of muscle and a low
condition of mind, very unlike our present idea of the
noblest type of womanhood; but very possibly our
ideals of womanhood are conventional, or traditional.
She has hands, and has a right to use them ; a tongue,
and the right to wag it in her own way; powers corre-
sponding to those of man in all important respects, and
the right to develop and employ them according to her
taste and choice. I deny, to man, the privilege of defin-
ing the rights and duties of woman. A woman is mis-
tress of her own actions and judge of her own powers and
aptitudes

;
and if any woman thinks that she can do a

man's work better than what society considers her own,
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then she has an undeniable right to do it, if she can get
it to do, and is willing to accept the work with the con-
ditions that attend it.

I am a firm believer in " woman's rights "-especially
her right to do as she pleases. It is possible that, be-
fore the law, she is not in possession of all her rights,
but all wrongs in this direction will be corrected as time
progresses. I speak particularly at this time of her right
to sing bass, because it is a representative right, and
covers, as with a lid, a whole chest full of others. Yet
while I claim this right, I confess that I should not care
to see it exercised to any great extent, for I think that
treble is, by all odds, the finer and more attractive partm music. Is it worth while to exercise the right of sing-
ing bass, when it costs a good deal to get up a voice
for it, and when treble comes natural and easy, and is

much pleasanter to the ear ? Bass would be a bad thing
for a luUaby, and could only silence a baby by scaring
it. If I should have committed to me the melodies of
the world, I would care very little about my right to sing
those subordinate parts that gather around them in obe-
dient harmonies. At least, I think I would, unless some
upstart man should deny my right to sing any thing but
melodies. If it were committed to me to sing like a
bird, I would not care, I think, to exercise my right to
roar like a bull. If I can witch the ears and win the
hearts of men and women by doing that which I can do
easily and naturally and well, then I shall do best not to
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exercise my right to do that which I can only do diffi
cultly, and unnaturally, and ill

Woman, in my apprehension, is the mistress, not
a^one of the melody of music, but of the melody of life.
Whatever it may be possible to do by cultivation and a
long course of development, it is doubtful whether awoman would ever sing bass well. I am aware that she
has the right, and the organs, but I question whether
her bass would apiount to any thing-whether it would
be worth singing. When women talk with me about
their nght to vote, and their right to practise law, and
their right to engage in any business which usage has
^signed to man, I say, "yes-you have all those
rights." I never dispute with them at all. Indeed, you^e how I have put myself forward as the defender of
these same rights

; yet I should be sorry to see them ex-
ercised by the women I admire and love. It is all very
well to say that the presence of woman at the baUot-box
would purify it, and restrain the manners of the men
around it

;
but I have seen enough of the world to learn

that all human influence is reciprocal and reactionary.
Man and the ballot-box might gain, but woman would
lose, and men and the ballot-box themselves would losem the long run. The ballot-box is the bass, and it
should be man's business to sing it, while woman should
give him home melody with which it should harmonize.

In the matter of rights, I suppose that I should not
differ materially with any strong-minded woman ; but I
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have always observed that the most truly lovable, hum-
ble, pure-hearted. God-fearing, and humanity-loving
women of my acquaintance, never say any thing about
hese nghts, and scorn those of their sex who do. I
have never known a woman who was at once satisfied in
her affections and discontented with her woman's lorand her woman's work. ,ere is a weak place, or awrong place, or a rotten place, in the character or na-
ture of every woman who stands and howls upon the
spot where her Creator placed her, and neglects her own
true work and life while claiming the right to do the
work and live the life of man. I will admit all the rights
that such a woman claims-all that I myself possess-if
she wiU let me alone, and keep her distance from me.
She may sing bass, but I do not wish to hear her. She
IS repulsive to me. She offends me.

I believe in women. I believe they are the sweetest
purest, most unselfish, best part of the human race. I
have no doubt on this subject, whatever. They do sing
the melody in all human life, as well as the melody in
mus.c. They carry the leading part, at least in the
sense that they are a step in advance of us, all the waym the journey heavenward. I believe that they cannotmove very widely out of the sphere which they now oc-
cupy, and remain as good as they now are ; and I deny
that my belief rests upon any sentimentality, or jeal-
ousy, or any other weak or unworthy basis. A man who
has experienced a mother's devotion, a wife's self-sacri-
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ficing love, and a daughter's affection, and is grateful

for all, may be weakly sentimental about some things,

but not about women. He would help every woman he
loves to the exercise of all the rights which hold dignity

and happiness for her. He would fight that she might
have those rights, if necessary; but he would rathe\

have her lose her voice entirely, than to hear her sound
a bass note so long as a demi-semiquaver.
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"Keen are the pangs

Advancerr^iit often bring*. To be secure.

Be humble. To be happjr, be content."

—Jambs Hunoit.
I

"For not that which men covet most is best

:

Nor that thing worst which men do most refuse.

But fittest is that each contented rest

With that they hold.'*

—Spsmskr.

" Men have different spheres. It is for some to evolve great moral truths,

as the Heavens evolve stars, to guide the sailor on the sea and the traveUer

on the desert
: and it is for some, like the sailor and the taveUer, simply to

**««i«»«>*' -Beeciok.

A
VENERABLE gentleman who once occupied a

prominent position in a leading New England col-

lege, was remarking recently upon the difficulty which
he experienced in obtaining servants who would attend

to their duties. He had just dismissed a girl of sixteen,

who was so much "above her business" as to be intol-
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««blc. Tie girl., f„k.,, „h„ ^ ,„ Engiuh^.«U.d upon W„ for „ „„^.,„„ ^^ « "^

to d h., ..ory, every word of which fte farter received
».*ou. ,ues,io„, ,„d .hen renurlced, with considcr^^

scM. The father re.ired,and ,h. old profe,«,r.a.do,™ and .hough, abou, i. , and .he resul. of his .hinlc..ng d.d no. differ n,a,erially from .ha. of .he fa*er ,.«a, no,,of course, d«, U.ere wa, any thing in .hes.ud,e. pursued which had .ended .o un«. .he girl forher du.,c.
1, was v.ry possible indeed for .he girl .„have been a be..er servan. in conse,uence of her .'

.elli.gcnce There was noting in EngMsh grammar or Aemutop .ea„„n .able .o produce insubordi„a.ion and dis-

tended .o condemn public schools, as such , bu. i, was
the ,pm. ,„e„,ea.ed by .he teachers of public schooU,
wh.ch had spoiled .he girl for her place, and which hispoUed, and .s stiU spoiling, Uiousands of oAers
L« us look for a moment into .he influence of such an.0,.0 as .he following, written over a school-house door-always before the eye, of the pupils, and always al-luded to by school commi..ee, and visi.ors who are in-

vited .0 " make a few remarks "
;

This abominable lie is placed before a room full of
children and y„u.h, of widely varying capaci.ies, and
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man., bidding.' UIr L" "' "" "" """'' " ""
fath.r .1.

""" "'"""•<:»n>stancea, the (-irl'sfa.h r h sp^,_ „mov« h„ from school and .1
oi a spirit can she carry into her service excenr tk » r
-.y and tapuden. di.on.en. . Sherir^^'^^

"'

m the famdy .he enter,. Has she no, been made u2

va «. ,o ftose who pay her the wage, of her labor'

,eh«L " ""'• '° "''' "" ""•>«"»• «ha' publicschool, are a curs, to all the youth whom they unfit forthe., proper pUce, i„ the world. I, i, 2 7*eo^ Of teacher, that every „«„ J^^etf^^»y .h,„g that he „al,y chooses to make. They ,"«to A.S theory to rouse the ambiUon of their mZTC
f '""'"•""' *"' «" -ore studyou, orrem ',"

have^own entire schools instructed to aim a T^J.«« places ,n society, and the most edited offices ofWeI have known enthusiastic old foob who made i, .i
P^cipal business to go from school to'c^a^dti'."ch stuff to the pupil, a, would tend to „;«"

eve^l^
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one of humble circumstances and slender possibilities for
the life that lay before him. The fact is persistently
Ignored, in many of these schools, established emphati-
cally for the education of the people, that the majority
of the places in this world are subordinate and low
places. Every boy and girl is Uught to " be something"m the world, which would be very well if being « some-
thmg" were being what God intended they should be •

but when beingi "something" involves the transformal
tion of what God intended should be a respectable shoe-
maker mto a very indifferent and a very slow minister
of the Gospel, the harmful and even the ridiculous
character of the instruction becomes apparent.
There are two classes of evil results attending the in-

culcation of these favorite doctrines of the school-teach-
ers-first, the unfitting of men and women for humble
P vces; and, second, the impulsion of men of feeble
power into high places, for the duties of which they have
neither natural nor acquired fitness. There are no
longer any American giris who go out to service in fam-
ilies. They went into mills from the chamber and the
kitchen, but now they have left the mills, and their places
are filled by Scotch and Irish girls. Why is this ? Is it

because that among the American giris there are none
of poverty, and of humble powers ? Is it because they
are not wanted ? Or is it because they have become
unfitted for such services as these, and feel above them ?
Is it not because they have become possessed of notions
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that would render them uncomfortable in family service,and render any family they might serve uncomfortable >

coLtr"''VJ™''"'°*^°°'-"^^"'^'y ^^«P»» ^^
condition, and knows and love, her place, who is willing
to acknowledge that she has a mistress, and who enters
into her department of the family life as a harmonious
and happy member, may exist, but I do not know her.
People have ceased inquiring for American servants.
They would like them, generally, because they are Intel-
ligent and Protestant, but they cannot get them because
they are unwilling to accept service, and the obligations
and conditions it imposes. Where all the American girls
are I do not know. I can remember the time when
thnfty farmers, mechanics, and tradesmen took wives
from the kitchens of gentlemen where they were em-
ployed,-good, intelligent, self-respectful women they
were, too-who became modest mistresses of thrifty
families afterward ;-but that is all done with now. Un-
der the present mode of education, nobody is fitted for
a low place, and everybody is taught to look for a high
one. *

If we go into a school exhibition, our ears are deaf,
ened by declamation addressed to ambition. The boys
have sought out from literature every stirring appeal to
effort, and every extravagant promise of reward. The
impositions of the girls are of the same general tone.We hear of " infinite yearnings," from the lips of girls
who do not know enough to make a pudding, and of be-
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ng poIi.hed "after the .imilitude of . p.,.ce" fromhce who do not comprehend the commonest dutie. of

Th ' K. *T.
***'"' " "" ***• high.pre,.urc principle.The boy., ^1 of them, have the general idea that everythmg that « necewary to become great nen is to try foru

;

and each one suppose, it possible for him to become
Governor of the State, or President of the Union. The
.dea of being educated to fill a humble office in life i.
hardly thought <jf. and every bumpkin who has a mem^
ory .ufficient for the words repeat, the stanza :-

•' Lives of great nen all remind us
We can malce jr lives sublime,

And departing, leave behind us
Footprints on the sands of time."

There is a fine ring to this familiar quatrain of Mr
Longfellow, but it is nothing more than a musical cheat.
It sounds like truth, but it is a lie. The lives of g^eafmen all remind us that they have made their own mem,
ory sublime, but they do not assure us at all that we cau
leave footprints like theirs behind us. If you do not be-
heve It, go to the cemetery yonder. There they lie-ten •

thousand upturned faces-ten thousand breathless bos,
oms. There was a time when fire flashed in those vacant
orbits, and warm ambitions pulsed in those bosoms
Dreams of fame and power once haunted those hollow
skulls. Those little piles of bones that once were feet
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ran determinedly through forty, fifty, sixty, seventy
yeari of life

; but where are the prints they left ? " He
lived-he died-he was buried "-is all that the head-
•tone tells us. We move among the monuments, we
see the sculpture, but no voice comes to us to say :l.at
the sleepers are remembered for any thing they ever
did. Natural affection pays its tribute to its departed
object, a generation passes by, the stone grows gray,
ahd the man has ceased to be, and is to the world as if
he had never lived. Why is it that no moro have left a
name behind them ? Simply because they were not en-
dowed by their Maker with the power to do it, and be-
cause the offices of life are mainly humble, requiring
only humble powers for their fulfilment The cemeter-
ies of one hundred years hence will be like those of to-
day. Of all those now in the schools of this country,
dreaming of fame, not one in twenty thousand will be
heard of then.—not one in twenty thousand will have
left a footprint behind him.

Now I believe that a school, in order to be a good
one, should be one that will fit men and women, in the
best way, for the humble positions that the great mass
of them must necessarily occupy in life. It is not neces-
sary that boys and girls be taught any less than they
are taught now. They should receive more practical
knowledge than they do now, without a doubt, and less
of that which is simply ornamental, but they cannot
know too much. An intelligent gardener is better than
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« cM.hopp.r, «,d .n .ducMed „„«, ,. fc„,„ .

b«n .p.i,.d for ,h,i, b„.i.„. .„d ,H.i, condil b!

*• """^ "' '"«'"«'<'" "Pon which I h.». ,e«.,k,.

'""/*%•'"»«•• f" '".inc.io. Which hj t:.:*^:

orN.non.1 Adm,m..r.«on. Men win fcave ,„!« „d

«.<.»««. di..i„c.i.„. Thi."dr,rdui::r::r
o™ U,„„,H «.. whole .ocial body, „ . ^d of1^,«~fuU developing i,„,f i„ ,^.„, accordir?.
!'"""«"«• "O P«"M»ri.ie. of con.,i,„«„„

^.fct"n,.,uence i, *a. po,i«e, have become .he pulilo

^ be,, men .n„ office. The bramble for placeamifoob „ so grea. and so successful, .ha. men of dij'
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and modttty retire from the field in disgust. Everybody
wanu to-be something," and in order to be something,
everybody must leave his proper place in the world, and
assume a position which God never intended he should
fill. Look in upon a State legislature once, and you will
find sufficient illustration of my meaning. Not one manm Ave of the whole number possesses the first qualifica-
tioa for making the laws of a State, and half of them
ntver read the constitution of the country. I mean no
contempt for the good, honest men of whom our State
legislatures are principally composed, but J wish simply
to say that there is nothing in their quality rf mind,
habits of thought, intelltctual power, or style of pi- suits
that fits them for the great and momento,-, functions
of legislation. They are there, a set of "nobodies,"
mainly for the purpose of becoming " somebodies,"
and not for any object connected with the good of the
State.

Somehow, all the students in all our schools get the
Idea, that a man in order to be " somebody" must be in
public life. Now think of the fact that the millions at-
tendmg school in this country have in some way^cquired
this idea, and that only one in every one thousand of
these is cither needed in public life, or can win success
there. Let this fact be realized, and it is easy to see
that the nine hundred and ninety-nine will feel that they
are somehow cheated out of their birthright. ..jy de-
sired to be in public life, and be " somebody," but they
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noDodies as much as the pulpit. The
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lawyer, are few; the pettifoggers« „anjr. The barmore .han any other medium, is that through which theambmous youth of the country seek to atuin political
.mmence. Thousands go into the study of law, no, somuch for the sake of the profession, as for the sake ofthe advantage, it is supposed to give them for polidcal
preferment An ambitious boy who has uken it intoh» head to be " somebody," always studies la« ; and assoon as he is '. admitted to the bar » he U ready to begin
h.s pohttcal «:heming. Multitudes of lawyers are a dis-g«ce to their profession, and a curse to their country.They lack the brains necessary to make them respecta-
ble, and the morals requisite for good neighborhood.

.ve. They have spoUed themselves fo. ,nvate life, andttey spou the private life around them. As for the
medtcal profession, I tremble to think how many enter
« because they have neither piety enough for preaching,
nor brams enough to pracUce law. When I think of the •

great army of little men that is yearly commissioned to«o forth ,nto the world with a case of sharp knives in one

^t . V"«^"'
"f "'•'es in the other, I heave a

».gh for a,e human race I Especially is all this lament-
able when we remember that i, involves the spoiling ofthousand, of good farmer, and mechanics, .0 make ^rprofe„.„„a men, while those who would make good
profess,o„aI men are obliged to attend .0 the simple
«iu..es Of hfe, and submit to poaching that neither fe^d
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nor stimulates them, and medicine that kills or fails to
cure them.

There must be something radically wrong in our
educational system, when youth are generally unfitted
for the station which they are to occup; are forced
into professions for which they have no natural fitness.
The truth is that the stuff talked to boys and girls
alike, about ", aiming high," and the assurances given
them, indiscriminately, that they can be any thing that
they choose to become, are essential nuisances. Our
children all go to the public schools. They are all
taught these things. They all go out into the world
with high notions, and find it impossible to content
themselves with their lot. They had hoped to realize
in life that which had been promised them in school,
but all their dreams have faded, and left them disap-
pointed and unhappy. They envy those whom they
have been taught to consider above them, and learn
to count their own lives a failure. Girls starve in a
mean poverty, or do worse, because they are too proud
to work in a chamber, or go into a shop. American
servants are obsolete, all common employments are at
a discount, the professions are crowded to overflowing,
the country throngs with demagogues, and a general
discontent with a humble lot prevails, simply because
the youth of America have had the idea drilled into
them that to be in private life, in whatever condition,
IS to be, in some sense, a "nobody." It is possible
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that the schooU are not exclusively to blame for xY\
state of jhings, and that our political harangues, and
even our political institutions, have something to do
with it.

Wiiat we greatly need in this country is the incuL
cation of soberer views of life. Boys and girls are
bred to discontent. Everybody is after a high place
and nearly everybody fails to get one ; and, failing,'
loses heart, temper, and content. The multitude dress
beyond their means, and live beyond their necessities
to keep up a show of being what they are not. Farm'
ers' daughters do not like to become farmers' wives
and even their fathers and mothers stimulat their
ambition to exchange their station for one which stands
higher in the world's estimation. Humble employ-
ments are held in contempt, and humble powers are
everywhere making high employments contemptible.
Our children need to be educated to fill, in Christian
humility, the subordinate offices of life which they must
fill, and taught to respect humble callings, and to beau-
tify and glorify them by lives of contented and glad
industry. When public schools accomplish an end so
desirable as this, they will fulfil their mission, and they
will not before. I seriously doubt whether one schoolm a hundred, public or private, comprehends its dutym this particular. They fail to inculcate the idea that
the majority of the offices of life are humble, that the
powers of the majority of the youth which they contain
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have relation to those offices, that no man is respect,
able when he is out of his place, and that half of the
unhappiness of the world grows out of the fact, that,
from distorted views of life, men are in places where
they do not belong. Ut us have this thing altogethei
reformed.



LESSON IX.

"BecauM rte's constant, he win change,
And kindest glance, coldly meet.

And aU the tune he seem. K, .erange,
Hi. Mul i« fawning at her feet."

—CbVKNTRV Patmork.
"An that we ««m to think of i. to manage matter. «good and plague and di«ppoi„t a. mZ^r **'"'"'''' " "«"«

»«"Wo«t as manjr people a* powible."

—Hazutt.

Y^ '° ">''"*" «». Acre is a grea, d.al of1 human M,„e m , pig, „, ^, y,„^ j,
of P.g m human na-ure. , «nd n,„e,f always sympathmng mth a pig a,a, wishes ,o go in an o™ ,*«c«on .0 .Ha. in which i.s owne/wouM XJH
zf z:

'"*''"""^
"" -' '» "-'- •» ^o-

r,K^ """ *" •^"""^ "'- »** »» oath in hismo-h and a very heavy boo. on his foo., endJoW„g

We n„u^y nse ,n opposition .„ a wiU fta. „„„„.tak« .o command „„. movemen.s. This is no, ,he
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result of education at all; it is pure human nature

Command a child—^who shall be only old enough to

understand you—to refrain from some special act, and

you excite in his heart a desire to do that act ; and he

will have, nine times in ten, no reason for his desire to

do it but your command that he shall not. The young-

est human soul t^at has a will at all, takes the first

occasion to declare its independence.

Now, I believe this principle in human nature to be,

in itself, good. It is that which declares a man's right

to himself—that which asserts personal liberty in

' thought, will, and movement. I believe it existed in

Adam and Eve, and that it is more than likely that the

tree of the knowledge of good and evil was despoiled

because our beautiful great'grandmother, (for whom I

confess much sympathy and affection,) was forbidden to

touch it. It is a principle which should always be care-

fully distinguished from perverseness, in all our dealings

withyo. ig and old, and in all our estimates of human

character. When a child obeys a man, or when one

man obeys another, it should always be for good and

sufficient reason. Neither child nor man should be ex-

pected to surrender his right to himself without the pre-

sentation to him of the proper motive. When, yielding

to this motive, the soul consents to be directed or led, it

becomes obedieilt. Compulsion may secure conformity,

but never obedience. If I, as a child or man, am to

,

yield myself to the direction of any other man, that man
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is bound to present to me an adequate motive for the
surrender. God throws upon me personal responsibility
—gives me to myself—and no man, parent or otherwise,
can make me truly obedient without giving me the
motive for obedience. When a child or a man fails

to yield to the legitimate motives of obedience, he is

perverse, and it is about perverseness in some of its

forms of manifestation that I propose to talk in this

article.

At starting, I must give perverseness a somewhat
broader meaning than that thus far indicated. I will

say that that person is perverse who, from vanity, or
pride of opinion and will, or malice, or any mean con-
sideration, refuses to yield his conduct and himself to

those motives and influences which his reason and con-
science recognize to be pure and good and true. In its

least aggravated form, perhaps, we find it among lovers.

Wqmen wiU sometimes persistently ignore a passion
which they know has taken full possession of them, and
grieve the heart that loves them by a coldness and in-

difference which they do not feel at all. Rather than
acknowledge their affection for one whose loss would
kill them, or, what would be the same thing, kiU the
world for them, they have lied, grown sick, and gone
nearly insane. This is a perverseness very uncommon.
Sometimes lovers have been very tender and devoted
so long as a doubt of ultimate mutual possession re-

mained to give zest to their passion, but the moment this
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doubt has been removed, one or the other has become
incomprehensibly indifferent.

I have noticed that very few married pairs are

matches in the matter of warmth and expression of
passion between the parties. The man will be all de-
votion and tenderness—brimming with expressions of
affection and exhibitions of fondness, and the woman
all coolness and »)assivity, or (which is much more com-
mon) the woman will be active in expression, lavishing

caresses and tendernesses upon a man who very possi-

bly grows harder and colder with every delicate proof
that the whole wealth of his wife's nature is poured at

his feet, as a libation upon an altar. It is here that we
see some of the strangest cases of perverseness that it

is possible to conceive. I know men who are not bad
men—who, I suppose, really love and respect their

wives—and who would deny themselves even to heroism
to give them the comforts and luxuries of life, yet who
find themselves moved to reject with poorly-covered
scorn, and almost to resent, the varied expressions of
affection to which those wives give utterance. I know
wives who long to pour their hearts into the hearts of
their husbands, and to get sympathetic and fitting re-

sponse, but who are never allowed to do it. They live

a constrained, suppressed, unsatisfied life. They ab-
solutely pine for the privilege of saying freely what they
feel, in all love's varied languages, toward men who love

them, but who grow harder with every approach of
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tendrniew and colder with tvery warm, Invading breath.
A shower that purifies the atmosphere, and refreshes
the face of heaven itself, sours cream, just as love's
sweetest expression sours these men.

I have known wives to walk through such an experi-
ence as this into a condition of abject slavery-to waste
their affection without return, until they have become
poor, and spiritless, and mean. I have known them to
l05.e their will-to become the mere dependent mis-
tresses of their husbands-to be creeping cravens in
dweUings where it should be their privilege to move as
radiant queens. I have known them thrown back upon
themselves, until they have become bitter railers against
their husbands -uncomfortable companions -openly
and shamelessly flouting their affection. I do not know
what to make of the perverseness which induces a man
to repel the advances of a heart which worships him
and to become hard and tyrannical in the degree by
which that heart seeks to express its affection for him
There are husbands who vould take the declaration that
they do not love their wives as an insult, yet who hold
the woman who loves them in fear and restraint through
their whole life. I know wives who move about their
houses with a trembling regard to the moods and no-
tions of their husbands-wives who have no more liberty
than slaves, who never spend a cent of money without
a feeling of guilt, and who never ^ve an order about the
House without the same doubt of their authority that
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they would have if they were only housekeepers, em
ployed *i » vcfy economical salary. I can think of no
proper punishment for such husbands except daily
ducking in a horse-pond, until reformation. Yet these
asses are so unconscious of their detestable habits
of £eeUng and life, that, probably, not one of them
who reads this will think that I mean him, but will
wonder where I have lived to faU in with such outlandish
people. )

The most precious possession that ever comes to a
man in this world is a woman's heart. Why some grace-
ful and most amiable women whom I know will persist
in loving some men whom I also know, U mor« than I

know. I will not call their love an exhibition of per-
verseness, though it looks like it ; bat that these men
with these rich, sweet hearts in their hands grow sour
and snappish, and surly and tyrannical and exacting, is

the most unaccountable thing in the world. If a pig
win not allow himself to be driven, he wiU follow a man
who oflers him com, and he will eat the com, even
though he puts his feet in the trough ; but there are men
—some of them of Christian professions-^who take
every tenderness their wives bring them, and every ex-

pression of affection, and every service, and evtry
yearning sympathy, and trample them under feet with-

out tasting them, and without a look of gratitude in

their eyes. Hard, cold, thin-blooded, white-livered,

contemptible curmudgeons—they think their wives weak

liii!

\m
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mA foolish, uA themtdvet wise and dignified ! I beg
my reader, to assist me in despising them. I do not
feel adequate to the task of doing them justice.

There is another exhibition of perverseness which we
sometimes see in families. There will be, perhaps,
from two to half a doien sisters in a family, amiable all
of them. Now, think of the reasons which should bind
them together in the tenderest sympathy. They were
bom of the same mother, they were nursed at the same
heart, they were cradled under the same roof by the
same hand, they have knelt at the side of the same
father, their interests, trials, associates, standing-
every thing concerning their family and social life—are
the same. The honor of one intimately concerns the
honor of the other, yet I have known such famiHes of
sisters fly apart the moment they became in any way
independent of each other, as if they were natural ene-
mies. I have seen them take the part of a friend
against an> member of the family band, and become
disgusted with one another's society. Where matters
have not gone to this length, I have seen sisters who
would never caress each other, or, by any but the most
formal and dignified methods, express their affection
for each other. I have seen them live together for
months and years as inexpressive of affection for each
other as cattle in a stall-more so : for I have seen a
cow affectio!..tely lick her neighbor's ear by the half-
hour, while among these girls I have failed to see a kiss,
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or hear « tender word, or witnew any exhibition of •!»
terly affection whatever.

One of the mo.t common form, of perverTneM.
though one of the mo.t .ubtle and least known, i. that
shown by people who .tudy to .hut everybody out from
a knowledge of their nature and their life. They make
«t their grand end and aim to appear to be exactly what
they are not, to appear to believe exactly what they do

at all. Th.. .. not becau.e they are ashamed of them-
«^lve. or because they really have any thing to conceaL
They have s.mply taken on this form of perversene...
They will not, .f they can help it. allow any man lo gc^
ms.de of their nature, and character.. If they write
you a letter, they will mislead you. They will say to
you .rreverent and shocking things, to prove to you that
they are bold, and unfeeling, and unthoughtful, when
they tremble at what they have written, and really show
by their language that they are afraid, and full of feei-
ng, and very thoughtful. If they have a sentiment of
lOve for anybody, they take it as a dog would a bone,
and go and dig a hole in the ground and bury it. only
resorting to it in the dark, for private craunching. Very
likely they will try to make you believe that they live a
most dainty and delicate life-that the animals of the
field, and the fowls of the air love them, and come at
their call-that clouds arrange themselves in heaven for
their benefit, and are sufficiently paid for the effort b,
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than men. They are generally more sensitive, and thei<

life and circumscribed habits have a tendency to the

formation of morbid moods, and this among the num-
ber.

Of the perverseness of partisanship in politics much
is written, and my pen need not dip into it ; but there
is a perverseness exhibited by Christian churches in

their quarrels that should be exposed and discussed,

because some people have an impression that it may
possibly be piety. " For dur sguizzU, read perma-
nence," said an editor, correcting a typographical error
that had found its way into his journal. It seems as

strange that perverseness should be mistaken for piety,

as that "permanence" should be mistaken for "dum
squizzle," but I believe it often is. Let some little

cause of disturbance arise, and become active in a
church, and it is astonishing how both parties go to

work and pray over it. The pastor, perhaps, has said

something on the subject of slavery, or he does not
preach doctrine enough, or he preaches the wrong sort

of doctrine, or he does not visit his people enough, or
there is " a row" about the singing, or about a change
in the hymn-books, or about repairing the church, or
buying an organ, or somethmg or other, and straight-

way sides are taken, and the wills of both parties get

roused. It is sometimes laughable—it would alwa,<»

be, only that it is too sad—to see how quickly both
parties grow pious, as they grow perverse. It would
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«eem, as the stri v^xes hot that the glory of Godwas never so mud. iu the. hearts as now. They pray
•
wuh fervor, they are constant in their public reUJoul
duties, they pass through the most scrupulous self-ex-
ammations, and then fight on to the bitter end • be-
lievmg, I suppose, that they are really doing God'ser-
vice, when they are only gratifying their own perverse
Wilis*

Churches have been ruined, or divided, or crippled
|n 4e,r power, by a cause of a quarrel too insigniiican.
to engage the minds of sensible worldly men for an
hour. I have heard it said ,ha, church quarrels are
the most violent of all quarrels, because religious feel-
.ngs are the strongest feelings of our nature. I confess
ttat I do no, see the force of tiiis statement, for it does

do mth these quarrels. I can much more easily seewhy all pe^onal differences should be adjusted peace-ably ,n a church, for there it is supposed that the indi-
v^dual W.1, .s subordinated to the cause of religion andthe general good. The real basis of the bitterness ofchurch quarrels is women. There are no others ex-cept neighborhood quarrels, in which women mingleand a neighborhood quarrel will a. once be recognLd
as more hke a church quarrel than any other. Womenhave st„,ng feelings, are attracted or repulsed through
th .r sens,bU„ie,, conceive keen likes and dislikes, do»o. stop to reason, and are, of course, «>e readies, and
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the most devoted partisans. If the mouths of the wo-
men could only be smothered in a church quarrel, it

would be settled much easier. Of all the perverse
creatures in this world, a woman who has thoroughly

committed herself to any man, or any cause, is the least

tractable and reasonable. I hope this statement will

not offend my sweet friends, because it is so true that
I cannot conscientiously retract it.

What the books call pride of opinion, is, nine cases in

ten, simple perverseness. I know a most venerable
public teacher of physiology, whose early theory of the

production of animal heat—very ridiculous in itself—is

still yearly announced from his desk, notwithstanding

the fact that the whole world has received another,

wh^se soundness is demonstrated beyond all question.

As he, year after year, declares his belief that animal
heat is produced by corpuscular friction in the circula-

ting blood, there is a twinkle of the eyes among his

amused auditors which says very plainly—" the old gen-
tleman does not believe this, himself." The youngest

student before him knows better than to give his theory

a moment's consideration. Well, the old Doctor is not
alone. The world is full of this kind of thing. Men ad-

here to old opinions and old policies long after they have
leaned that that they are shallow or untenable, not
from a genuine pride of opinion, (I doubt very much
whether there really is any thing that should be caUed
pride of opinion,) but from genuine perverseness of dis-
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position. Men win give, i„ ,„„« fc.„^ ^
.pu..o„ touching some one', character or power,, and,
hough ,ha. opinion h. p„v«i .o be wrong a thousand
times, ,hey „,II never aclcnowledge that they have made

vrtr'TH
" """"'>—"-. of .». meanest

vanety. There are some kind, of perverseness whichmpres, one no, altogether unpleasantly, but this affectsa man with equal anger and disgust.

Perverseness i, a sign of weaknes^nay, an element

oL7f r'~L"
"" " "'"""• " " °» "P'taate

who .s not afraid to show himself, and what there i, in
tarn, who cares more about the right way than hi, way.who Arow, away an opinion as he would throw awayan old hat, die moment he finds i, i, worthless, andwho good-naturedly aUows the frictions of ««iety to
straighten ou, afl the kink, there are in him, i, Aestrong man always, and always the one whom men love.
Perve«ene« i, really moral strabismus, and I am

here will be when we come to look into on. anothe...
faces m the " undress of immortality."
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LESSON X.

UNDEVELOPED RESOURCES.

\

"The worid is God't seed-bed. He has planted deep and multitudi
nously, and many things there are which have not yet come up."

—Bekchbr.

ONE of the richest and best of the smaller class of
American cities is New Bedford ; and the secret of

its wealth and beauty is oil It is but a few years since
the immense fleet of vessels that made that thrifty port
their home went out with certainty of success in their

dangerous enterprises, and came back loaded down with
spoil. All that beautiful wealth was won from the deep,
and for years as many ships came and went as there

were dwellings to give them speed and welcome. But
the glory and the gain of the whale-fishery are past.

The noble prey, too persistently and mercilessly pur-
sued, has retired northward, and hidden among the ice-

bergs. Now, when a ship's crew win a cargo, they win
it from the clutches of eternal frost. It seems certain

that the fishery will dwindle, year after year, until, at
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wa.ch for the ra« gam. tt« once furnished Ugh, for heav,.„ed wora AU «,U i, ver, unpleasan ' for Ne^iieaford: but are w# tr. k^..^

r ••• , ,
"^ - "° "^^'e oil? Is naturerann^^^W. .he «.e come »henpeop,e „...:";:

A few years ago a man in Pennsylvania took i. intolus head ,0 probe U,e ground for the source of a certain
..I that made its appearance .pon the surface, d"^'°™ »"> *e bowels of the ea«h he U,r„s. his steam-'
driven harpoon, until he touched ti,e living fountain of
O'l. wh.ch, gushing up. half drowned him. Now. all theregton round about him swarms wi«, industry. Thou!«ndsof men are hurrying to and fr., the p'ff ^tTeng.n. .s heard everywhere, tens of thousands ofb^^^
r is of „U are rolled out and turned into thi channeU ofcommerce; eager-eyed speculators throng all the con.

sumers take ti,e oil as fas. as it is produced. Men inV»g,n,a, New Vork, and Ohio are awaking to the c„n

rLxrrr'
"" """ ^^^ '" •« ^-

dred feet of deposits greater than all the cargoe, thatever «oated in New Bedford harbor. For hlr^^and, probably, for thousands of years men I,, ...
.'

nv«r .k... J
/ears, men have walkedover Utese deposits wid, „o suspicion of Aeir existence

Geolog.s.s have looked wise, as is Uteir habi., b«Zgiven no hint of them.
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The simple truth appears to be that when, in the hU-
tory of the world, it became necessary for these firmly-
fastened store-houses of oil to be uncovered, they were
uncovered. Nature had held them for untold thousands
of years for just this emergency. When the whales
ceased spouting, the earth took up the business; and
" here she blows" and " there she blows" are heard in
Tideoute and TitusviUe, while New Bedford sits sadly
by the sea, and thinks of long absent crews to whom the
cry has become stirange.

I cannot but look upon this discovery of oil in the
earth as one of the most remarkable and instructive
revelations of the age. It has shown to me that, when-
ever human necessity demands anything of the world
of matter, the demand will be honored. Whenever
animal life, or the muscle of man or brute, has shown
itself unequal to the wants of an age. Nature has always
responded to the cry for help. Inventors are only men
who act as pioneers, and who go forward to see what the
human race will want next, and to make the Jiecessary
provisions. An inventor has profound faith in the ex-
haustless resources of nature. He knows that if he
bores far enough, and bores in the right direction, he
will find that which the world needs. He is often no
more than the discoverer of a secret whica nature has
kept for the satisfaction of the wants of an age. A lake
yoked to a coal-bed would generaUy be voted a slow
team, but the iAventor of the steam-engine saw how it
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«w aay, ,t has almost infinitely multinl.Vri ti.power of civilized man.
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and so many miles through it. Never mind ; it has

more in it han humanity can exhaust.

When we talk of the material world, especially in its

relation to the constantly developing wants of man, we
talk simply of the kitchen and larder of humanity.
We have not ascended into the drawing-room, or con-

servatory. The moment we step out of the consid-

eration of manifested nature, we come into a world
which may neither be weighed nor measured—the world
of thought. I su|)pose that no author has ever entered
a large library and stood in its alcoves and studied its

titles long without asking himself the question :
" What

is there left for me to do?" It seems as if men had
been reaching in all directions for the discovery of

thought since time began, and as if there were abso-

lutely nothing new to be said upon any subject Yet
every age has always demanded its peculiar food, and
every age has managed to get it. Certain great and
peculiarly fruitful subjects, blowing in the sea of thought,

have attracted whole fleets of authors for many years,

and they are doubtless chased away no more to return

;

but, here and there, while time shall last, strong men
will bore down to deposits of thought unsuspected by
any of the preceding generations of men, and there will

gush up streams to light the nations of the world. For
the world of thought is, by its nature, exhaustless. The
world of thought is the world in which God lives, and
it is infinite like himself. We reach our hands out into
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the dark in any Huection, and find a thought. It was
God's before it wa, ours ; and on beyond that thought,
lies another, an! still another, ad infinitum. If our
arms were long enough, we should be able to grasp
them as well as the first. All that it wants is the long
arm to give us the command of deposits that would
astonish the world. Authors have become eminent
accordmg to their power to reach further than others out
into the infinite atmosphere of thought which envelops
them.

Authors, like inventors, are rarely more than discov-
erers. If God, who is omniscient, sees all truth, and
apprehends the relations of every truth to every other
truth, all an author can do is, of course, to find out what
God's thoughts are. And every age is certain to find
out the thought that is essential to it. When the world
had exhausted Aristotle, and the wide school of philoso-
phers who embraced him in their systems. Bacon, self-
instituted, stepped before the world as its teacher. He
came when he was wanted, and his age gave him audi,
ence, and took the better path which he pointed out to
It. It was in the golden age of the drama-the age in
which the drama was what it never was before, and will
never be again~a great agent of civilization-that Shak-
speare appeared. We call his plays creations, but
surely they were not his. He no more than discovered
them. The reason why they stir us so much is that God
c:««»t.d them. His age wanted them, and he had the in.

6*

!
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tight into the world of thought which enabled him to enter
in and lead them out The reason why we have not had
any great dramatist since, is, that succeeding ages have
not needed one. The great men of later ages have not
recognized the drama as a want of their particular time.
I am aware that there is nothing in this to feed human
pride, but I do not recognize food for human pride as a
want of any age.

We are in the habit •of talking of the old authors

;

and we read them 'as if we supposed them wiser than
ourselves. We try to feed on the thought which they
discovered, but it is m the main very innutritious fod-
der, and the world is learning the fact. We read and
reverence old books less, and read and regard news-
papers a great deal mere. The thought which our own
age produces is that which we are learning to prize most
We buy beautiful editions of Scott, but we read Dickens
and Thackeray and Mrs. Stowe, in weekly and monthly
numbers. Milton, in half-calf, stands upon the shelves
of our library undisturbed, while we cut the leaves of
" Festus ;

» and Keats and Byron and Shelley are all

pushed aside that we may converse with Longfellow and
Mrs. Browning. It is not, perhaps, that the later are
the greater, but, being informed with the spirit of the
age in which we have our life, moving among the facts
which concern us, and conscious of our want, they ap-
prehend the true relations of their age to the world of
thought around them. They see where the sources of
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oil ar« exhausted, and bore for new deposit.. It i, ,
comfort to know that they can never bore in vain.
We may be sure that literature wUl always be as fresh

a. It has been. It is possible that we may never have
greater men than Shakspeare and Milton, and Dante
»«d Goethe

;
but there is nothing to hinder our having

men just as great. Those who are to come will only
bore m different directions, and find new deposits.
Shakspeare and Milton were great writers, but th.
fields they occupied were their own. They do not re-
semble each other in any particular. Dante and Goethe
were great writers, but there are no points of resem-
blance between them. When Scott was issuing his won-
derful senes of novels, it seemed to his contemporaries
I suppose, that there was no field left for a s,u:cessor;
yet Dickens, in the next generation, won more readers
and as much admiration as he, in a field whose exist-
ence Scott never suspected. Very different is the world
of thought from the world of matter, in the fact that its
deposits are found in no particular spot. The mind cango out m quest of thought in no direction without re-ward

;
and every man receives from his age motive and

culture which peculiariy prepare him for the work of
supplying its reeds. There are some who seem to think
that the golden age of literature is past-that nothing
modern is worthy of notice, and that it is one of the
vices of the age that we discard so much the teachings
of the hterary fathers. But the world of thought is ex-
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hauttlcts, and wc have only to produce a finer civiliia.

tion than the world has ever seen, to secure, at its con-
•ummate flower, a literature of corresponding excel-
lence.

What has been said of the world of matter and the
world of thought, may be said, and is implied, of the
world of men. We are accustomed to say that great
emergencies make great men. But this is not true.

Great men are always found to meet great emergencies :

but God makes them, and leads them through a course
of discipline which prepares them for their work. It is

one of the remarkable facts of history, so patent that all

have seen and acknowledged it, that to meet every great
epoch a man has been prepared. I mean it in no irre-

verent or theological sense when I say that there has been
a series of Christs, whose appearance has denoted the
departure of old dispensations and the inauguration of
new. Men have arisen who have torn down temples, and
demolished idols, and swept away systems, and knocked
off fetters, and introduced their age into a freer, better,
and larger life

; and it will always be so while time shall

last. Men will arise equal to the wants of their age
wherever men are civilized. Tl , causes which produce
emergencies are the agents which educate men to meet
them

;
and nature is prodigal of her material among

men, as among Jie things made for his service.

When, in the history of Christianity, it became neces-
sary to re-assert and emphasize the truth that *' the just
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rtall live by faith/. Luther wa. rai.ed up ; and nothing..more apparent to the .tudent than that the age which
produced h.m demanded him-that he fitted Into hi.age .upplicd it, want., and cut a new channel, through
-h.ch the richest life of the world has flowed for centu-
ne.. He found hi, country tied up to formalism, .cho-

for boldne,, a, ,trength he ,et it free. He ,tand, at thehead of a great hi,torical epoch, which wa, prepared to
receive and crown him.

Shall the world of matter never fail-shall the worldof thought be exhaustles,-,hall men be found for allhe e„,rgencie, of their race, and, yet, shall divine

r l'^';°°'-^'-"»^
food-because a generation long

gone has decided that only certain food is fit for the human soul? I believe that the Bible is a revelation ofd.vme truth to men, and. believing this, I believe that
Its most precious deposits have hardly been touched.
I beheve that in it, there is special food prepared for
all the w.de vanety of human souls, and that, as genera-
t.on after generation passes away, • ew deposits will be
struck, so rich in illuminating power that their discover-
ers will wonder they had never been seen before. Iknow that just before me. or somewhere before me. there
•s a gener.cion of men who think less of being savedand more of being, worth savmg, less of dogma, and'more of duty, less of law, and more of love ; whose wor-
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ship will be less fonnal, and more truthful and spiritual,

and whose God will be a more tender and considerate

father, and less a lawgiver and a judge. For such a
generation, there exists a deposit of divine truth almost

unknown by Christendom. Only here and there have

men gathered it, floating upon the surface. The great

deposit vraits the touch of another age.



LESSON xr.

"ThU earth with .U it. du.t and tear.
U no le.. hU Chan yonder .ph««.;
And rain-drop, weak and grain, of «„d
Are .tamped by hi. immediate hand."

• There i. a power
Uween, that rule, the iUimiuble worid

;TWuide. i.. „^„^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^To the Iea.t du.t of thi. «n-uinted worid."

—Thomsoit.

,

" ""°"' ««»n»l greatness i„ ,i„|„^

Btanc w,AgU„,e„ and avaUnches and br<K»Ii„g „„.
".X of fro,,. Such p«.„«„ .hough i. imp^H
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much, is not beyond my comprehension. It can be

reckoned by cubic miles. So with the sea : it is only

an expanse of water larger than the river that winds

through the meadows. It is great, but it is only an

aggregate of numerable quantities that my eyes can

measure, and my mind comprehend. These are great

objects, and they are great particularly because they are

large. They are above me, and they lead me upward

toward creative infinity.

If I tunj my eye^ in the other direction, however,

I lose myself in infinity quite as readily. If I pick up a

pebble at the foot of Mont Blanc, and undertake the ex-

amination of its structure,—the elements which com-

pose it, the relations of those elements to each other,

the mode of their combination—I am lost as readily as

I should be in following the footsteps of the stars. If I

undertake to look through a drop of water, I may be

arrested at first, indeed, by the sports and struggles of

animalcular life ; but at length I find myself gazing be-

yond it into infinitude—using it as a lens through which

the Godhead becomes visible to me. - I can dissect from

one another the muscles and arteries and veins and

nerves and vital viscera of the human body, but the lit-

tle insect that taps a vein upon my hand does it with an

instrument and by the operation of machinery which are

beyond my scrutiny. They belong to a life and are

the servants of instincts which I do not understand at all

These thoughts come to me, borne by certain mem«
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ories. I know a venerable gentleman of Buffalo—D»-.
Scott- who did very great things in a very small way.'
At the age of seventy he became conscious of decay,
ing power of vision. Being professionally a physician
and naturally a philosopher, he conceived the idea that
the eye might be improved by what be denominated a
series of " ocular gymnastics." He therefore undertook
to exercise his eyes upon the formation of minute let-
ters-working upon them until the organs began to be
weary, and then, like a prudent man, resting for hours
By progressing slowly and carefully, he became, at
last, able to do wonders in the way of fine writing, and
also became abk to read the newspapers without glasses.
Now, reader, prepare for a large story ; but be assured
that it is true, and that my hands have handled, and
my eyes seen the things of which I tell you. At the age
of seventy-one. Dr. Scott wrote upon an enamelled card
with a stile, on space exactly equal to that of one side
of a three-cent piece,-The Lord's Prayer, the Apostles-
Creed, the Parable of the Ten Virgins, the Parable
of the Rich Man and Lazarus, the Beatitudes, the fif-

teenth Psalm, the one hundred and twentieth Psalm
the one hundred and thirty-third Psalm, and the one'
hundred and thirty-first Psalm, and the figures « i860 »

Every word, every letter, and every point of all
these passages was written exquisitely on this minute
space

;
and that old man not only saw every mark

he made, but had the delicacy of muscular action
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and steadiness of nerve to form the letters so beauti.
fuUy that they abide the test of the highest magnify,
ing power. They were, of course, written by micro-
scopic aid.

Now who beUeves that it does not require more ge-
nius and skill to execute this minute work than it does
to bore a Hoosac tunnel, or build a Victoria bridge, or
put a dam across the Connecticut, or construct an Erie
canal ? I do not speak of the relative importance of the
great works and the ^mall, but of the relative amount
*nd quality of the power that is brought to bear upon
them. In a very important sense the greatest thing a
man can do is the most difficult thing he can do. The
most difficult thing a man can do may not be the most
useful, or in any sense the most important ; but it will
measure and show the limits of his power. Work grows
difficult as it goes below a man, quite as rapidly as it
does when it rises above him. It costs as much skill to
make a dainty bit ofjewelry as it does to carve a colossal
statue. It actuaUy costs more power to make the chain
of gold that holds the former, than it does to forge the
clumsy links by which the latter is dragged to its loca-
tion. Thus, whether man goes down or up, he soon
gets beyond the sphere of his power. The further he
can carry himself in either direction the more does he
demonstrate his superiority over the majority of men.
The more difficult the task which he performs the
further does he reach toward infinity.
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In the town of Waltham there is a manufactory of
watches which I have examined with great interest. It
IS here undertaken to organize the skill which has been
achieved by thousands of patient hands, and submit it
to machinery

;
and it is done. Every thing is so sys-

tematized, and the operations are carried on with such
exactness, that, among a hundred watches, correspond^
ing pans may be interchanged without embarrassment
to the machinery. The different parts are passed from
hand to hand, and from machine to machine, each hand
and each machine simply doing its duty, and when from
different and distant rooms these parts are assembled,
and cunning fingers put then^ .ogether, every wheel
knows its place, and every p: and every screw its
home, though it be picked without discrimination from
a d,sh containing ten thousand. Yet among these parts
there are screws of which it takes one hund. ' and fifty
thousand to make a pound, and shafts and bearing,
which are so delicately turned that five thousand shav-
ings will only extend a lineal inch along the steel. This
IS the way American watches are made, and this is the
way in which the highest practicable perfection is
reached in the manufacture of these pocket monitors.
Here we have small work, organized, and great elab-

oration of related details. When Dr. Scott wrote his
passages on the card, his work was very simple. He
did only one thing-he made letters. When he had
made letter after letter until the little space was filled
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line less than an inch long, than it would be to paint it
on the face of the Palisades, upon a line a mile long, in
letters the length of the painter's ladder. I have heard
of a watch so small that it was set in a ring, and worn
upon the finger

; and such a watch seems very much
more marvellous to me than the engines of the Great
Eastern.

We are in the habit of regarding God as the author
of all the great movements of the universe, but as hav-
ing nothing to do directly with the minor movements.
Mr. Emerson becomes equaHy flippant and irreverent
when he speaks of a " pistareen Providence." We
kmdly take the Creator and upholder of all things under
our patronage, and say, " it is very weU for him to swing
a star mto space, and set bounds to the sea, and order
the goings of great systems, and even to minister to the
lives of great men, but when it comes to meddling with
the httle affairs of the daily life of a thousand millions
of men, women, and children-pshaw

I He's above aU
that."

Not so fast, Mr. Emerson I The real reason why you
and all those who are like you do not believe in God's
intimate cognizance and administration of human affairs
IS, that you cannot comprehend ihem. You have not
faith enough in God to believe that he is able to main-
tarn this knowledge of human affairs, this interest in
them, and the power and the disposition to mould them
to divme issues. You are willing to admit that God can

1
f
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do a few great things, but vou ar«i ««» n-
that he can dn »

' '*''"'"« *«» «»"»»«at he can do a great many little things. It is weU

•« proud I. have the honor of worAipping
I

to ft!°i„r
'"°""'°"' **" '™''"« -"» "o »« believetoft. n.,„a e special p„vide„ce of God can helieve in

H^c
-•• •

«n conceive how God could „ar Mon.

ho^ K . "' """'™ '«»' He could make afconey bee and endow .ha. h„„.y h.. „i^ „ .„„.^;j
t.an,m,.,ed since U,e c.ea.ion from bee .o be Ad•warm .0 swarm-which bind, i. in membershp ,rfcommonweal.h,and enable, i. .o build i,. ^„ ,^„

Uie dower, of u,. field. I. is when we go into .^^17«n..y below „,^ „. ,„«„,. ^^, an*;.:",^:;
«.c mo.. evid«... When fte micro«ope show.^^!« -ynad forms, each of which exhibit i^ ^we con.emp,a,e vegeuble life in i. wonderf^T ieJ^TWhen chen,.s.n, reveals .o us somefting of .he n^^,.'
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lou. p«cM«. by which viuUKy ,. fed, w. g« . „„„m.p«..,« ««.e of ,he power «d .kill of «,. Cre«or

«... Yet Mr. Emerson would have u. beli«,e that theBene who «w fi, ,0 „„k. ^, ,k,„ „,„,
^_^ _^^_

range and throw into reUtion all th..e mas«, of det«l.
to P«nt the plumage of a bird, and the back of a «y, a^nchlya. he pa.nt. the dntpery of the defending ,„n.
doe. no. condescend to take practical inter.,, i„ ,he af.
6>« of men and women. My God, what blindn.,,1

The logical „,„.„ce of disbelief in what Mr. Emer-«n call, a " pi.,.,e.n Providence • i. a belief in p«,.the,.m or polytheUm. There i. certainly nothing ndic-
«lou. .„ the faith that the Being who contrivedL ar.™god, «.d «ij„.ted the infinite li..lene,«. of creation.«d ordamed then- Uw., and who continue, their exi,t.
«nce, maintain, an intimate interest in the only intelli-

bw t'lUr" " "^ """"
'" *" ""'«• -^ ««»

h. b,o,„m that bring, m. perfume, all testify to methat H. »ho created them win not neglect nor forge,H., own chUd. If , look up into the firmament, 1send my .magmation into i,, deep abysses, and thinkhat further than even dreams can go, those abysses ares«;cwn wu, stars, if , ,hi„k „f comets coming andgomg w„h .he rush of lightning, and ye. occupying
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who e centurie. .n their journey ; or if I only .it dow«by the .ea, and think of the wave, that ki.. other
.hore. thou.and. of mile, away, I am opprewed by
a sense of my own littiene... I a.k the question
Whether the God who ha. .uch large thing, in Hi. care,
:an th,nk of me-a .peck on an infinite aggregate of
.urface-amote unea.ily .hifting in the boundle.. .pace.
I get no hope in thi. direction

; but I look down, and
find that the .houlder. of all inferior creation are under
me, hfting me in^o the very pre.ence of God. I fi„d
that God ha. been at work beW me, in a mas. of mi-
nute and munificent detail, by the side ofwhich my life i.
great and simple, and satisfyingly significant.

So, if I may not believe in a " pistareen Provi-
dence," I must make a God of the universe itself, or
pas. mto the hands of man^ Gods the world's creation
and governance. If the God that made the bee, and
the ant, and the daisy, made me, then He is not above
takmg care of me, and of maintaining an interest in the
smallest affairs of my life. The faith that lives in rea-
son .s never stronger than when it stands on flowers.
There .s not a fly that floats, nor a fish that swims, nor
an animalcule that navigates its little drop of sea-spray.
but bears a burden of hope to despairing humanity.

If God so clothe the grass which to-day is. and to.morrow is cast into the oven," then what, Mr. Emer-
son r

This subject i, a very large one, and I can present
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•nly one n,or. pha« of i,. a groa, mul.i.ude-.he
Urgcr par, ,„ f,c._„f ,h. fc„„„„ ^^„ ^^
do,„g .„,an w„k. „ „ay be a comfor. for then,

"

know .ha, ,he Aln,i,h,y Maker of al< ,hi„«, h... done
. grea, deal of .he ,ame kind of work, and ha, no,
found

,, u„wor.hy or u„profi.ablc en,plo,n,en.. Le.
hen, remember .ha. i. i, ju,. as hard .0 do a small
.h.ng well a, a large .hing. and .ha. ,he diffieu..,- of adeed « .he gauge of .he power required for i.s doing.
Let .hem remember .ha. when .hey go down, .hey aregomg JUS. a, diredy .oward infini.y a, when .hey go
"P, and .ha. every man who works Godward, works
in honor.

I. was a very foreible reflecion .0 which a visi.or
at Nugara Falls gave u..erance, when he said .ha.,
cons,denng .he rela.ive power of .heir au.hors, he didno. regard ,h. ca.arac. a, so remarkable a pieee ofwork as .he Suspension Bridge , and i. may be saidwth .ru,h .ha. .here is no work wi.hin ,he power of
n>an so small ,ha. God has no. been below i. i„ awork smaller and perhaps humbler s.ill,-cer.ai„ly hum-

effable d.gn,.y of His characer. My maid is .00 proud

ponr V""'
"" ' O^-' " """

' "y C"^ -i'es"pon me m flowers from .he very gu,.er. My neigh-bor .h.nks ., benea.h him .0 .ill .he soil. workLg wL
Ins hands, bu. .he Being who made him, brea.hes upon.hat so,l, and works in ,., .ha. i. may bear food .0 keep
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Human digai^f„„ .^^^ .^^ ,^ __^^_^^« v„*b.v. driving, hone, n. p.r. .r.Wch U,.

pnd.l A„l h„m« di«nio,| I d. no, know wh«
to make of you.
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* "" '•»«">en. and nowhei* e|,e...

">« little God o" ih« w«^j .

And i. .. .

^"^ "" "•« «'"« old way

^P'^ ... thou .hould.. hav. ,i.e„

To be mo« be,« .h.^ .,,, ^,, ^^^

on the w,„g, „d hop. and .ing,

."^ ""•""'--••-'«
imu. He Ug...

_ .
-GoETHn's Faust.

engage a man who desires to 1
attractive to
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become, and the more desirable it seems to me that 1

should occupy the space usually assigned to four men,
vi«.

:
two seats for my feet, and two for such other

portions of my person as are not required for spanning
the space between the sofas. It must be a matter t,f
regret to most persons, I am sure, that they are not
large enough to cover twice as many seats as they do,
and thus drive those who travel with them into more
close and inconvenient quarters. Whenever I witness
an instance of genuine, self-sacrificing politeness in a
radroad car, I become aware that there is at least on»
man on the train who has travelled very little. No ;

when I travel I turn my observation . r^on things outside
-upon the farms and streams, and mountains and
forests, and towns and villages through which the train
bears me. I am particularly interested in the faces of
those who gather at the smaller stations togaae at the
passengers, get the papers, and feel the rush, for a
single moment, of the world's great life. I like to listen
to the smarf remarks of some rustic wit in shirt-sleeves,
who, if the train should happen to be behind time,'
intimates to the brakeman that the old horse didn't have'
his allowance of oats that morning, or commiserates
the loneliness of the conductor of a train not crowded
vith passengers.-all of which is intended for the ears
of a village girl who stands in the door of the " Ladies'
Koom." with the tip of a parasol in her teeth, and a
hat en her he«d that was jaunty la*i year.
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Riding i„.„ ,h. country r.c.„.Iy, , „„ „^ ^
I W. su.,„n, a pair „f j„„„^

'«

.....o„.h„u,e. TKey had evidently been waiting" the

Zi^ ";ir'°'"''""'
•'•''<''- - -''-**:

lemons. They were y„„„g ^.n who« life had beenpent .„ „vere and unremitting ,„i,. Their hand, „er:large and coarse, and brown; their faces and necte

:::: 'ry •>- *«-- .-as .f the co..on«^

•nd .hey had a hard look generally. There was thiusual bustle about them bur .!,.„ ^J
At last, they started, and these are the «-ord, .ha,

.-n.:.reii:i:~::-r"^<.-.H
as thev w,n. „

' "•"" "'
;
and''"*"' "'" '° »« if they couldn't "tuck awav-me of that grub." , go, a view of their heavy shoul

o d draft ho„es, go,„g out in the morning to take theirplaces m front of their truclr .„ u
oiffl, .1. V ' •"''' "<" "no'e morestiffly than those fellows moved.
N-ow these ,-ou„g men taught me nothing, for , had«n manysuch before, but though them , «.ka ftlhand a very .mpressive glimpse into a stvie of life Tatabound, among the rural population of Americ ^shows but feeble c.ct,.o r

""ica, ana

who whel r "'P'ov^en.. These ,nen.who. when they eat, only .
,„,k ,,,, „

'

«" to HH^f when a.ey sleep. They call the s^
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Old Yaller," naming him in honor of a favorite oxWhen they undress themselves " they peel off," as if
they were onions or potatoes ; and when they put them-
selves into their Sunday clothing, they "surprise their
backs with a clean shirt." When they marry, they
hitch on," as if matrimony were a sled, and a wife

were a saw-log. Every thing in their life is brought
down to the animal basis, and why should it not be ?They labor as severely as any animal they own; they
are proud of their a»imal strength and endurance; they
eat, and work, and sleep, like animals, and they do
iiothmg like men. Their frames are shaped by labor-
and they are only the best animals, and the ruling ani-
mals, on their farms. As between the wives and chil-
dren who live in their houses, and the horses and cattle
that hve in their barns, the latter have the easier time
of it.

Having brought every thing down to the animal basis
in their homes and in their lives, their intercourse with
other men will naturally betray the ideas upon which
they live. They are usually very blunt men, who
never go round" to say any thing, but who blurt out

what they have to say in a manner entirely regardless of
the feelings of others. They enter each other's houses
with their hats on, and "help themselves " when they
s.t at each other's tables, and affect great contempt for
the courtesies and forms of polite life. They are ex-
ceedingly afraid of being looked upon as "stuck up • •
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and if they can get the reputation of being able to mow
more grass, or pitch more hay, or chop and pile more
wood, or cradle more grain, than any of their neighbors,
their ambition is satisfied. There is no dignity of life in
their homes. They cook and eat and live in the same
room, and sometimes sleep there, if there should be
room enough for a bed. There is no family life that is
not associated with work, and no thought of any life
that .s not connected with bodily labor; and if they sit
down five minutes, either at home or at church, they go
to sleep. Their highest intellectual exercise is that
>vh.ch is called out by the process of swapping horses,
anJ the selling of their weekly product of eggs and but-
ter at the highest market price. They invariably call
their wives-" the old woman," or " she ; " and if they
should stumble into saying, - my dear," in the presence
of a neighbor, they would blush at being self-convicted
of unjustifiable politeness and unpardonable weakness.
These men have learned to read, but they rarely read

any thing, except the weekly newspaper, taken exclu-
sively for the probate notices. The only books in their
houses are the Bible and two or three volumes forced
upon them at unguarded moments by book-agents, who
made the most of internal wood-cuts, and external
Dutch metal to place them in possession of the " His-
tory of the World," or the " Lives of the Presidents," or
some other production equally extensive and compre-
hensive. There is no exhibition of taste about theii
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dwelling,. Every thing I, b™„gh, down ,o ,h, ^ ^

for llowei,, ,hey regard them « very silly a„H , J
upon their attempts to ' fi, up thin,™ •

of labor Ti,-
nx up things as a great waste"f labor. They never go out with their wives to minrien he »«ia, lif. „f .heir neighborhood

, and if the2of .he,r neighbor, come to spend an afternoon, heyWness thetr horses, and drive off to attend to som [sunbusmess that will detain them until the women gettt

or r r
"' '° "" """ •"'' '^ - "Teme Pictufor I know what , ah, writing about, and know tl^t I ampa.n.,ng from the life.

1 know that there are hundred"

dea, of hfe are cast upon these models. Some of these

onTi-r::::.""^^'
-'"'--—-

Such a farmer's boy is brought up to the idea .ha,work .s the grand thing i„ life. Wo'rk. indee^^ sfposed by h,m to be p„.,y much all of life. ,. j,1posed to spoil farmers to get any thing but work 1'
.he,r heads; and scientific agriculturists will bear li

!

ness ,ha, they have been obliged to fight the populL
prejudices against "book farming"at every step of'hei,
progress. They will also testify that the improvemenmade ,n farming and in the implement, of agriculture
have not been made by farmers them^lve., but by o
s.de,, -mechanics, and men of science-who have mar-velled at the brainier stupidity which toiled on i^ .
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^d .rack of unreasoning routine, and looked with suspi-

Z r*;'""""^-"' "PO" innovations. The reasonwhy .he farmer has not been foremost in improving .he

h.s m,„d has been unfitted for improvement by the ex-

e"::; L r "T ^'- ^ ""^ ""°- *" ^"-ener,> ,s directed to the support of muscle has, ofCOU-. none to direct to the support of thought Aman >vhose strength is habitually exhausted by bodilyabor becomes, at length, incapable of mental exertionand I cannot help feeling that half of the farmers of thecountry estaWish insuperable obstacles to their own im!
provement by their excessive toil. They are nothing
n.ore than the living machines of a calling which so farexhausts their vitality that they have neither the dijpol
..n^nor^the power to improve either their calling:

,/" ^ "".''™' " ^ '"^--ary man. it is easy to explain
.he necessuy of the proper division of the nervous ete
« s between the mind and the body. Any student or.rary man .,„ ,^ , ^,^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^_^

I should w,sh to unfit my mind for a day of hterary
al.r,,wou,dusethehoeinmygarde„La„err
hour m the mommg. ,f , should wish to unfit a pupilfor h,s ,a.,y task of study, , would put him Urough anexhaustmg walk before breakfast. The direction of all.he nervous enetgies to the support of the muscular sys-
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tern, and the necessary draft upon the digestive and
nutritive functions to supply the muscular waste, leave
the mind temporarily a bankrupt. I have never seen a
man who was really remarkable for acquired muscular
power, and, at the same time, remarkable for mental
power. A man may be born into the world with a fine
muscular system and a fine brain, and in early life his
muscular system may have a fine development. Such a
man may subsequently have a remarkable mental de-
velopment, but this development will never be accom-
panied by large ahd regular expenditures of muscular
power. If I should wish to repress the mental growth
and manifestation of a man, I would undertake to edu-
cate him up to the point of lifting eight or ten kegs of
nails. There is danger at first of overdoing our " mus-
cular Christianity "-danger of getting ^ore muscle th.n
Christianity

;
and there is a good deal more danger of

overdoing our muscular intellectuality. The difference
between the kind and amount of exercise necessary to
produce a healthy machine and the kind and amount
necessary to produce a powerful one, is very great. We
are never to look for great intellectuality in a professor
of gymnastics, nor to expect that the time will come
when a man will not only walk a thousand miles in a
thousand hours, but compose a poem of a thousand lines
at the sam# time.

If the temporary diversion of the ner^'ous energ,
from the brain have this effect, what mast a permanent
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diversion accomplish? It will accomplish preciscl,
what « indicated by the look and language of our two
young friends at the station-house. It will develop mus-
c e for the uses of a special calling, and make ugly and
clumsy men of those who should be symmetrical; and
at the same time it will repress mental development,
and permanently limit mental growth-at least, so long
as the mind shall be associated with the body. I sup
pose that every fecundated germ of a human being is
endowed with a certain possibility of development-a
complement of vital energy which will be expended in
vanous directions, according to the circumstances whichmay surround it and the will of its possessor. If it shall
be mainly expended upon the growth and sustentation
of muscle, u will not be expended upon the growth and
sustentataon of mind; and I have no hesitation in say-
ing that ,t is an absolute impossibility for a man who
engages m hard bodily labor every day to be brilliant in
ntellectual manifestation. The tide of such a man's
|fe does not set in that direction. An hour-glass has in

It a definite quantity of sand ; and when I turn it over
that sand falls from the upper apartment into the lower

•'

and while it occupies that position it will continue to fali
until the former is exhausted and the latter is filled
Moreover, it will .ever take its place at the other endof the mstrument, until it is turned back. It is pre-
cisely thus with a human constitution. The grand vital
current moves only in one direction, and when it is mov-
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2'o*-d muscle i. i, „„, „„,i„g ,„„„,

mu«:fc. Th,, f,c, i, ma«ra.ed sufficien.ly by ,hc ph.no^cna or <,ig„.io„. Afer a „a„ ha, eaj hca ydn„„, heb«ome,d„„, even .„ dr„„,i„e., .r perf^P. Why? Simply because .he .ide of „e„.„1s encrgy sets toward digestion, and there is not enough leftto carry on mental or volunury muscular operations.A restdem of a city riding into the country, especiallyf l-e be an ,„tellec,ual man, and engaged in intdlect al

The hfe of the farmer, planted in the midst of so much.hat s beaufful, having ,o do with nature's marvelousmtracles of germination and growth, moving under heopen heaven with its glory of slcy and meteLc chan eand accompamed by the songs of birds and all charac.ensfc rural sights and sounds, will seem to h m The

But the hard-working farmer sees nothing of this Whatcares he for birds, unless they pull up hi! corn"' Wh

drymg h,s hay, or wetting down his potatoes? Thebeautiful changes of nature do no. touch him. His sen

.em ,s all .mbedded in muscle, and doe, no, lie nearenough to the surface to be reached by the beauty and
".us,c around him. All he knows about a daisy is tha'
-. does not make good hay, and he draws no„
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IIP
•ble amount of the pleasure of his life from »i.-ndin^ Which cha™ the .ensiJli!;:.''Z^

''"

We are m the habit of regarding the i.rl
tion of the country as the mn.? ,

^"^ ^^P"'^'

T^
'

'
""•" '™"' "'"«>•" " from wi,w7

lilav If .k. ,.
"^""'ng and ruinous dis-

fact"IT '"°"'' "'"^"' "« '""" ""Wn. Z
Men who,. mJra "„::':: °'

•™"r°-

of a man who is both tired and sleeov If „,

-isceUaneous audience?; L^^ZX '"" :"'

-rgy .hey pos^ss ,o hard ,ab„. during .hewing
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hours of six days, to go to church and keep brightly

awake on the seventh. Country ministers will also ad
mit that they have in their parishes less help in soci&I

and conference meetings than the pastors of city par*

ishes, and that no great movements of benevolence ever

originate in, or are carried on by, rural churches.

As a matter of course, life cannot have much dignity

or much that is characteristically human in it unless it

be based upon active intellectuality, genuine sensibility,

a development o^" the finer affections, and positive

Christian virtue. When a man is a man, he never
" tucks in grub." When a man lies down for rest and
sleep he does not "go to roost." To a man, marriage

is something more than " hitching on," and a dirty

shirt is a good deal more of a " surprise" to a man's

back than a clean one. There is no doubt about the

fact that a life whose whole energies are expended in

hard bodily labor is such a life as God never intended

man should live. I do not wonder that men fly from

this life and gather into the larger villages and cities, to

get some employment which will leave them leisure for

living. Life was intended to be so adjusted that the

body should be the servant of the soul, and always sub-

ordinate to the soul. It was never meant by the Cre-

ator that the soul should always be subordinate to the

body, or sacrificed to the body.

I am perfectly aware that I am not revealing pleasant

truths. We are very much in the habit of glorifying



rural life, and praising "the intelligence and virtue of
rural populations

; and if they believe us, they cannot
receive what I write upon this subject with pleasure
Hut the question which interests these people most i,
not whether my statements are pleasant, but whether
they are true. Is the philosophy sound ? Are the facts
as they arc represented to be ? Does a severe and con-
stant tax upon the muscular system repress mental de-
velopment, and tend to make life hard and homely and
unattractive ? Is this the kind of life generally which
the American farmer leads? Is not the American
farmer, generally, a man who has sacrificed a free and
full mental development, and all his finer sensibilities
and affections, and a generous and genial family and
social life, and the dignities and tasteful proprieties of
a well-appointed home, to the support of his muscles?
I am aware that there are instances of a better life than
th.s among the farmers, and I should not have written
this article if those instances had not taught me that
th.s everlasting devotion to labor is unnecessary.
There are farmers who prosper in their calling, and do
not become stolid. There are farmers who are gentle
men-men of intelligence-whose homes are the abodes
of refinement, whose watchword is improvement, and
whose aim it is to elevate their calling. If there be aman on the earth whom I honestly honor it is a farmer
who has broken away from this slavery to labor, and
applied his mind to his soil.
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Mind mutt be the emancipator of the farmer. Science,
Intelligence, machinery—thew; mutt liberate the whit«
bondman of the soil from hit long slavery. When I

look back and tec what has been done for the farmer
within my brief memory, I am full of hope for the fu-
ture. The plough, under the hand of tcience, is become
a new instrument. The horse now hoes the corn, digs
the potatoes, mows the grass, rakes the hay, reaps the
wheat, and threshes and winnows it ; and every day
adds new machinery to the farmer's stock, to supersede
the clumsy implements which once bound him to his
hard and never-ending toil. When a farmer begins to
use machinery and to study the processes of other men,
and to apply his mind to farming so far as he can make
it take the place of muscle, then he illuminates his call-
ing with a new light, and lifts himself into the di .lity

of a man. If mind once gets the upper hand, it will
terve itself and see that the body is properly cared for.

Intelligent farming is dignified living. For a farmer
who reads and thinks, and studies and applies, nature
will open the storehouse of her secrets, and point the
way to a life full of dignity and beauty, and grateful and
improvable leisure
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" Pewe, greatnew brnt become* : ca',,. pov
With • far mure inip«riou« Jtaeli .e^s

•Ih«n .11 Uie .wordt of violence ca.. do,
And easier gw„, .ho,. end. she tend. unto.

JutS guidt

-T>At»MU

When he.d.trong p,„io„ ,,„ .^^ ^„, ^ ^^^
The force of natu«. Uke too .trong . gate.
For want of UiUait overwu the ve.wl."

—HiccoN^

" Give me that man
That i. not passion', dave. and I will wear him
In my hearf. core. ay. In my heart o. heart.,
A» I du thee."

—SHAKSHRHlr.

TURS. FLUTTER BUDGET was a't church last Sun-^TX day. She always is at church
; and she never for-

gets her fan. I have known her for many years, and
have never known her to be in church without a fan in
her hand, and some article upon her person that rustled
constantly. Her black silk dress is death to devotion
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over the space of twenty feet on all sides of her. She
fixes the wires in the bonnets of her little girls, hen
takes their hats off entirely, then wipes their noses, then
shakes her head at them, then makes them exchange
seats with each other, then finds the text and the hynms
for them, then fusses with the hassock, and then fans
herself unremittingly until she can see something else to

do. During all this time, and throughout all these ex-
ercises, the one article of dress upon her fidgety person
that has rustle in it,' rustles. It chafes against the walls
of silence as a caged bear chafes, with feverish restless-
ness, against the walls of his cell ; and as if the annoy-
ance of one sense were not sufficient, she seems to have
adopted a bob-and-sinker style of trimming, for hat and
dress, and hair and cloak, and every thing that goes to
make up her externals. Little pendants are everywhere
—little tassels, and little balls, and little tufts—at the
end of little cords

; and these are all the time bobbing
up and down, and trembling, and threatening to bob up
and down, like

—

" The one red leaf, the last of its clan

That dances as often as dance it can,

Hanging so light, and hanging so high.

On the topmost bough that looks up at the sky."

Any person who sits near Mrs. Flutter Budget, or un-
dertakes to look at her during divine service, loses all

sense of repose, and all power of reflection. The most
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solemn exercises in which the mind engages cannot be
earned on with a fly upon the nose, and any teasing of
a smgle sense, whether of sight, or sound, or touch, is
fatal to religious devotion. I presume that if the pastor
wishes to find the most sterile portion of his field, he
needs only to ascertain the names of those who occupy
pews in the vicinity of this lively little lady. Her hus-
band died two years ago, of sleeplessness, and a harass-
ing system of nursing.

The Flutter Budgets are a numerous family in Amer-
ica. They are not all as restless as Madame, but the
characteristics of the blood are manifest among them
all. They never know repose

; and, what is worse than
th.s, they dread if they do not despise it. They are
immense workers-not that they do more work, and
harder than their neighbors, but they make a great fuss
about It, and are always at it. They rise early in the
morning, and they sit up late at night ; and they do this
from year's end to year's end, whether they really have
any thing to do or not. They cannot sit still. They
have an unhealthy impression that it is wrong for them
not to be " doing something " all the time. Nothing in
the world will make them so uncomfortable and so rest-
less as leisure. Mrs. Flutter Budget could no more sit
down without knitting-work, or a sock to darn, in her
hands, than she could fly. As she has many times re-
marked, she would die if she could not work. To her
and to all of her name and character, constant action'
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cater for h,, drug, the terrible thirst of the drunkard forh.scups^a,l these are legitimate illustrations
„
'themorb.ddes.re of the Budgets for action or motion The

"
te" ' = ''^''" "' -'"^—i" « not moL

thll K
"'"' """""' '' -<^"«omed stimulushan they are with nothing to do. ,„ truth, 1 believehe des,re for action may become jus. as mo bid a 71-nof the soul is that which most degrades and dtmoralizes mankind.

If I were called upon to define happiness, , could pos-

pose. I do not mean by this thaf no „";- luis mat no person can h#»kappy except in a state of repose, but .mean, r'her

The h,ghes. definition of happiness would probabf;des,gnate the consciousness of healthy powers h^lon.ous,y employed .. a.nong its prim! Lm n.^™ [.here can be no happiness that deserves its name without the consciousness of powers that are able to subTwf-m harmomous action into painless repose. , know a

sefaid"T T " "^- " "'^'« - '°"« -
"^

rb:;";th :l?:::dr
'""

*;
'°"^=' ""'" -

.h„„ .. V
^ "'"'=' "citement, andhen begs to be read to sleep after she has been requiredo put down her book and go to bed. She wouM becalled a happy child by those who see her playing among

:ii
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i>er mates, yet It is easy to perceive that her happiness

^
hmued to a single attitude and condition of body andmmd. A happier child than she is one who can enjoy

open-a.r play, and then quietly sit down at her mother'I
side and enjoy rest. That is an inharmonious and un-healthy state of mind which chafes with leisure

; and he
>s an unhappy n.an who cannot sit down for a momentwahout reaching for a newspaper, or looking about himfor some qu.d for his morbid mind to chew upon. So Icoum no man truly happy who cannot contentedly sit
stdl when circumstances release his powers from labor,and who does not reckon among the rewards of labor apeaceful repose.

No, Mrs. Fl„„„ Budge, is „„, a happy >v„ma„
; and,as I have ,„,™a.ed before, she seriously interferes wi.h.h happ,ness and .he spiri.ua. prosperhy „f .hose abou.her. When she can find no.hing ,0 do, .hen she worries.

Those ch,ldren of hers are worried neariy .0 dea.h. ,f.n the.r play, .hey ge. any tfir. upon ,heir faces, .he;are sen. ,„„edia.e,y .0 malcc .he^selves elean. ,f.hey sod .he,r clothes, .hey are shu. up un.i, reduced ,„a proper s.a.e of peni.ence. They are kep, „u, of all

d.ugh.sofairforfearofacoM,a„dif'.heys
uUke cold why, .hey ™us. .akc medicine of .he Ls. repuls,ve characer as a penal.y ,f ,hcy cough ou. of .hewrong corner of .heir .ou.hs, she suspeL .hen, o

-upy.„.en,ions;a„dif.l,eyven.ure,.son,eun
guarded mo^en., „„ , cu.aneous crup.ion, .hey are i,„
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mediately c'.arged with the measles, or accused of small
pox. If they quietly sit down for a moment of repose
she apprehends sickness, and stirs them about to shake
It off Even sleep is not sacred to her, for if she finds a
flushed face among the harassed little slumberers, she
wakes Its owner to make affectionate inquiries. Her
husband as I have already stated, died two years ago.
She worked upon his nervous system to such an extent
hat he was glad to be rid of the world, and of her. Ithmk a man would'die after awhile, with constantly look-

'ng at the motion of a saw-miU. The jar of a locomo-
tive makes the toughest iron brittle at last ; and the
wear and tear of a restless wife are beyond the strongest
man's endurance.

I have noticed that persons who have influence upon
the mmds of others, maintain constantly a degree of re-
pose.

1
do not mean that those have most influence

who use their powers sparingly, but that a certain de-
gree of mental repose-or what may possibly be called
.mperturbableness-is necessary to influence. Mrs
Flutter Budget always talks in a hurry, and talks of a
thousand things, and is easily excited. Her neighbor
carefully avoiding the causes which ruffle her. and prc-
servmg the poise of her faculties, insists on her point
quietly, and carries it. The repose of equanimity is a
charm which dissolves all opposition. The mind which
•hows itself open to influences from every quarter, an«^
is swayed by them, is not its own master. The mind
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that never rests is invariably full of freaks and caprices.
The mind that has no repose shows its dependence an^
Its lack of self-control. There cannot go out of such ammd as th.s a strong, positive influence, any more than
there can go forth from a candle a steady light, when it
stands flickering and flaring in the wind, having all ittan do to keep its flame from extinction. There must
bt that repose of mind which springs from conscious
self-control and consciousness of the power of self-con-
trol under all ordinary circumstances, before a man
can hbpe to have influence of a powerful character upon
the mmds about him. The driver of a coach-and-six
wuh al the ribbons in his hands, and a thorough knowN
edge of h.s horses and his road, sits upon his box in re-
pose; and that repose inspires me with confidence inh.m

;
but .f he should be constantly on the look-out forsome tnck and constantly examining his harness, and

constantly fussy and uneasy, I should lose my confidencem him, and wish I were in anybody's care but hisWe do not need to be taught that a restless mind
IS not a rehable mmd. There is an instinct which tells
us th.s There can be no reliableness of character
without repose. If l should wish to take a ride, andtwo horses should be led before me to choose from, Iwould take the one that stands still, waiting for his bur-

y and h.s command, rather than the one that orcu-
P.es the road and bis groom with h.s caracoling and
curvetmgand other signs of restlessness. I should be
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measurably sure that one would bear me through my
journey safely and speedily, and that the other would
either throw me, or wear himself out, and so fail of
giving me good service. St. Peter was a restless

man—an impatient man. He was always the most im-
pulsive, and the most ready to act, as the servant of
the high priest had occasion to remember ; but he both
lied and denied his Lord. It was John reposing upon
the breast of Jesus, who most drew forth the Lord's
affection. MartAa, worrying about the house, cum-
bered with much serving, chose a part inferior to that
of Mary who reposed at the feet of Jesus. It is only
in repose that the powers of the mind are »narshalled
for great enterprises and for progress. It is in repose,
when passion is sleeping and reason is cUar-eyed, that

the military chieftain marks out his can.paign and ar-

ranges his forces. He is a poor commander who
throws his troops into the field, and fights without or-

der, or struggles for no definite end ; and there are
multitudes of men who throw themselves into life with
an immense splutter, and fight the fight of life with a
great deal of noise, but who never make any progress,

because they have never drawn upon repose for a plan.

Repose is the cradle of power. It is the fashion to
say that great men are men of great passions, as if

their passions were the cause rather than the concoipi.
tant of their greatness. Great elephants have great
legs, but the legs do not make the elephants great
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phan«. and wherever we find great elephant,, we find
great leg,. Smal, ™e„ «.e.tae. have great pa„ion,,

^hal be the weake,t of the weak. The po„es,io„ of
great pa,„„„, j, „f,e„ , ai,adva„tage to weak men

a*.a,lable pomt, for out,ide force,. A fortre„ may Zvery strongly h„„., b„, ^f ^^ ,^^
^ ^«

scahngM,,__„„^^_^,^_^__^__P^^^a„d

s^U^*":e":Try"r^r7r'"^"^y ""'^ practical advantage.G«a pa„,on, are oftener the weak. U,an the strong

for a man to exerc,« a high degree of power upon thehearts and mind, of other,, and. at the «me .L, be

•c":TT "' '•'' ^"'"^ "' '-'"•" A -»cannot be the shtvering subject of an outside force, ac
«.g upon h.m through hi, passions, and at the «me
..me a centre of effluent power. Action and passionar-ppced to each other; and when one ha, pos«,- of the ,ouI the other is wanting. They Lo.vewo dtstmct attitude, of the mind, a, truly a, dottanksgivmg and petition.

The world often tinds fault with great men be-muse they are cold
; but they could not be great men

.f .hey were not cold. A physician is often preferredby a famdy or patient because he is " so sympa,hiri„g,»
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as they call it. They forget that a physician is nece*
•arily untrustworthy in the degree that he is sympa-
thetic with his patients. A physician may be thoroughly
kind, and out of his kindness there may grow a gentle
manner which seems to spring from sympathy; but I

say unhesitatingly that in the degree by which a phy-
sician is sympathetic with his patients, is he unfitted
for his work. A dentist who feels, in sympathy, the
pain that he inflicv» "Pon a child, is unfitted to perform
his operation. The surgeon who sensitively sympa-
thizes with a man whose diseased or crushed limb it

has fallen to his lot to remove, has lost a portion of his
power and skill, and has become a poorer surgeon for
his sympathy. Physicians themselves show that they
understand this when a case for medical or surgical
treatment occurs in their own families. If their wives
or their children are sick, they cannot control their
sympathies

;
and the moment they are aware of this,

they lose all confidence in themselves. They cannot
reduce the fracture of a child's limb, or prescribe for a
wife lying dangerously ill, because their sympathies are
so greatly excited that their judgment is good for noth-
ing. In other words, they are in an attitude or condi-
tion of passion-they are moved and wrought upon by
outside forces, to such a degree that they cannot act.

If an orator rise in his place, and show by the agita-
tion of his nerves, his broken sentences, and his choked
utterances, that emotion is uppermost . in hfM, he has
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P-io„ „„er„ epri e, hL oT' " '^"''""- "''
/ ucprives him of power. We nil nrGough an actor, as he undoubtedly is • Z '

to be diseusted with i,- t ' ^ *^ Pretend
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I repeat the proposition, then, that repose is thed'e of power. The man who cannot hoM J
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- repose-in perfect repose-Tn
' ' ''^ ^"^'^"^

measure of his power. These
"

M
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world cm them are h
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"' "^^ '"^•^ -Ho move and control
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their race. But it is not necessary to cling to great mei
for the illustration of my subject. To say that a Chris-

tian philanthropist should not be a sympathetic man
would be to say that he should not be a man at all ; but

nothing is more certain than that if a man should sur-

render himself to his sympathies it would kill him. In

a world where sin and its bitter fruits abound as they

do in this, where little children cry for bread, and whole

races are sunk in \)arbarism, and villany preys upon
virtue, and the innocent suffer in the place of the guilty,

and sickness lays its hand upon multitudes, and pain

holds its victims to a life-long bondage, and death leads

throngs daily to the grave, and leaves other throngs wild

with grief, a sensitively sympathetic man, surrendering

himself to all the influences that address him, would
lose all power to help the distressed, or even to speak a
word of comfort. We arc to apprehend the woes of
others through our sympathies, and to hold those sym-
pathies in such repose that all the power of our natures

will be held ready for, and subject to, intelligent minis-

try. The wom-^r rvho faints at the sight of blood is not
fit for a hospital. The man who grows pale at hearing

a groan, will not do for a surgeon. If we mean to do
any thing in this woild for the good of men, we must
first compel our sympathies and our passions into re

pose.

That which is true of power in this matter is true of
judgment. It is a widely bruited aphorism that "

all



w^th hm, or rou«d .„,„ .„,ip„hy by him. I„ ,hor,, h.

I>«nti and from ,h. moment .hi. p«,i„„ „k„ _
"1 and rehahle word about him. All p„,i,iv. hUtoricl

^^.« have an possihi. hi«orica, ponrait.. .impl^
""'' "' """" '" '"bj'cts of pa„ion. I, i, I.

being the subject of an influence from them that „»-n .an be an impartial historian, and tha, a'll 1;°

M bewnttcn, it wiu be written b, one whose pas
. ons^ under entire control, and kept in a condi«„„o^roound repose who wiil look at a historical cw!acter as he would upon an impaled beetle in an
entomological collection. A man is „„
iudre nf > k ° rompetentjudge of a character, either in history or in life with»h.chhe strongly sympathires. , have known mLn aman utterly unfitted to read the proofs of .he vilUnT„f

^man „ love .s a very poor judge of character. Sheca see nothmg but excellence where others see nothingbut shallowness and rottenness.
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Once more, there is no dignity without repose. ^
restless, uneasy man, can never be a dignified man.
There can be no dignity about a man or a woman who
fumes, and frets, and fusses, and is full of freaks and
capnces. Dignity of manners is always associated with
repose. Mrs. Flutter Budget always enters a drawing-
room as if she were a loaded doll, tossed in bv the
usher, and goes dodging and tripping about to ge't her
centre of gravity, without getting it. Her queenly
ncghbor comes in as the sun rises-calmly, sweetly,
stead-ly, and all hearts bow to her.dignified coming.
What would, an archbishop be worth for dignity, who
should be continually scratching his ears, and brushin<.
h.s nose, and crossing and re-crossing his legs, anddrumming with his fingers.^ Who would not deem theermme degraded by a chief justice who sl^ould be con-
stanUy twitching about upon his bench? It is a fact
that has come under the observation of the least obser-
vant, that the moment a man surrenders himself to his
passions he loses his dignity. A fit of anger is as fatal
to d.gnuy as a dose of arsenic to life. A fit of mirth-
fulness is hardly less fatal. So it is in repose, and par-
ticularly m the repose of the passions, that we find the
happmess, the influence, the power, and the dignity of
our life. Let us cultivate repose.



LESSON XIV.

THE \VA YS OF CHARITY.

''The Holy Supper is kept indeed.

In whatso we share with another's need ;

Not that which we give, but what we share,
For the gift without the giver is bare

:

Who bestows himself, with his alms feeds three,-
Himself, his hungering neighbor, and me."

—LOWKLU
" It may not be our lot to wield

The sickle in the ripened field

;

Nor ours to hear on summer eves.

The reaper's song among the sheaves

:

Yet, when our duty's task is wrought^
In unison with God's great thought,

The near and future blend in one,

And whatsoe'er is wUled is done."

—Whittier.

T HAVE come to entertain very serious doubts about
1 my -orthodoxy- on the subject of doing good. If
I know my own motives, I certainly have a desire to do
good

;
but this desire is yoke-fellow with the perverse

wish to do it in my own way. I do not feel myself in-
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dined to accept the prescriptions of those who have
taken out patents for various ingenious processes in this
line of effort. My attention has just been attracted to
this subject, by the perusal of a long story, which must
be not far from the one hundred and ninety-ninth that I

have read during the past t^venty years, all tipped with
the same general moral. A good-natured lady, in easy
circumstances, and of benevolent impulses, is appealed
to by a poor man in the kitchen. She feeds him, gives
him clothes, sends him away rejoicing, and feels good
over it. The man comes again and again, tells pitiful

stories, excites her benevolence of course, and secures a
reasonable amount of additional plunder. Months pass
away

;
and being out upon a walk one pleasant after-

noon, and finding herself near the poor man's residence,
the fair benefactress calls upon him. She finds the wife
(who was reported dead) very comfortable indeed, and
the destitute family of four children reduced to a single
fat and saucy baby, and the poor liar himself smelling
strongly of rum. Then come the denouement, and a
grand tableau

: lady very much grieved and astonished
—wife, who has known nothing of her husband's tricks,

exceedingly bewildered-fuddled husband, blind with
rum and remorse, owns up to his meanness and dupli-
city. He found (as he confessed) that he could work
upon the lady's sympathies, got to lying and couldn't
stop, and, finally, felt so badly over the whole opera-
tion, that he took to drink to drown his conscience!
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Moral: Women should not help poor people without
going to see them, and finding out whether they lie.

Now that woman did exactly as I should have done,
under the same circumstances. In the first place, I

should never have had the hea:t to doubt a man who
had an honest face, and was cold, hungry, and ragged,
I should have r garded his condition as a claim upon
my charity. In the second place, I should have had no
time to call upon his family, and satisfy myself with re-

gard to their circumstances ; and in the third place, I

should have felt very delicate about putting direct ques-
tions to them if I had. The same story ..ils incident-
ally of one of these men who do good in the proper way.
He visited a house which presented all the signs of pov-
erty

;
but the angel of mercy was too 'cute to be taken

in; so he walked up stairs. Every thing presenting
there the same aspect of abject poverty that prevailed
below, the angel of mercy looked around him, and dis-

covered a ladder leading to the garret. The angel of
mercy " smelt a rat," and mounted the ladder. In the
garret he found half a cord of wood, and any quantity of
goodies for the . .ble. Another denouement and tab-
leau. Moral: as before. If the story has taught me
any thing, it is that it is my duty to question every beg-
gar that comes to my door, visit his house, explore ii

from cellar to garret, and satisfy myself of the truth or
f.xlsehood of his representations. Otherwise, my charity
goes for nothing, and I do my beggar an absolute un-
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lc.ndness. In other words, while the law holds ever,man .nnocent until he is proved to be guilty, chari^
holds every man guilty until he is proved to be inno.
cent.

11 has become the fashion in cer,am circles .0 decry
.ha. benevolence which si.s a, home in slippers, and
g.ves .,s m„ney.„i,hou, seeing where i. goes, b„ i. is

earned ,„ boou, and ,ha. ,he man who has money ,„g.ve, has usually somuch business on hand ,ha. he canmake „„ adequate personal examination of .he caseswh.ch are referred .0 hi, chari.y. , can never forge.

1 h :, :
''''"''"' ''"'"'-' "h" -- - veryn.uch obhged ,0 a friend for calling upon ,hem, and ,el'ng .hem o^ ,he ciro„m.,a„ces of a poor family. I. wa,laken as a grea. personal kindness when ,hey were ,n-formed how and where .hey could relieve wan. and dis-

ress. They had no genius for going abou. and looking
"P cases of chari.y, bu. .heir hear.s leaped a. ,he oppor
."n..y .0 do good. They did .heir work in .heir coun.-
ng-room, and had no .ime and no .alen. for visi.in,,
•hose whom ,hey benefi.ed , bu. who would queslio^
e.lher .he genuineness or .he judiciousness of .heir benevolence > The applicaUons for aid made a. ,he doorsof our dwelUngs come of.ener .0 .he mis.resses of .hose
dwellmgs .han .0 .he mas.ers ; and .hese mis.resses
four „mes in five, are women wi.h .he care of children'on .he.r hands, or household du.ies which demand al.
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most co„.,a„, attention. If a beggar come to the door.hey are grateful fo, the opportunity to afford reliefbut they have „o time to visit another quarter of theto»„, .0 learn whether their charitie, have been well be-..owed nor do they withhold their charities throughfear of being imposed upon.
^

In n,y judgment, the character and circumstance,
of a man determine his office in the work of chari.,ble
rehef. I know there are some persons who have apecuhar natural adaptation to the work of visiting the

Itr t'""'
""" " "'="• ^-- ---"and

.he.r sympa.hy are grateful to those to whom they de-bgh. .0 minister. They are masters and mistresses ofall .hose .hnfty economies which enable them toman-age or the poor. They have genuine administrative
.alen. m th,s particular department. They are cheer-
ful and active, and sympathetic and ingenious; and

e^dT r" "" ' ^''*—'Sed family with.en dollars than others can do „ith fifty, j I „„,suppose that these people are one whit more benevo-
lent than those whose purses are always open to thepoor, and who at the same time would feel very awk-ward upon a visit of charity, and would make the fam-
ily vtstted feel as awkward as themselves. The Zrwe have always with us, and every man ana IoL::

*.mw.ch.s.obed,sd,a,gedi„,themostefficie::
way. If I have money, and do not feel that I am the
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proper person to look after the details of its dispensa-
•on I >v.ll put it into the hands of one more compe^
ent to the business, and I will rationally conclude that
have done my duty. In the mean time, if a man come

to my door, and ask for the supply of his immediate
necess.t.es, he shall not be turned empty away because
I do not happen to have the means at hand for verifv-
ing his story.

I know ,ha, .here are mul.i.udes of .ender-heartedwomen-women of, abounding benevolence and sens,-«ve consc,ence-„ho are troubled upon ,hi, subjectThey have a desire to do good, and to do it in the"gh. way, but, somehow, they find i, impossible todo „ according to the views of the story.„itersThey are any thing but rugged in health, perhaps, „

1 nd Te "
T'^"'

'"""' "' ^"""^ '""O-around them, or the care of their dwellings absorbs
their time. Thev fail tn (i„j .v

aosoros

the „„„ r ° opportunity to visithe poor, or they do no. feel themselves adapted tothe office; and st.ll they carry about with them the
uncomfortable suspicion that they are meanly shrinking
from duty. My thought upon this point is that m?
duttes never conflict with one another, and that if Ican do good in one way be,.er .han ano.her, then tha,
.s my way to do good. 1 shall not permit .he story-wmers ,0 prescribe for me, nor shall I allow them tomake me uncomfortable.

There is a class of men and women in all Protes:
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tant communities who think it a very neat thing to da
good at random. They sow broadcast of cheap seed
content to reap nothing at all, and pleasantly disaJ
pomted if they find here and there a stalk of corn to
reward their sowing. They do not prepare their
ground, they do not cultivate it at all, but they sow
hopmg that in some open place a seed may fall and'
germmate. Some of these people regard this method
of domg good as a kind of holy stratagem-a Chrisiiao.
tnck-which takes the devil at a disadvantage. I once
kne* a kind old gentleman who did a business, that
brought him considerably into contact with rough and
profane persons

; and as he wished to do something for-
them, he kept his pockets filled with little printed cards:
entitled "The Swearer's Prayer;" and whenever ^n
oath came out, the utterer was immediately presented
With this card with a little story on it. and a statement
that to swear is neither brave, polite, nor wise." t
very well remember hearing the old gentleman say that
though he had given away hundreds of these cards'
he had never learned that one of them had don«
any good. I do not wonder at it. It was a sneaking
way of doing good, or of trying to. If the old man had
remonstrated personally with these swearing fellows
and told them that their habit was both vulgar and
wicked, does any one suppose that the result would
have been so unsatisfactory ? He had not pluck enough
to do this

;
so he gave them a card, and they either
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^^riV"
'" '"' " ''""

'' '^^y- «"» »»»-» thecards didn't cost much I

I have been much interested in watching a car-load
•f passengers, while receiving each from the hand, of aprofess, ,„al distributor a religious tract. All have re-'cc.ved the gift p„li,e,,, i„ ,,f„,„„ ,^ .^^
whtch prompted, or was supposed to prompt, its be-
stowal; jet I have never failed to perceive that polite-
ness was really taxed in the matter. Now let me becand,d and confess that I was never pleasantly im-
pressed by being presented with a tract in a railroad
car. Th,s fact cannot be attributed to any lack of dis.
pos,t,on to contemplate religious subjects

, but there is»meth.„g which tells me that it is improper and in-deheate for any man ,o come into a public vehicle, and
thrust upon me and upon my fellow-passengers a set of
n,o„ves and opinions on religion which may or mayno. accord w,.h my own and theirs-just as it happens
I thmk the natural action of the mind is to brace Llf
agamst .nfluences sought to be sprung upon i, in thisnanner

;
and I am ye. to be convinced that this indis-

cnmmateand wholesale distribution of religious tracts
.n radroad stations and puWic conveyances is no, doing,and has no. done, more harm than good. I know .ha">u ...udes of men-no, vicious-are disgus.ed wi.h hand offended by i,, nnd ,ha. .here is somching-c^^;
>t wha, you may-in ,he emotions exci,ed by ,he pre.«n<a„on of a tract under such ill-chosen circumsunces,
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and readit
'""'^''""" ^

'" -«'- a tract politely,and read .t or not according to his uhim
; but u Xbe very apt to disgust him .vith the stvic of r'K

ity which it represents.
"'^ ««>'^ o'' Chnst.an.

I am aware that the secretaries and the agents of thetract soci(>tinG «,.,i
••o»-nis ot the

suits of K
'''' ^"'^°"'-»K'"ff reports of the re

which they make Nav r

st:.tcments
X maKe. Nay, I am convinced that in corM.-

departments of heir effort tK.,
"

.he l.v,„g v„,cc Of p,„,.„, ,,^„„„,„
. -^

many souls to Christian virtue I,™ ,
""'<^'' ""»

edie. funher. that here a r^JeT,: "fj"

"""""'-

™.^ran.„.o,„u„.„aa..„.j:r;rr::n
nght to question whether the same outlay of effort lU~r'' """"'

'" """ "•''- -^ - -

'

tTd
""*'"'=" ^"""^ My point is that in all efforts

^
do go<,d. .n this way, appropriateness of .i„ a"dplace IS always to be consulted I „ .

a dentist's chair .„ .

"^''-
' °"« '""k my scat in

my tee h ,f
' °''='°"°" ""f-^^" "PO»my teeth. If i remember correctiv ,„ i r

to be remov^H »

correctly, an ugly fang wasbe removed-at any rate, pain was involved in the

head
'

H K
" "'^'^^ ^^' ^^^ ^-^'^^'« -- around m!head, and h.s instrument in my mouth, than the wel
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meaning and zealous operator began to question me
upon the subject of personal religion. Now it seemed
quite as bad to undertake to propagate Christianity at

the point of a surgical instrument, as it would be to

win proselytes by the sword; and the utter incon-
gruity of the two operations disgusted me. At any
rate, / « //rt/zj;*,/ tny iientist. 1 felt like the man who
found upon his landlady's table an article of butter
that was inconveniently encumbered with hair, and
who informed her that he had no objection to hair,

but would prefer to h:nc it served upon a separate
dish.

A good many years ago, I read a Sunday-school book
entitled, if I remember correctly, "Walks of Useful-
ness." It represented a man going out into the street,

and "pitching into" every person he met with, upon
the subject of religion, or starting a conversation and
immediately giving it a spiritual twist. I thought then
that he was a remarkably ingenious man—a wonderful
story-teller, to say the least of him. I am inclined to

think now that he romanced a little. Every operation
was so neatly done, and turned out so well, that I really

suspect it was pure fiction. I have this to say, at any
rate, that if he did and said what he professed to have
done and said, under the circumstances which he de-
scribed, he owed it to the politeness of those whom hfe

addressed that he was not dismissed with a decided re-

buff, and told to go about his business. " A word fitly
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spoken, how good it is ! " Ah yes ! how \cr> good it is

!

Christian zeal is no excuse for bad taste, nor is Christian

effort exempt from the hnvs of fitness and propriety

which attach to human effort of other aims in other

fields. If I wish to reach a man's miml upon any im-
portant subject, and circumstances <lo not favor me, I

wait for circumstances to change, or I pave my way to

his mind by a scries of carefully-adjusted efforts. Ab-
rupt transitions of thought and feeling, and violent in-

terruptions of the currents of mental life and action, arc

never favorable to reflection. If I wish to cheer a man
who is bowed to the earth in grief for the loss of a com-
panion. I will not break in upon his mourning with a
lively tune upon a fiddle. If I wish to attract him to a
religious life, I will not interrupt the flow of his inno-

cently social hours by some terrible threat or warning.

In truth, I know of nothing that calls for more care, or

nicer discrimination, or choicer address, than a per-

sonal attempt to move an irreligious mind in a religious

direction. The word of gold should always have a set-

ting of silver.

There seems to be a prevalent disposition in the re-

ligious world to do good by indirection and stratagem.

If a man can reach one mind by scattering ten thousand
tracts, the result is more grateful than it would be if

that mind were reached by direct personal effort without
any tracts

; and it makes a larger and more interesting

show in the reports. This disposition is manifest in the.
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matter of charitable fairs. The women of a religiou,
society will make up a batch of little-or-nothings, freeze
a few cans of ice cream, hire a hall, and advertise a saleWe all go, and buy things that we do not want, with a
good-natured and gallant disregard of prices, and the
footmgs of receipts are published in the newspapers.
The charitable women feel pleasantly about it, and think
*hat they have done a great deal of good at a small cost,
without remembering that all the money they have
made has cost somebody the amount of the declared fig-
ures. It seems to be a great deal pleasanter to get pos-
session of the money in this way, than it would be to
obtain ,t by a general subscription. They forget that
all they have done is to obtain a subscription by a grace-
ful and attractive stratagem, and that the motives which
they have pocketed with the money would not stand the
test of a scrupulous analysis. The main point seems to
be to get the money, and do the good with the least
possible sense of sacrifice

; as a man goes to a charitable
l»ll, and pays two dollars for the privilege of dancing
all night, m order to give a shilling of profits to the
widow and fatherless without feeling the burden of the
charity.

Of all the means of doing good, I know of none so
•epulsive as that which is purely professional. I thinkwe do not have so much of this in these days as our
lathers had. Our pastors are more thoroughly out
companions and friends than they used to be. They
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^o not „„„, ,^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^
did m the earlier days of Puritanism. The idea of the
regular parochial visit is essentially changed. But Iknow clergymen, even now, who visit the house ofmournmg professionally, and rive their professional
cons It i„ ^ ^roi..^,^.x way, and depart feeling
Oiat they have faithfully performed their profession!
duty. I know clergymen who go round from house tohouse with their professional inquiries, and do up any
quantity of professional work in a day. The familycome m (those who do not run away), and take seats
around the room, and answer questions, and listen to a
prayer, and then they bid their pastor a good afternoon
wuh a sense of relief, and go about their business again,
while he pushes on to his next parishioner, and repeats

formality on the part of the families visited, and a pro-
fessionally-discharged duty on the part of the pastor,
and a pitifully-ridiculous caricature of the visit of a
religious teacher to his disciples every way. What
shall be said of an interview of which the pastor's part
consisted of these words : "Very late spring-Hem! "
(looking out of the window)-'^ who is building that
barn. -potatoes seem to be getting along very well ; "
(turning to a member of the family)-" Jane, how
do you enjoy your mind?" A spiritual frame that
could stand such a transition as that, without taking
a fatal cold, must be based upon a very sound con
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.ti.u.i^„.,a„<, ,o„gh.„ed by f„<,„e„, „p„ui„. „f .h,

paLoralor
*"'"''" ^'*^^' "' °'«- "- '" *«pastoral office-men who know no way of .reuinB in.n ,

sen.,..ve sou, .,cep. by k„„.ki„, ,„ „^, ^^ll
--

^ne and depressed in ™any instances by bodily weak-ness-need sympathy more than counsel and 2Tagement and inspiration more than a solemn
7'

p-::tL^:rir^-:r"'"''-
.»,_ c ..

p«i5iors are more snriaimore fade, more appreciative of the fact thi! ,',

rio~' '"~'-- peo LX::

w.^° Hde "J"

*'
"T

°' ""'^'^" -"<"'
•—ked"hat guide a man shall have in the matter „f j

hear, thlr
' """" """ ^-'S" "" "«'• Thehear, that loves „s fel.ow-men will move its possessor

s^fwdl dee.de m what direction its efforts ought to bemade. If , „,„ b^ ^^^^^ ,^ ^^ ^^
hs heart „,11 lead him in the right direction. Un^er ^n..stalcen sense of duty, inculcated by incompeten
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counsellor, men 6nd themselves in fields of benevolentactton ,0 which they are very poorly adapted • and .1

heart and an ordmarily clear brain, that nobody hasbeen aUowed to meddle with and muddle, „U1 tell aman where he belongs and what be ought to do. \--have a gift for ministering ,„ the sick, le, him do it.

let h r ? •" '"""« •^''°°=")' »"h 'he poor

and none for properly applying his charities, le, himhand h,s money .„ those who are competent to dispens"« I do no. beheve that many loving hearts, coupled

I^^inat? a
:"'":' '"''^"="''' "' "^^^'O '"

'"'^
cnmmate and random efforts to act for religious endsupon the minds U,ey meet with. 1 believe tl^t4 ai

of that whtch .s fi, and proper in time, place, and cTcumstance so that wherever they strike tLey tath r maric
, believe that such hearts and judgmen>v.n scorn to do that by indirection which they can dobetter directly, and that if it be fit and proper for them•o offer reproof to a man, they will do U by thl b'"word of moutl,, and not sneak up to him and pu a do atrac, mtohis hand. . believe that men with suchhearts and judgments would prefer making a subscr p

z^T: "' ^
fT'^"''

"'•^•'"'
'" -^""^^-

'

-

Ian I H
!""^ "' """ '"' """^"^ 'hey do not»ant. And las,, 1 think that pastors, with such hearu
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V

wd judgm™,, are „« at aU in daneer „f i,
coldly professional in .heir noble du^T

°',;"""''*

sphere that ic *k
auties. A hfe in anysphere that ,s the expression and outflow, of an honestearnest, lovinc heart toi,;» ,

nonest,

self win h. ^ ''^""'"^ °"'y °^God and it-*»eit, will be certain to be a lif^ «r k« /:

b«. possible direcUoa.
'"'*""" '" "«



LESSON XV.

MEN OF ONE IDEA.

-^:;,t.':rjr:::r"'°"^-""--""---^

—Samuel Smilbs.

lUHEN ,he heau of ,„„,„,„ have uried up ,h.

aL .k T""''
'"" "'"^"^ °"'' '^W' and dripand .he dan,s of brook, and rivers cease ,o pour Z'

eTp^::r f 'T
'""^ ""'' ' --' ^'-- '""^

explore the forsaken water-courses An imr,.

fisha3he„„UhrainWhni„,acuriol",3. r
.hraT^""""'

.^"'^ S™.es,ue„.fashioL seone-these are always objects of interest. Then to ,i, H„
"Pon a ,edge .hat ha, been planed ffb'te™~d by the tenuous passage of an ocern-rMpiUttng vo,un,e, and watch the shrunken stream slippinl«ou„d „, feet, and hear the gu„,e of the faint^" ^

last ,nto surpr«.„g arUcuIations. and talks and
!

:

I !
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laughs, and shouts and sings—ah f »hj. ,^a j •

chantment, There are fT ' V ' " "'

nate «.«!, .
"' ^ suppose, so fortu-

l,„liH .

"•""-"''o do not remember a half.

.al o„
' "' ""'^ "'»-"»' "'king fierce a,!aclcs „„ „a,er .„ake,, watching lizards lying amonghe stone, of an old raceway, creeping „p. L in hando a gauze.„,nged ttevil's needle that shivered on a»"nny p„,n, of rock, and looked as if i, mighrbe ,h!

tZ "' \'"™-^.»«-'"«'. —in. .omarkTslen

h dJTed T ? ^"-'-"^ cry of the king-fisher a^he darted through the shadow, and disappeared and"ot.„g.he slim-legged wagtail, racing bfckward'andfomard upon the border of the stream.

are what people call "pot-holes." They are roundholes worn in the solid rock by a single stone, kept inmotto, by the water. Some of .hem are very Targeand o h„, 3„ ^^„ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^
g

atd the h 7' ""?' " " '"™'' ""' "y "•""ineryand the hard, rough pebbles at the bottom by which^cunous work was done. Every year, as the dryseason comes along, we find that the holes have grown^er and the pebbles smaUer, and that no freshest Zbeen found powerful enough to dislodge the pebblesand release the rock fn,m their attrition. Now if a
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man will turn from the contemplation of one of these

pot-holes, and the means by which it is made, and seek

for that result and that process in the world of mind
which most resemble them, I am sure that he will find

them in a man of one idea. In truth, these scenes that

I have been painting were all recalled to me by looking

upon one of these men, studying his character, and
watching the effect of the single idea by which he was

actuated. " There," said I, involuntary, •• is a moral

pot-hole with a pebble in it ; and the hole grows larger

and the pebble smaller every year."

I suppose it is useless to undertake to reform men
of one idea. The real trouble is that the pebble is in

them; and whole freshets of truth are poured upon
them, only with the effect to make it more lively in its

grinding, and more certain in its process of wearing out

itself and them. The little man who, when ordered by
his physician to take a quart of medicine, informed him
with a deprecatory whimper that he did not hold more
than a pint, illustrates the capacity of many of those who
are subjects of a single idea. They can hold only one,

and it would be useless to prescribe a larger number.

In a country like ours, in which every thing is new and

everybody is free, there are multitudes of self-consti-

tuted doctors, each of whom has a nostrum for curing

all physical and moral disorders and diseases,—a patent

process by which humanity may achieve its proudest

progress and its everlasting happiness. The country is

9
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full of hobby-riders, booted and spurred, who imagine
they are leading a grand race to a golden goal, forget-
ful of the truth that their steeds are tethered to a
single idea, around which they are revolving only to
tread down the grass and wind themselves up, where
they may stand at last amid the world's ridicule, and
starve to death.

Man cannot live by bread alone, but by every word
that proceeds out' of the mouth of God, whether
spoken through nature or revelation. There is no one
idea in all God's universe so great and so nutritious
that it can furnish food for an immortal soul. Variety
of nutriment is absolutely essential, even to physical
health. There are so many elements that enter into
the structure of the human body, and such variety of
stimuli requisite for the play of its vital forces, that it

is necessary to lay under tribute a wide range of na-
ture; and fruits and roots and grain, beasts of the field,

fowls of the air, and fish of the sea, juices and spices
and flavors, all bring their contributions to the perfec-
tion of the human animal, and the harmony of its func-
tions. The sailor, kept too long upon his hard biscuit
and salt junk, degenerates into scurvy. The occupant
of the Irish hovel who lives upon his favorite root, and
sees neither bread nor meat, grows up with weak eyes,
an ugly face, and a stunted body. It is precisely thus
with a man who occupies and feeds his mind with a
single idea. He grows mean and small and diseased
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with the diet. The soul bear, relation to such a wealth
of truth, such a multitude of interests cluster about it

It has such variety of elements-as Illustrated by its'

Illimitable range of action and passion-it touches and
receives impressions from all other souls at such an in-
finite variety of points, that it is simply absurd to sup-
pose that one idea can feed it, even for a day.
A mind that surrenders itself to a single idea becomes

essentially insane. I know a man who has dwelt so
long upon the subject of a vegetable diet that it has
finally taken possession of him. It is now of such im-
portance in his eyes that every other subject is thrown
out of its legitimate relations to him. It is the constant
theme of his thought-the study of his life. He ques-
tions the properties and quantities of every mouthful
that passes his lips, and watches its effects upon himself.
He reads upon this subject every thing he can lay his
hands on. He talks upon it with every man he meets.
He has ransacked the whole Bible for support to his
theories; and the man really believes that the eternal
salvation of the human race hinges upon a change of
diet. It has become a standard by which to decide the
validity of all other truth. If he did not believe that
the Bible was on his side of the question, he would dis-
card the Bible. Experiments or opinions that make
against his faith are either contemptuously rejected or
mgeniously explained away. Now this man's mind is
not only reduced to the size of his idea, and assimilated
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to its character, but it has lost its soundness . His rcai

son is disordered. His judgment is perverted—de-
praved. He sees things in unjust and illegitimate rela-

tions. The subject that absorbs him has grown out of

proper proportions, and all other subjects have shrunk
away from it I know another man—a man of fine

powers—who is just as much absorbed by the subject of

ventilation
; and though both of these men are regarded

by the community as of sound mind, I think they are

demonstrably insane.

If we rise into larger fields, we shall find more no-

table demonstrations of the starving effect of the enter-

ta nent of a single idea. Scattered throughout the

country we shall find men who have devoted themselves

to the cause of temperance, or abstinence from intoxi>

eating liquors. Here is a grand, a humane, a most
worthy and important cause

; yet temperance as an idea

is not enough to furnish food for a human soul. Some
of these men have only room in them for one idea, and,

so far as they are concerned, it might as well be tem-

perance as any thing, though it is bad for the cause

;

buf the majority of them were, at starting, men of gen-

erous instincts, a quick sense of that which is pure and

true, and a genuine love of mankind. They dwelt upon

their idea—they lived upon it for a few years—and then

they " showed their keeping." If I should wish to find

a narrow-minded, uncharitable, bigoted soul, in the

smallest possible space of time, I would look among
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tho« who have made temperance the ipecialty of their
Iive.-not because temperance is bad, but because one
Idea i. bad

j
and the men afflicted by this particular

Idea are numerous and notorious. They have no faith
in any man who docs not believe exactly as they do.
They accuse every man of unworthy motives who op-
poses them. They permit no liberty f individual
judgment and no range of opinion ; and when they get
a chance, they drive legislation into the most absurd
and harmful extremes. Men of one idea arc always ex.
tremists, and extremists are always nuisances. I might
truthfully add that an extremist is never a man of sound
mind.

The whole tribe of professional agitators and mis-
called reformers are men of one idea. That these men
do good, sometimes directly and frequently indirectly,
I do not deny

; and it is equally evident that they do a
great deal of harm, the worst of which, perhaps, falls
upon themselves. Like the charge of a cannon, they
do damage to an enemy's fortifications, but they burn
up the powder there is in them, and lose the ball. Like
blmd old Samson, they may prostrate the pillars of a
great wrong, but they crush themselves and the Philis-
tmes together. The greatest and truest reform -r that
ever lived was Jesus Christ ; but ah ! the difference be-
tween his broad aims, universal sympathies, an 1 over-
flowmg love, and the malignant spirit that move . those
who angrily beat themselves to death against an insti^
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tutcd wronff! As an illustration, look at those wh«
were the prominent agitators of the slavery question ia
this country for twenty years. Were they men of
charity ? Were they Christian men ? Was not in-
vective the chosen and accustomed language of their
lips ? Did they not follow those against whom they op-
posed themselves, whether for good cause or otherwise,
into their graves with a fiendish lust of cruelty, and did
they not delight to trample upon great names and
sacred memories? Were they men whom we loved?
Did we feel attracted to their society ? Teachers of
toleration, were they not the most intolerant of all men
living ? Denouncers of bigotry, were they not the most
fiercely bigoted of any men we knew? Preachers of
love and good will to men, did they not use more forci-
bly than any other class the power of words to wound
and poison human sensibilities ?

It is not the quality of the idea which a man enter-
tains that kills him. Freedom for every creature that
bears God's image-the breaking of the rod of the op-
pressor and letting the oppressed go free-this is a good
Idea. It is so great, so broad, so full, so flowing, that a
world of men might gather around it for a time as they
do around Niagara, and grow divine in its majestic
music and the vision of the wreath of light which heaven
holds above it. If a man undertake to live upon a sin-
gle idea, it really makes very little difference to him
whether that idea be a good or a bad one. A man may
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M well get scurvy on beans as beef. I suppose a diet
of potatoes would be quite as likely to support life com-
fortably as a diet of peaches. It is because the human
•oul cannot live upon one thing alone, but demands
participation in every expression of the life of God. that
it will dwarf and starve upon even the grandest and
most divine idea.

The agitators and reformers are very ready to see the
dwarfing effect of a single idea or a single range of ideas
upon the Christian ministry, and a large number of
Christian men. I admit the accuracy of their observa-
tions in this matter, and, admitting this, I can certainly
ask the question whethe. they hope to escape deprecia-
tion when the Christian idt i-the divinest of all-is in-
sufficient of itsHf to inake a man, and fill him, and give
him all desirable health and wealth and growth. As I

have touched upon this point, I may say that it is com-
ing to be understood that a man or a minister, in order
to be a Christian, must be something else-that Chris-
tianity received into nature and life is only one of the
elements of manhood-and that a man may be-ome
starved and mean and bigoted and essentially insa e by
feeding exclusively upon religion. What means the vis-
ion of these sapless, sad, and sanctimonious Christians
-these poor, thin, stingy lives-but that all ideas save
the religious one have been shut out from them ? Is it

not notorious that a minister who has fed exclusively
upon religion is a man .vithout power upon the hearts
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and minds of men ? I, i, ,„. ,„» .^ ^^ j^,

errr"" "'"r
""" '""' "- *= '--~-

a„f.. "f
''""P""^"* men, .he broadest cultureand^he „.des. acquaintance wi,h a„ the ideas that en er'as ood and moUve i„.„ human iife > ,s i. „o, .^^ thl" "= '*""«• ""'"•Wng anxiety and carefulness of amultuude of souls to secure their salvation, those s,

2 constantly becoming less valuable, and thus-to „1the language of the market-less worth saving >

dry and sflT and unlovely in ,he style of Christianityro„„d me
1. has no attraction for me. I do no ithe people who illustrate it , and the reason is, not thahey have got too much of Christianity, but hat theyh ve not got enough of any thing else. Flour is go^b". flour ,s not bread. ,f , am to eat flour, 1 mus^ ea«as bread; and either milk or water must be used tomake ..bread, -f a little milk is used, the bread „mbe dry and heavy and hard. If a go«, deal is used, theflour w.11 be transformed into a soft and plastic mass^^ Will rise in the heat, and come .o my'lips a Z^.and fragran. morsel. Chris.iani.y is good, bu. i. wan.s,m.xmg .h huma„i.y before it will have a practl

^alue. If only , ,„„e humanity be mixed wi.h 1. ,heproduc. will be dry and tas.eless
, bu. if i. be combined

"..h .he real m,lk of humani.y, and enough of i, ,heresu
. w.n be a loaf fi. f„, .he .ongues of angels. No.be d.vmes. .dea ,ha. has ye. been apprehended by .he
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human mind is not enough for the human mind. That
which God made to be fed by various food cannot be fed
with success or safety by a single element. We cannot
build a house of dry bricks. It takes lime and sand and
water m their proper proportions to hold the bricks'to.
gether.

This selection of a single idea from the great world of
Ideas to which the mind is vitally related, and making
It food and drink, and motive and pivotal point of ac
t.on and supreme object of devotion, is mental and
moral suicide. It makes that a despotic king which
should be a tributary subject. It enslaves the soul to a
base partisanship. It is right to make money, and it is
nght to be rich when wealth is won legitimately; butwhen money becomes the supreme object of a man's
.fe, the sou' starves as rapidly as the coffers are filled.
It IS nght to be a temperance man and an anti-slavery
man, and an advocate of any special Christian reform •

but the effect of adopting anyone of these reforms ai
the supreme object of a man's pursuit, never fails to be-
little him. One of the most pitiable objects the world
contains is a man of generous natural impulses grown
sour, impatient, bitter, abusive, uncharitable, and un-
gracious, by devotion to one idea, and the failure to im-
press ,t upon the world with the strength by which it
possesses himself. Many of these fondly hug the delu-
sion to themselves that they are martyrs, when, in fact,
they are only suicides. Many of these look forward to
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the day when posterity will canonize them, and lift them
to the glory of those who were not received by their age
because they were in advance of their age. So they re-
gard with contempt the pigmy world, wrap the mantles
of their mortified pride about them, and lie down in a
delusive dream of immortality.

Whether the effec ievotion to a single idea be dis-
astrous or otherwise to the devotees, nothing in all his-
tory is better proved—nothing in all philosophy is more
clearly demonstrable-than the fact that it is a damage
to the idea. If I wished to disgust a community with
any special idea, I would set a man talking about it and
advocating it who would talk of nothing else. If I

wished to ruin a cause utterly, I would submit it to the
advocacy of one who would thrust it into every man's
face, who would make every other cause subordinate to
it, who would refuse to see any objections to it, who
would accuse all opponents of unworthy motives, and
who would thus exhibit his absolute slavery to it. Men
have an instinct which tells them that such people as
these are not trustworthy-that their sentiments and
opinions are as valueless as those of children. If they
talk with a pleasant spirit, we good-naturedly tolerate
them

;
if they rant and scold and denounce, we hiss

them if we think it worth while, or we applaud them as
we would the feats of a dancing bear. If they say devil,
ish things in a heavenly sort of way, and clothe their
black malignities in silken phrases, we hear them with a
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certain kind of pleasure, and take our revenge in despis-
>ng them, and feeling malicious toward the cause they
advocate. It would kill us to Jrink Cologne-water, but
the perfume tUiUates the sense, and so we sprinkle itupon our handkerchiefs.

No great cause can be forwarded by the advocacy ifmen who have no character, and no man can devote
himself to an idea without the loss of character. When

IZZ ""!f
'""'' '° P'"°'""'«^^^ ^" '^-^ - -quire

into h.s credentials. How large a man is this? How

J > 'L'"
^^™P^^^'-? H- -de is his knowl-

edge > What relation does he bear to the great world
of Ideas among which this is only one, and very likelya comparatively unimportant one? Is he so weak as
to be possessed by this • lea, or does he possess it, and
entertam a rational comprehension of its relations to
himself and the community? I know that multitudes
of good men have been so disgusted with the one-sided
partisan character of the advocates of special ideas and'
speaal reforms, that they would have no association
with them. We have only to learn that a man can seenothmg but his pet idea, and is really in its possession,
to lose all confidence in his judgment. When in a
court ofjustice a man testifies upon a point that touches
his personal interests or feelings or relations, we say
that his testimony is not valuable-not reliable. It de-
cides nothing for us. We say that the evidence do«s
not come from the proper source. We do not expect
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candor from him, for we perceive that his interests are

too deeply involved to allow sound judgment and ut-

terly truthful expression. It is precisely thus with all

professional agitators and reformers—all devotees of

single ideas. They are personally so intimately con*

nected with their idea—have been so enslaved by their

idea—are so interested in its prosperity—^-t they are

not competent to testify with relation to it.

W I



LESSON XVI.

Sffy/JVG PEOPLE,

"It ii jealousy's peculiar nature
Tb .wen .mall things to great : nay. out of naught
To conjure much

: and then to lose it. reawn
Amid the hideou. phantom, it ha. formed."

—Yooiia
\

•* I win not shut me fiom my kind

;

And, lest I stiffen into .tone.

I wai not eat my heart alone,

Nor feed with ugh. a pa.smg wind."

—TtofNVSON.

« r«» i. the virtue of dave.
: but the heart that loveth is wflling -

—LONCrELLOW.

n EADER, did you ever drive a horse that had theAV mean habit of shying? If so, then you will re-
member how constantly he was on the lookout for ob-
jects that would frighten him. He would never wait for
the bugbear to show its head ; but he conjured it up at
every point. Every hair upon his sides seemed trans-
formed into an eye

; and there was not a colored stone,
nor a stick of wood, nor a bit of paper, nor a small dog,

^
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nor a shadow across the road, nor any thing that intro*

duced variety into his passage, that did not seem to be
endowed with some marvellous power of repulsion.

First he dodged to the right, after having foreseen the
evil from afar, and wrought himself up to a fearful pitch
of sidelong excitement ; and then he dodged to the left,

having been surprised into passing a cat without alarm

;

and, so, dodging to the right and left, he has half wor-
ried the life out of you. Being constantly on guard, and
always watching for objects of alarm, and suspicious of

dangers in disguise, he has had no difficulty in maintain-

ing a condition of permanent fright, which has worked
itself off in spasms of shying. To a man who has driven
a horse up to a locomotive without danger or fear, such
an animal as this seems to be unworthy of the name of a
horse; and to one who has read of the spirit and fear-

lessness of the war-horse, a shying horse seems to be the

most contemptible of his race.

Well, I have met shying men, and I meet them upon
the sidewalk almost every day. I have watched them
from afar, and known by their eyes and a certain pre-

paratory nervousness of body, that they would "shy''
at me. I have been conscious, however, that there was
nothing in me to shy at. I have had no pistols in my
pocket, and no Bowie knife under my coat collar. I

have been innocent of any intention to leap upon and
throttle them. I have had no purpose to trip their heels

by a sudden " flank movement," and not even the dc
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able .„ J„.^ '„ ' """"; ^ '" - ' h-' b.en
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^^uspicion that a certain man feels abovT h
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^o when«cy pass him m the street, they shv at hi«,
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shies, he only suspects that he is inferior to his son

roundings. When a man offensively puts himself for«

Mrard, and talks loudly among his betters, he knows he

is mean, and knows that he is not where he belongs.

You will find a professional gambler to be a loud-

mouthed man, who not only does not shy at his betters,

but who seeks all convenient opportunities for associ-

ating with them, and claiming an equality with them.

The shying man is one who has not much respect for

himself, who is envious and jealous of others, and who,

however strongly he may protest against the charge,

has the most abject respect for social position and

arbitrary social distinctions. If he see a man who
either assumed or seems to be above him, it is a reason

in his mind why that man should not notice him. The
result is that decent men soon take him at his own valu-

ation, and notice him no more than they would a dog

;

and they serve him right.

I know of no more thankless task than the attempt to

assure shying people that we love them, respect them,

and are glad to continue their acquaintar ce. The in-

stances in whicii old school-mates meet ui the journey

of life with a sickening coolness, in consequence of

changed circumstances and relations, are of every-

day occurrence. Two persons who separated at the

school-house door in dawning manhood, with equal

prospects, come together later in life. One has risen

in the world, has won hosts of friends, has been put
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lorward by them into public office, perhaps, and ha. ac
qmred a competence. The other ha, remained upoo
the old homestead, has had a hard life, and has won
neither distinction nor wealth. The fortunate man
grasps the hand of the other with all the cordiality of
his nature and his honest friendship ; but he meets a
reserve which may be almost sullen. He strives to call
up the scenes gone by-the old school-sports-the
school companions, boys and girls-the old neighbor-
hood friendships-but they will not come. AH attempts
to touch the heart of his former schoolmate, and bring
h.m into sympathy through the power of association,
fa.1. The poor fool suspects his friend of patronizing
h.m, and he will not be patronized. Feeling that his
fnend has got along in the world better than himself
he cannot understand why he should not be regarded as
an mlerior, and treated as such. Thenceforward, the
fortunate man must seek the society of the unfortunate
man, or he will never have it. The former may give
practical recognition of entire equality, to the best of
his ability, but it will avail nothing, for the latter will
not -toady » to his friend, nor be " patronized *' by him
At last the fortunate man becomes tired of the effort to
make his unfortunate friend understand him, and he

"

kicks him and his memory aside, and calls it a friend-
ship closed forever, without fault upon his part

I have often wished that it could be understood by
these p..ple who are so uncertain in regard to their
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position, and so suspicious that everybody has the di»
position to slight them, and so much afraid of being
patronized, and w averse to the thought of " toadying"
that they stand stiffly aloof from the society which they
envy, and so much offended with people for feeling
above them, that their sentiments and feelings are suffi-
cient reason for society to hold them in contempt.
There is a lack of self-respect-a meanness-in their
position, that is really a sufficient apology for treating
them with entire social neglect. They habitually mis-
construe those among whqm they move ; they a- ex-
acting of attention to the last degree ; they are i ;.ays
uncomfortable, and they are ready to take offence at
the smallest fancied provocation. I have now in my
mind an artisan whom I had occasion to get acquainted
with a dozen years ago ; and I have compelled him to
speak to me every time I have met him since. I really
do not know what he had done to make him regard
himself so contemptuously, but I think he has never to
this day fully believed that I have the slightest respect
for him. He has tried to dodge me. He has shied re-
peatedly, but I have compelled him to make me a
good-natured bow, till he begins to like it, I think-tiU
he expects it, at least.

Many children are bred to the idea that certain fami-
lies are socially above them. They are taught from their
cradles to consider themselves in a certain sense infe-
rior. How few American children are taught that there
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l» no degradation in poverty and th»» - i. ^.^
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H"'^«:riy, and that a humble employ.

Doay. There is enough of this talk • a«^ •» •
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demeanor that he bean about with him a tenie of deg.
radation and inferiority, and who gives evidence that he
considers himself a man, and expects the treatment due
to a man, will secure politeness and respect from every
true gentleman and gentlewoman in thi *orld. The
man who shies, and suspects, and envies, and is full of

petty jealousies, and is always afraid that he shall not

get all that is due ^o him in the way of polite attention,

and manifests a feeling of great uncertainty and anxiety

concerning his own social position, is sure to be shunned
at last, and he will well deserve his fate. No real gentle-

man, and no true gentl^wr.-^n, ever has feelings like

these. It is only those who are neither, and who do not

deserve the position of either, that are troubled in this

way. I give it as a deliberate judgment that there is far

less of contempt for the poor and obscure among what
are denominated the higher classes of society than there

is of envy and hatred of the rich and renowned among
the poor and humble ; and that the principal bar to a
more cordial and gentle intercourse between the two
classes, is the lack of self-respect which pervades the

latter, and the mean, degrading humility which they

manifest in all their relations with those whom they con-

sider above their level.

American society is mixed—heterogeneous—more so,

probably, than that of any other country. There is no
such thing as well-defined classification. There is no
nobility, no gentry, no aristocracy, no peasantry. The
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owner, of palace, were bred in log cabin. , men oi
learning are the children of boor.; and one can never
tell by a man'.» po.ition and relation, in wciety into
what .tyle of life he was born. The boy goes into the
city from hi, father's farm, carrying only a hardy frame
a good heart, and a suit of homespun, and twenty year^
frequently suffice to establish him as a man of fortune,
and marry him to a woman of fashion. There is no bar
to progress in any direction for the ambitious man, ex-
cept lack of brains and tact. Society erects no barrier,
of caste which define the bounds of his liberty. Notwith-
•tandirs this, there is always, in every place, a body of
people who assume to be " the best society." The claim
to the title is rarely well substantiated, and is based on
different ideas in different places. We shall find in
-ome places, that society crystallites around the idea of
wealth; in others, around the idea of literary culture-m others, around certain religious views, so that, as ij
may happen, the "best society" is constituted of the
Presbyterian, or Episcopalian, or Unitarian, or other sec
tanan element. In other places an old family name is
the central power, and, in others still, a certain style of
family hfe attracts sympathetic materia, .hich assume
the position of " the best society."

Whatever may be the central idea of the sclf-consti,
tutcd elite, they are always the objects of the envy of a
large number of minds. Silly people " lie .-»w"ke ni-hts "

to get into the best society. Those who are . curely in
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of course sleep soundly in their safety and their self,

complacency
; and those who are too low to think of

rising to it, and those who do not care ftr it, go through
the six to ten hours of their slumber " without landing,"

as the North River boatmen say. But a middle class,

who range along the ragged edges of society, know no
rest. They sail along in an uncertain way, like the
moon on the border of a cloud—sometimes in and some-
times out—feeling naked and very much exposed among
the £:;.ars, and rather foggy and confused in the cloud, as
if, after all, they did not belong there. It is in this class

that we meet with shying men and shying women. It is

in this class that we find heart-burnings, and jealousies,

and envyings, and sensitive misunderstandings. It is a
sort of purgatory through which the rising man and wo-
man pass to reach the paradise of their hope, and from
which an unhappy soul is never lifted. These people
do not stop to inquire whether they have any sympathy,
ox any thing in common with the society which they seek
—whether they would be lost, or whether they would be
at home in it. They do not even seem to suspect that

much of that which is called the best society, is the last

society that a sensible, good man should seek.

Let us suppose that wealth is the central idea of the

best society, and then let the aspirant to this society

ask himself whether he h-s wealth. Has he a fine

house s»nd an elegant turnout ? Ooes he dress expen-
sively, and is he able to give costly entertainments?
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Is he pr, ared to unite, on a plane of perfect equality,
with those who give the law to this society? If so.
It will not be necessary for him to seek it, for the so'
ciety will seek him,-that is, if he be an agreeable
man. If he be very rich indeed, why, it is not neces-
sary that he be agreeable at all. But suppose literary
culture be the central force of this society-has the aspi-
rant any fitness for, or sympathy with it ? Can he meet
those who form this society as an equal, or mingle in it
as a thoroughly sympathetic element? Would he feel
happy and at home in a literary atmosphere ? These
questions indicate a legitimate direction of inquiry
touching every case of this kind. Multitudes of
those who are dissatisfied with their position have
nothmg in common with the society to which they as-
pire, and would be so much out of place there that
they would be very unhappy. My idea, then, is, that
so far as society is concerned, men and women natu-
rally find their own place. A true gentleman and a
genume gentlewoman, wherever they may appear, and
whoever they may be, are as readily known as any ob-
jects

;
and really good society recognizes its affinities

for them at once. They do not have to seek for a
place, for they fall into their place as naturally as a
soldier falls into, and joins step with, his company
Now what can be meaner than the jealousy which

sus m the circle where it is really most at home, and
regards with its green and greedy eyes, a circle for
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which it has no affinities, except the affinities whi.n
envy has for that which it considers above itself? It

is a meanness, too, which has two sides to it. It is no-
torious that the black overseer upon the plantation was
severer with his companions in slavery than a white
man would have been, and it is just as notorious that the
man who has abjectly bowed before the distinction of
wealth and social standing, always becomes insufferably

pretentious when fortune or favor lifts him to the place
of his desire. The man who shies those he esteems his

betters is always a proud man at heart, or, if the adjec-
tive be allowable, an aristocratic man ; and he is very
careful to preserve his position of comparative respect-
ability with relation to those below him. He will al-

ways be found to be pretentious in his own circle, and
supercilious with relation to those in lower life. Is it

not true that half of the neighborhood quarrels that
take place, and three-quarters of the slander, and all

the gossip that are indulged in, result from these petty
jealousies between circles, and the sensitiveness that is

felt regarding social standing on the part of those who
are not quite so high in the world as they would like

to be.

I can only notice briefly the shying that is done by
the other side of society. In effect, I have done this

already, perhaps, but it is proper to say directly that

there are many moving in what is called the best so-

ciety, who, with a suspicion that they do not belong
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tt«, or a feelirg ,ha, .heir p„si,i„„ i, „„, ,„„,^*.re. shy a humble man when ,hey mee. him, anddodge all vulgar associations. 1 suppose .ha. „„ ,ruegenUeman ,s ever a-'.-aid of being mi..ake„ for anything else. A gentleman knows .ha. there is nothing
«h,ch ,s more unlike the character of a gen.leman .han
.he superchous .rea.men, of .he humble, and .he fearof lostng cas.e by .rea.ing every class wi.h kindnessand poh.eness. I recognize no difference between thetwoshymg classes-he men who shy .heir fellow-men
because .hey are high, and .he men who shy .heir fel-low-men because they are low. Bo.h are mean, bothare unmanly, and both are deficient in .he self.r«pec.
necessary to the cons.i,u.ion of a gen.leman. There^e no better friends in the world-no men who under!«and each other be,.er-none who mee. and convene
»». freely a. their ease-none who have more re!^ctfor each o.her-.han a genuine gen.l.man and aself-respectful humble man, who knows his place in .hesocal scale, and is abundan.ly satisfied with i.. "^l
« no Med of any intercourse between men, of what-
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LESSON XVII.

FAITH m HUMANITY.

"Say, what is honor? 'Tis the finest sense

Of justice which the human mind can fram<^

Intent each lurking frailty to disclaim,

And guard the way of life from all offence,

Suffered or done." —Wordsworth.

"A chad of God had rather ten thousand times suffer for Christ, thai'

that Christ should suffer for Him.""—John Mason.

"For mankind are one in spirit, and an instinct bears along

Round the earth's electric circle the swift flash of rignt or wrong

;

Whether conscious or unconscious, yet humanity's vast frame

Through its ocean-sounded fibres feels the gush of joy or shame ;—
In the gain or loss of one race, all the rest have equal claim."

—Lowell.

ONE of the most reliable supports of that which is

best in man is faith in other men. In truth, I be-
lieve that no man can lose his faith in men and women,
and remain as good a man as he was before the loss.

Better evidence that a man is rotten in some portion of
his character, or rotten clean through his character,
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ca„„o. be found ,ha„ real, or pre.ended, loss of fai4

To d T7 '" " ""'"* """ ''"' "•' "-' •= >-nodcab .hat certain person,, publicly reputed ,0 begood take sly drink, in their own closet,, ,„d de-scendmu. grosser indulgence, when in strange places,
hat the best men are hypocrites ; that there i, no such
thtng as womanly virtue

; and that appetite and selfish-
ness outweigh everywhere principle and manly honor
I know that, ninety-nine times in one hundred, he findsa reason in hi, own heart and life for hi, declarations.
I know that he simply wishes ,0 maintain a ceruin de-
gree of self-respect, and that he finds no way to do this
save by bringing everybody around him down to his
ownlevel. A man who has lost hi, virtue, and i, still
suffenng under the bl„« of conscience, is very loth tobeheve that there is any virtue in the world

itvlTTr
='"™'""'" '" »">-h faith in human-

..y.slos.„,thou. fault, though never without damage
on the par. of the loser

, and very sad cases they are.'
I remember an abused, broken-hearted, and forsaken
w.fe, who declared to me her belief that her husband wasno wo„e than any other men (pleasant for me, wasn't
« KUu, there was not a man in the world who couldwAsUnd temptation, or who would have done differ-
«">y from her husband under the same circumstances.Why was U.,,? She had loved this man wia, all the
devotton of which her warm woman's hear, wa, capa-
ble, she had respect -d him as an embodiment of all
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manly qualities; he had impersonated her beau ideal

If he—the peerless, the prince—could fall, and forsake,

and forget, who would not ? He who had once been to

her the noblest and best man in the world, could never
become worse than the rest of the world. Now one of
the foulest wrongs and one of the deepest injuries which
this man had inflicted upon his wife was the destruction

of her faith in men. He had not only blotted out her
faith in him, but he had blotted out hei faith in human-
ity, and, of course, her faith in herself What safe-

guards of her own virtue fell when her faith in man was
destroyed, she did not know ; but in her innermost con-
sciousness, she must have grown careless of herself—
possibly desperate.

Hardly a month passes by in which we do not hear
of some defalcation, some lapse from integrity, by a
man who, through many years of business life, had
maintained an untarnished reputation. I have half a
dozen such cases in my memory now, and I do not

know what to make of them. When I see a character

standing to-day above all reproach, compacted through

many years of manly, honest, Christian living, over-

thrown to-morrow, and trodden in the mire, I am
shocked. If such men fall, where are we to look for

those who will nut ? If such men, with worthy natures,

and long practice of virtue, and myriad motives for the

maintenance of an unspotted character, yield to temp- .

tation, and are suddenly overthrown, what reason have I
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10 suppose thai my partner, my brother, myself, shaU
escape ? I am scared, and grow cautious, and sus-
picious.

Did you ever think that there is one individual, at
least, in the world—that possibly there are ten indi-
viduals, possibly one hundred, possibly more-who be-
lieve that you are, as a man or a woman, just as nearly
right as you can be ? Did you ever think that there are
people who pin their faith to you, who believe in you,
who trust you, and that among those people your own
reputation is identified with the reputation of the race?
i care not how humble a man may be, there are always
those who trust in him. Think of the trust which a
family of children repose in their parents, and of the
faith which the parents have in their children. Very
humble the parents may be-very untrustworthy as
moral guides, ..nd judges, and authorities

; but if they
were angels, with the light of heaven in their eyes, they
would not l,e more confided in and relied upon by the
ale ones who cling to their knees. .So, at all ages, we

garner our faith in individuals; and so, all men and
women, however humble and unworthy they may be,
become the objects and recipients of this faith.

Now, if there be ten men and women who have gar-
nered their faith in me-who believe in me, through
and through-and whose faith in all humanity would
be sadly shocked, if I should fall, and prove to them
that their confidence had been entirely misplaced, thea
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I hold for those ten persons the reputation of the hu«
man race in my hands. If you, my reader, have at-
tracted to yourself the honest faith of a thousand hearts,
then you hold in your hands, for those hearts, the good
name of humanity. Upon the shoulders of each man
in the community, there rests a great responsibility.
He has not only his own reputation to take care of, but
he has the reputation of his race. If all mankind are
to be thought more meanly of by mankind, to be less

trusted, and less loved, because I have been untrue,
though my untruth touch but one person directly, I

commit a great crime against my race. Yet this crime
is nothing by the side of that which I commit against
those who have trusted in me. It injures them to think
meanly of mankind—to have their confidence shaken in
humanity-much more than it injures humanity to be
thought meanly of. A man may as well stab me as to
destroy my faith in my kind, for the comfort and hap-
piness of my life depend upon the maintenance of this
faith.

There are not a few men and women in this world
who are thoroughly conscious that not only their imme-
diate personal friends think better of them than they
deserve, but that the community—all who know them-^
accord to them a higher excellence of heart and life than
they really possess. . There are some who seem fitted by
nature to attract the affection, and secure the respect of
all those with whom they come into contact, in a very
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remarkable degree; and. yet, these persons may be
pamfully conscious, all the while, that they are not sogood as they are thought to be. They are not hypo-
cntes; they have never intended to deceive anybody;
they have never pretended to be what they are not ; but
people believe in them without limit. A person who
has th.s power of attracting the confidence of men has
forced upon him an immense responsibility. To say
nothmg of his duty to himself and his God, he owes it to
his race to be, or to become, as good as he seems. It is
essentially a crime against humanity for one who draws
the hearts of men to him easily, to do any thing which
will tend to depreciate their estimate of his characterA man should carry a life thus extravagantly over-esti

'

mated, as he would carry a cup of wine-careful that
none be spilled, and careful that no impurity fall into it.
It is a great blessing to be loved and respected-nay to
be admired for admirable qualities-and when men are
generous enough to pay in advance for excellence, they
should never be cheated in the amount and quality of
the article.

There is such a thing as honor among men ; there are
such thmgs as modesty, truth, and integrity. They are
qualities that belong to humanity, irrespective of relig.
ion and of Christian culture. There are men so true to
their higher natures that I would trust them with my
name, my gold, my children, my all, without a doubt.
I am proud to claim kinship with such men. They con
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fer dignity upon the race of which I am a member. 1

am glad to take their hands in mine. Suppose one of
thesc-for such things have bcen-should deceive me.
and I should discover that my name had been abused*
my gold wasted or stolen, and my children ruined by
this man

: could I ever trust again ? Should I not be
humiliated ? Should I not feel disgraced ? Should I

ever be willing to let another man into my heart?
Should I not doubt whether there are, indeed, such
things as honor, and modesty, and truth, and integrity,
in the world

;
and thus doubting, would not the strong-

est defences of my own virtue be thrown down ? The
truth is, that no man can do an unmanly thing without
inflicting an injury on the whole human race. No man
can say " I will do as I choose, and it will be nobody's
business." Every man's sin is everybody's business,
literally. Every sin shakes men's confidence in men,'
and becomes, whatever its origin, the enemy of man'
kind; and all mankind have a right to make common
cause in its extermination.

I once heard a careless fellow say that he " professed
nothing and lived up to it ;

" but " professing nothing"
does not exonerate a man at all, so far as relates to the
personal maintenance of honor, purity, and truth. The
man who would excuse a lapse from virtue, or any ob-
iiquity of conduct, on the ground that he did not pro-
fess any thing, simply announces to me the execrable
proposition that every man has a kind or degree of
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right to be a rascal until he pledges himself to be some-
thing better. There are altogether too many men in
the world who arc keeping themselves easy with the
thought that if they are not very good, they never pre-
tended or professed to be-as if this failure publicly to
pronounce themselves on the side of the highest moral-
>ty, were a sufficient apology for minor delinquencies

!

It seems to be a poultice of poppies to some sensitively
inflamed consciences, that, whatever they may have
done, they have never broken promises voluntarily
made, to do right-as if ther<i were a release from the
obligation to do right, in failing to make the promise

»

If It will help a man to do right, publicly to profess to
do right, and to do good to other men by placing his in-
fluence on the right side, then the first duty a man owes
to his race, is to make this declaration. But I will not
linger here, because my words have led me to the dis-
cussion of the obligations of those who have made a
profession of Christianity, and taken upon themselves
the vows of Christian church-membership.
When a man joins a Christian church, he becomes

related to that church in the same way that nature
makes him related to humanity. The reputation of
the church is placed in his keeping. He cannot do an
unchristian thing without injury to the church, or with-
out depreciating, in the eyes of the wo.ld, every other
member. Think what a blow is inflicted upon the
church of Jesus Christ by such scandalous immoralities

lO*
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M •ome of its most prominent members have bee«
guilty of-by forgeries, and adu! -ries, and drunken-
ness! These cases are not common, but when they
occur, they are blows under which the church reels.
The outside world looks on, a-d scoffs : "Aha! That's
your Christianity, is it ?

"

I declare that I do not know of a position that
more strongly appeals to a man's personal honor than
that of membership in a Christian church. Even if a
man in such a position should say within himself:
•• This costs more than it comes to. I love my vices
more than I love the Master whose name I profess.
Either openly or secretly, I will give rein to my appe-
tites and passions "-he should be arrested by the con-
sideration that he proposes to do that which will wound
the feelings, and degrade the position, and injure the
influence, of thousands of the best men and women in
the world; that he proposes to inflict an irreparable
injury upon a cause which has never injured him, and
whose office it is to save him, and all mankind. Per-
haps he is so weak, and temptation is so strong, that
he feels, in the stress of his trial, that he can afford to
perjure ais own soul ; but if he does, he has no right
to wound others. Better fight the devil until the ani.
mal within us bleeds at every vein-until it dies, if

that must be—than " offend one of these little one's."

A man who will join a church, and then lead an un-
christian life, not only demonstrates before the world
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hi. hypocrisy, b„. h. voluntarily „„d.r„l.„ „ p„,.that he h« no personal h«,or. An honorable mj will«cn«« H...elf alway, befo. he „il, voluntary^

fl c. .njury upon a cause ho has pledged himself .o .us-

h^s hand. When a m.„ber of a ehurch ha, become» hardened m a course of bad living, ,ha. no pangcomes .0 h,m when he .hink, of ,he injury he is inLt
"« upon .he Christian church, he is bad enough for apmon I would no. trust him the length of my arm.We have had, wi.hin .he las. ten years, too „a„ynouble mstances of falls from virtue among the clergy«d every fall has been like an avalanche. They com^from . pom. «, near to heaven, and fall so far, .ha.

whelmed by .he calamity. ,. .akes, often, many year,
fo .he vUages that lie a. .heir fee, to smile aLnAH Chnstendom feels the shock, and mourns w th

iTc'l^sT ? ^'""'"™"'-
• f-e'y grant that,« a class, the American clergy, of all denominations,

2 ">c P"res. and bes. men whom I know
, but I can-no. resist .he convicion that there are many of themwho forget what t... responsibility is that rests upo".hem. I. was ,h, „^„, „, ^„ ^^^^ clergyman, re-«ed from pulp,, du.ies. rtat if he were a Uyma^ hehould watch with more anxiety and carefulness thlUymen ^ „ ,„.„„, ^, ^^.^^ ^^^^^^^

.he women of their «ock. , do no. undersL this a.
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a statenient that there is any general looseness of con*

duct among the clergy at all ; but as one which covers

a kind of impropriety for which there is no name and

no punishment. There are women whose affection for

their husbands is uprooted through their intercourse

with their pastors. There shall never be an improper

word spoken ; there shall never be a deed committed

that would bring a blush to the most sensitive cheek ;

yet a susceptible woman in the society of a minister of

strong and magnetic sympathies, may become as passive

as a babe. Led toward him by her religious nature,

attracted and held by his intellectual power and the

grace of his language, yielding to him her confidence,

it is not strange that, before she is aware, she is a cap*

tive without a captor, a victim without an enemy, a

wreck without a destroyer.

Now I know that there is not a pastor of a strong

and graceful and sympathetic nature who reads these

words without understanding what I mean—who does

not know that there are women in his congregation

who are, either consciously or unconsciously, the slaves

of his will. I have no doubt that there are some such

pastors who will read this essay with a flush of guilt

upon their faces. They have never meant these women

any ill—they would not harm them for the world—but

they are conscious of a selfish and most unchristianly

pleasure in these conquests of female natures—these

parlor triumphs, God forgive them! Perhaps they go
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ere—who, by yielding to this desire once, have beea

shorn of their power for good forever, so far as those

are concerned who really know them and their weak-

ness. There are ministers in America before whom
strong men tremble, and great congregations bow them-

selves, who could be laughed to scorn and smothered

in a cloud of blushes, by some girl to whom, in a weak
moment, they betrayed the vain heart that beats within

them. Ah I ye men of the black coat and the white

neck-cloth,—toying with women, under whatever dis-

guise ; indulging in the vanity of personal power, how-

ever ingeniously yon mask it, is not for you. You can

never do it without an injury to the religion which you

profess to preach. If you find that you are too weak
to resist these temptations—and they are great to such

as you—then you should leave the desk forever. You,

at least, are bound in personal honor to quit the pub-

lic advocacy of a cause which your private life dis-

honors.

Easy to preach, you say? Easier to preach than

practise ? Nobody knows it better than I—unless it be

you. I do not expect perfection in this world, of any-

body ;—I do not expect impossibilities of anybody. But

there are certain duties which men owe to humanity and

their race, and which members of Christian churches

and teachera of Christian churches owe to Christianity

and to their brotherhood, which are possible to be per-

formed, and which I insist upon. I do not appeal to
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•he high.,, mo.iv«_a, le„, , a„ „„,
".o„v«. I appeal .„p.™„,h„„„. ,„y,j7""

1m ,
"^'^" l."ma„i.y-as „„. ,o shake fteconfidence of men in human honor. I say .ha, eveT^man who belongs ,o a Christian chn.h-noma.";:^

"nor """
.

""""'"' ""• *' ^'""'- "-^n "° "'""«:' »" *' Christian cause no prejudice« 4..r eye. Everyman carries Ae burden of hi, ^eand h„ b™,herho«l
; and if he be a man, he will nei^

Ignore it nor try to shake it off.



LESSON XVIII.

SORE SPOTS AND SENSITIVE SPOTS.

"Canst thou not minister to a mind diseased:

Pluck from fhe memory a rooted sorrow

;

Raze out the written troubles of the brain f "

—SHAKSnAKK.

"I have gnashed

. My teeth in darkness till returning mom.
Then cursed myself till sunset ; I have prayed

For madness as a btessmg; 'tis denied me." —Byron.

" Aleuandra. Methinks thou hast a singular way of showing
Thy happiness !—what ails thee, cousin of mine?

MTiy didst thou sigh so deeply?

'^CattigUone. Did I sigh?

I was not conscious of it It is a fiuhkm,

A silly—most silly fashion I have

When I am vtry happy. Did I si^r** —Vcm.

npHERE is a hill opposite to my window, up which,

1 during all the long and weary day, horses are
drawing heavy loads. The majority of them crawl pa-
tiently along, with their heads down and with reeking
flanks and shoulders, pausing occasionally as the water-
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bars brace the wheels, and impatient only with the flies
that vex their ears, and the intufficiency of their short
and stumpy tails to protect their quivering sides. Some
of these animals are not so patient, but are nervous and
spasmodic and unhappy. I have noticed one among
them particularly, that has a very bad time every morn-
ing with his first load. He is what the teamsters call
balky," though evidently an excellent horse. Much

coaxing and not a little whipping seem necessary to get
h.m started

;
and then he plunges into his work as if he

were determined to tear his harness and his load all i„
Pieces. I notice that there are certain unusual fixtures
about his collar, and learn that the poor animal has a
gallec oulder, so raw and inflamed that all his first ef-
forts the morning ate attended with pain, and that he
only works well after the flesh has become benumbed
by pressure. I ask his driver why he does not turn the
creature into the pa. ,re, and let the ulcer heal, and am
told that he has been treated thus repeatedly, but that it
always returns when labor is resumed. There is a livery
stable that I visit frequently; while I wait to be served
I notice what the grooms are doing. I see that when
the curry-comb or brush touches a certain spot upon the
horse's skin there is a cringe, and usually a kick and a
squeal,-possibly a harmless nip at the groom's shoulder
I learn, too, that there is a certain place upon the back
of every horse that the grooms are not permitted to
bathe with cold water.
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These sore spots and tender spots and sensitive spots
on horses have very faithful counterparts in the minds
and characters of men. I do not know that I ever met
a man who had not on him, somewhere, a sore spot, or
a tender spot, or a sensitive spot-a spot that would
either gall under the collar of labor, or bring on hys-
tencs if harshly rubbed, or communicate a damaging
shock to the nervous system when suddenly cooled.
Very few men arrive at thirty-five years of age without
gettmg galled, and very few entirely recover from the
abrasion while they live. The spot never thoroughly
heals, and the old collar only needs to be put on, even
after the longest period of rest, to develop the ulcer in
the same old place. I heard a young clergyman preach
recently, and I instanUy learned that he had a sore spot
under his collar. He was a young man of fine powers,
bold intellect, a strong love of freedom, and a will de-
termined to do honor to his convictions. He had formed
his own opinion upon certain points of doctrine, and
had insisted upon it in the presence of his elders. The
consequence was that he had been bitteriy opposed, and
was with great difficulty settled over his parish. The
screws had been put tightly down upon him, and he had
felt, in the very depth of his sensitive soul, that the lib-
erty wherewith Christ had made him free had been tam-
pered with. So he could neither pray nor preach with-
out showing that he had a sore spot on him. He did
not betray it by refusing to draw at all ; but he drew
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violently, a, if he had been hitched to the leg of an ob-
tuse Doctor of Divinity, and intended to give all the
other Doctors of Divinity notice to get out of the wayNow that sore spot on that young man's shoulder is sure'
to color all his efforts from this time henceforth, until
he puts on another kind of collar. The same old sting,
w.

1
be m all his preaching-a tinge of personal feeling- hat the masses of those who hear him preach will

not understand, and that he, at last, will become uncon-
scous of. Ministers have more sore places under their
harnesses than any class of men I know of.

A minister who has adopted unpopular views, and. in
h.s advocacy of them, has rubbed against the fixed opin-
ions or prejudices of the people to which he is called to
preach, is very sure to get sore; and he will eitherwmce wuh the friction or oppose himself to it with vio-

hr*K ."
'°'''"'" "'" ^^^>^' ^' ^^"'"g ^"ention tohat which caused it, so that if his wound was procuredm the advocacy of some infernal doctrine like "infant

damnation," why, infant damnation will seem to becomea very precious doctrine to him, and he will always betalking about u, and enforcing it. If he has preached
agamst slavery, or intemperance, or any other publicwrong or popular vice, and been fiercely and persi t!ently opposed by any portion of his charge, he w'll be-tray the sore under his collar on all occasions, and very

will be obhged to turn him out to pasture. A minister
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•ho g«. «.« under Ae friction of «,y p^i„,„ „„„

«hat ,h. reason why h. h„ ,„ „„,fc ,„„
«U,r „„, i, ,,„. , ^ „^^ ,.^ ^^ « h *•

quemly he become, „ «„,i,ve and ,o nervou, .h« be
k,clc, o« of .be .race,, and run, away wiu,, and ,n,a beup, cbe vebicle to which he i, attached
No small degree of the ,oume», and bittern.,, andvolence of the advocate, of ,pecia> reform, come, frlweanng too long the collar of the public apathy, or th"pubhc contempt. The men are very few, who, ^th the

con,c,ou,„e„ of being actuated by a good motive, canwork ,gam,t oppo,ition a long time, without getting
«.r. and wthout betraying their ,orene„, either by
stubbomnes, or violence. Touch them anywhere butupon the galled spot, and they will be a, calm a, clock,and a, good-natured as kittens , touch them there, and'we are ,ure to get a kick and a squeal, and a nip at the
shoulder. Heartless practical jokers understand where
the raw ,s, and know exactly what to say to provokea galled man to make a fool of himself.
The conscience is very liable to becom. „re with

fricfon. One entire section of the American nation be-came «,re, even to madness, with working in the collar
of the world's condemnation. The slave States ofAmer-
.ca were very comfortable with slavery so long as they
could hold it with self-respect, and «, long as the world
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«S»«ied .hem m.her with ,ympa,hy a„d pity ,lan with

«r.„g,h.„ed and b«am. i„,e„iSed, both in .hi,Z
«^ey.uck«..con.,i,„.i„„a, „g b..„.e„ .h.coII„„dthe ,k,n

,
and as .ha, did no. «.n, „ „Ii.v. ,h.m ,^^.n.d.,„.,h ,eav.s from h„man phil„«.phy, ^d'pL

f

r«.T: rr °"'' '-^ '"- '-i' Bib,., tl

Thin, f
" '""•"' "" "'"'""8 f^^'^i- Every

.hZ !:'l"'
" ''."^"" "" """«'—". and reliev^.hem of .he.r pam, ,hey refused ,o dra^ .heir por.i.,^*e^...„^a. ,oad kicked .he Union in piec^.t:

e^r M J""/"""' """ •>« happy again „n.il slav.ery should be abolished, or .he a.,i.„de of .he na.ionand of .he world .oward slavery should be changeds .he same wid, individuals as w,,h peoples Aman canno. long wear a collar .ha. presses upon hU™ cence. wi,ho„. ge.«„g «,„„,h .^^ ^J '^
upon .he raw. When a man who sells li,„„, ,„ Zncghbors for drink, volun.arilyapologi.es .o me forUor jus.,fies himself in i., 1 know very well ,ha. h,s con-'

TT, r '
"""^ '^'' """""" pains .o .ellme .to she ,s exceedingly economical, and .ha. she

ha?sh?h ;°*'"^ "" " ''" ' """<" "•«~
senes of expenduures, .ha. she knows she canno. aiford,
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Who wrted t. ,„p^ „, ^,y, ^
«o»„,, .fco «„ „„. „„„ ,„^,^_,, ,__ coovinc r,:^
«^ « than ™.. When a m«, „„d„«k.. ,6 «ft.„ J.*".«„ of any cri™. by .p„,„,ie„ and by argl".?.
-<

.. mvanably for U,. p„^ „, relieving u, pZ™'Z 'C;Tr '

"
""""*

"
*

'
-''-«

a galled spot upon their consciences.
Pride has had a terrible time of i, i„ ,be world. I.

», perhaps, .he »os. sensitive spot in hu^an natureCo^rs, currycombs, and cold water have alike se^d

tave been obliged ,o work in ,he collar of poverty

«a« u. the morn,ng „i,h„„, fli„rti ,„j „„erwork

r::rb7;:r::h';?
^ --- -^'

«ued,howf:w^o:d%e::::r:ri:errn;
«« and raw places! , „„ce heard a simple boy .eU ayoung man *„ ,,, „^ „„^ „^^^^

^ J yj^=U >

^w„v „„„„„,, ^, o-^-PP-" *at he had^e a^d announced a pleasant discovery, he had,»h^
1

hit the man's pride on the very centre of its sore-ness and «>usiUveness. One never knows, in larveth.^, where he will hi, .he sensitive places in the pridef -hose he meets, bu. in li..le things he is p,..,y ,„„
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of women. I, „ „,„ „,, ,„ .^ ^^^
Udy .hon, .„ k„o«, .„ ^ „„„ „,„ ,^^„

« ""y

io„T . . !
"'^' " ''"'"' '^'- » """-'y foot. .low forehead, a hump in ,he back-an, one of*e„ ^n-o bear menfon in .he pre«„ce of i,, po„e,„r

«»r..d to for cheaung the world with rq-ard ,o ,he«sore pUces m personal pride. Men whn .
>k.. .u J

»"":• Men who are consciousthat U,.y do no. po,«„s a particle of musical .as.e and

aTd V : T""' "' "" ""'"'"« be.w„n Du„"e'

r'sii"trr" """"'""° -" "'^ "'-''

°'

mu5.c andwll no, unfrequen.ly convince themselveshat they are so. Men who are exceedingly sensi.I".ouchmg any eccentricities of person, will beco~
joking about their own long noses or ,,h k t^
f««. .J .

' noses, or red hair, or biefee, and run on about them in the pleasan.est sort ofway, and pers,s. ,n doing i, on all occasions, as if the

f"c.Ttb"anh""t"^''
"""""^

'° "•="• »- ^*
f«Us that the,r pnde is very sore in that particular
sp... A woman who has passed her hour of bloom
»<• f«I, w,.h sensitive pain the ceping on of at^:^'
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««."<».. .b.», ,h. »,f„u,«. of old m.id., .„d ,h.

^1.r k'

""" '"-<'.«""»-"« «« cover „p .h.«.U.d .po, ,h., burn, upon ,h. .„rf.cc of her p.r«,„.I

«1 .?• '"1:' ^«''"« "- '- -PP*-"^" o

• the end of ».. „ i. ofte„ very pi.iful ,o wi,„«.A. u,g.„„„y of ,h. effort, .ha. .,e m.d. ,o cove, from
pubhc ob«rv..io„ .h. ,or.„.„ of p.,«,„al prid.,c.u«d by. Chang, of circum,,.nc.,. Th. H.p.ib.h
Pynchon. abound in houK. of l.„ ,han Kven gable..

•houlder of p.r„n.l pride « tha. of ambWon. Thenumber of men In ,he world who.e p.rK,nal pride h«a «re on i.,.inflic..d by di.app„in,ed ambUion. i. .adly
large. I have .een many a worthy man utterly .polledby h,. failure .o reach ,he polUical, social, or literary
eminence a. which he h» aimed. Thenceforward hi.hand ha. been again., every man, and he ha. imagined
that every man', hand h« been again,, him. All whocomnbuted .„ hi. defeat, and all in any way a^KiatedmU. them, have become the .ubjectt of hi. hatred and
ha animadversion. He ha. retired into himKlf, .neer-ng a. every thing and everybody, doubtful of the .in.cemy of all friendly profe.,ion,, and regarding him«lf
aa a passenger," while the poor fool, among whom he
once «, gladly numbered him«lf, cha« the bauble, b,

\
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which hi. life hM been «, miwsrably cheated of it.
meed. It i. very hard for a proud man. with a .trong
W.II. to feel that he ha. been baffled and beaten

; and a
really noble man, defeated in hi. object, by trickery
•nd meanne... will .ometime. become half inwne with
the wound which hi. pride ha. received. He will never
forget it

;
and the old .ore can never be touched, even

in the most accidental way, without calling the fire into
h.. eye, and the color into hi. cheek. In the domain of
politic, -.ore head." notoriou.ly abound, and I .up.poM they always will.

Literary life i, probably a. prolific of failure., and a.
full of " «,re head. " a. political. The number of men
and women who are ambitiou. of literary distinction,
and who make great effort, to win it, is very large-
larger than the worid outside of the publisher's private
office dreams of. The nui.ber of manuscripts rejected
and never published is greater than the number pub-
hshed

;
and of those which are published, not one in

ten wtisfies, in its success, the ambition of its author
I suppose that it is within the bounds of truth to say that
nme authors in every ten are disappointed men-men
whose personal pride is wounded, who believe that the
world has treated them unjustly, and who cherish a sore
spot on their personal pride as long as they liv.. Some
of these refuse to Jraw in any harness, and give them-
selv^^ up to poverty and laziness, as the victims of the
worlds undiscriminating stupidity. Some become
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cn.,c, of ,h, wo,k, of ,„c„«f„, author,, and .d„ ftei,«veng.i„ ,he hearty abu« „f ,h.ir b ..er,. o^'^

.b™..r„„, „fe.h. belief U„.U,e, are o„,„mC
r^obir

*\""""""' ""< 'f *ey had been born ina nobler age .hey would have been recognized a, Zgcn.uses they imagine themselves to be

ing'i'Thr"" T'""
'"'*''"• «"»- -*«"'.ng .n a harness that Cod puts „p„„ ,h,„, and in theadopfon of which ,hey have had nothing to do A»an of p«.ic sensibilities finds himself engaged in theP-u,t of some humdrum calling. He sees ho„ beauUfu>p^,ry.s, he feels its influence upon bis s«,„ but

of *e d,v.„,ty of music, bu, muscular facility has bee^dented to h,m so that he cannot play, and his voice isharsh or feeble so that he cannot sing. He meta !nd

17 -r *' -^ <" 'Huence, a'nd worsCar'
dtstance the power of the orator over ti.e hear« »dmmds of men

,
bu, he knows that if he were L *jon..„.s place, he would break down an b l̂e tt

Aese people have-passive spirits-open to aU goodmpresstons, appreciative of that which is best in naTreand art, yet without the power to act They ^^1w.y"«P'a.es .0 receive the picture, and L?" 1"

^*i„ ?' ;" ""'"' "• "^'^ ""»• always Te«*.n stgh, of grea. and beautiful powers. b„, .««
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have the privilege of wielding them. Doomed to the
attitude of receptivity, they see that they can never
change U; and that they can never be to others what
others are to them. Thus they grow sore with the
thought of their weakness, and a sense of the circum-
scr.pt.on of their faculties. They see wonderful things-they apprehend the grace and the glory of great
actions-but they can achieve nothing. Many of these
walk as m a dream through life-with a sense of wings
upon their shoulders, clipped or lashed down. They
see their companions rising, but they cling to the earth,and feel the difference as a humiliation. Alas! howmany souls chafe against the consciousness of inferior
powers, till even the fine susceptibilities with which
nature endowed them are destroyed f

There would seem to be no end of the causes which
produce sore and tender and sensitive spots upon thehuman soul. I have said nothing of grief and love
and p.ty and anger, and a whole brood of powerful
passions, but they are all operative toward the results
which we are discussing. The cure for these sensitive
sores ,s obvious enough. I would prescribe for aman as I would for a horse-go out to pasture, or
adopt another kind of collar, and never wear the oldone agam If a man has become sore by working
against the apathy, the misconceptions, the miscon

feels the gaUing burden of the collar in all his actions.
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s

« h,m Chang, w, ,^,. „f ^^^ ____^.,

TTJ Te'n
"""•-""' *" PaX^-.Tca. effecta cure. Even wounded pride will heal if we ler i.

Al J 7" '*™« *' —hich afflicted
"• All the natural peculiarities nf « .

nose, and I should never think of it if he were no. i

-con..i«„,3n:,:rs?h:2r:er:':
adjusted it to its conditions, quarrels wirt,T
tions, his Maker. I believe ihV

' ^""•

the sort w. . T '"' "° »«nesses of

It seems to me a very melancholy thin^ fnr o

t! o^e
''"'' " ""^ "f""-" "« ~"-ious of

f^rd » ,. L,fe „ ,„„g,,^„ ^

intense self-consc ousness thaf «tan^c •

in this matter tk T '" ""^ ^^^ ^'^^X^"tatter. The truth is that the world does not
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think half so much about us as we imagine it does Aman may walk through the city of New York wi^h a
fece as homely as a hedge fence." thinking about it
all the time, and wondering what people think of itand not a man of all the throng will even see it It is
so m the world at large. Our personal peculiarities,
our personal failures, our personal weaknesses, our per-

others They have enough to do in taking care of
themselves, and have weaknesses, failures, and pe-cuhant.es enough of their own

; and if the world should
spurn our well-meant efforts in its behalf, why, let it
go.

Jt me„ds nothing to get sore and sensitive over
It. When a man truly learns how little important he
IS m the world, he is generally beyond the danger ofbecommg galled by his harness, whatever it may 4

7



LESSON xrx.

THE mPLVENCE OF PRAISE.

w* orainanccs as I delivered them unto you."-ST. Pauu

"OpopuUr applause! What heart of man
I» proof against thy sweet seducing charms T"

—CbWFMt.

'^Arhaeet. Why now, you flatter.

**mard4,mu*. I never understood the word."

—A King and No King,

"Praising what is lost

Makes the remembrance dear."

—Shakspkakb.

TT IS pleasant to be praised. The man does not live
1 Jho .s Insensible to honest praise. The love of ap.
probation is as natural to every human soul as the loveof offspnng, or the love of liberty. It was planted
there by God's hand, and it is as useful and importantm Its fruu, as it is fragrant and beautiful in its flower
I repeat that the man does not live who is insensible tohonest praise. That great orator who seems to be a
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king in the world, independent of his race, holding do-
minion over hum^ hearts, lifted far above the neces-
sity of the plaudits of those around him, will pause
with gratified and grateful car, to listen to expressions
of approval and admiration from the humblest lips.
The greatest mind drinks praise as a pleasant draught.
If it be honest and deserved. Perhaps you think that
Doctor of Divinity who weighs two hundred pounds,
more or less, and is clad in glossy broad-cloth, and lifts

his shining forehead above a white cravat, as Mont
Blanc pierces a belt of cloud, and talks articulated
thunder, and veils his wisdom behind gold-mounted
spectacles, and moves among men with ineffable dig-
nity, is above the need of, and the appetite for, praise.
Ahl you don't know the soft old heart under that
satin waistcoat! It can be made as warm and gentle
and grateful, with just and generous praise, as that of
a boy. Nay, the barber who takes his r verent nose
between his thumb and finger, and sweep, the beard
from his benevolent chin, understands exactly what to
say m order to draw from his pocket an extra sixpence.
There is no head so high, there is no neck so stiff", there
IS no back so straight, that it will not bend to take the
flowers which'praise tosses upon its path.

" It's a sign of weakness, after all," sighs my friend,
who is not praised quite as much as he would like to be.
Begging your pardon, sir, it is no such thing. The
strongest Being in tb« universe—the God of the unif

r
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hemostpraise. Listen foramomem to those marvel-

Christendom as ceaselessly and beautifully as cloudsfrom the Heaven-reflecting ocean: «« Thou art"he

We, the Author of all being, the Fountain of all light

Sum of all perfections. For what Thou art, we worshipThee; for what Thou hast done for us, in thy infinite
Wing-kindness, we praise Thee. We bless Thy HolyName We call upon our souls and all within us tomagnify Thy name forever and ever." The Bible itselfhas given us almost numberless forms of expression intowhich we may cast our divinest adoration, and the
broadest outpourings of our hearts. The poets of all
ages have been touched to their finest utterances in the
rapture of worship and of praise.

Now why should God want praise of us? It certainly
is not because He is weak. Can it be because He
wishes by means of it to produce some desired effect in
"s ? Is there no hearing of this praise in Heaven ? Arewe who sing and shout mere brawlers, who get a little
strength of lungs by the exercise? There are some
poor souls, doubtless, who believe this, as they believe
that prayer has significance only as a moral exercise,
and effect only as it reacts upon the soul. I believe
that praise is pleasant to Him who sits upon the throne
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-that the honest and sincere expressions of love and
adoration, and gratitude and praise, that rise to Him
from the earth are at least shining ripples upon the
soundless ocean of His bliss. Out from Him proceed,
through myriad channels of effluence, the expressions
•f His love for those whom He has made and endowed
With intelligence; and I believe that it is tributary to
His happiness when back along these lines of manifesta-
tion there flows a tide of grateful recognition and ador-
mg praise. Even a God would pine in loneliness if
there should come back no echoes to His loving voice-
no refluent wave to the mighty bosom which makes all
shores vocal with its breath and beating. God demands
of all men that which all men owe to Him-that which
His perfections and His acts deserve.

This love of approbation in men, then, is Heaven-
born and Godlike. The desire for approbation is as
legitimate as the desire for food. I do not suppose that
It should be greatly a motive of action-perhaps it

should never be
; but when a man from a good motive

does a good thing, he desires the approval of the hearts
that love him, and he receives their expressions of praise
with grateful pleasure. Nay, if these expressions of
praise are denied to him, he feels in a certain sense de-
frauded of his right. He feels that justice has not been
done him-that there is something due to him that has
not been paid. I met a friend the other day who un-
veiled his heart to me ; and I caught in the vision his

11*

—-ilJ
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heart'. sen.e of the world's injustice. He had been avery poor boy, and had been bred under a poor boy',
disadvantages; but a strong wil,, a good heart, fine
tolents, and a favoring fortune, brought to him gold, andands and equipage. They brought these not only, buthey brought the power to become a benefactor of his na-
tive town. He won competence for himself, and then hebecame a public-spirited citizen, and did that for his home
which no other man had done. Now he had felt that hehad done for himsdf and for those around him nobly
and u was natural that he should desire some response
-some expression of praise. He did not get it. Peo-
pie either envied him, or they misconstrued his actions •

and he felt that his townsmen had been and were un'
just-that they owed him something which they had
failed to pay.

The world is so much accustomed to confound praise
with flattery, that if I were to go to a man with an honest
nbute hke this

:
«. My friend, I admire you very much

;

I hmk you possess noble talents, fine tastes, and an ex-
cellent heart; and I regard your course of action and
your hfe with the warmest approval." he would, nine
times m ten, look into my face either with astonishment
or amusement, or offence. He would not know whethe^
I mtended to insult him or to practise a joke upon him.
Praise^between man and man is so rare that we neither
"""' *""''

*** **«sto«' »t nor how to receive it. This is
such an extent that one-half of the family Ufe

know

can
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of Christendom is deprived of it The husbands who
never have a word of praise for their wives, the wive,who never have a word of praise for their husbands, and
he parents who only find fault with their children, are

I fear. ,„ the majority. I know that the women are
numberless who devote themselves throughout all their
hfe to the comfort, the happiness, and the prosperity of
their husbands, and who lie down in their graves at last,
thirsty for their praise. Their patient and ceaseless
mmistry is taken as a matter of course, without the
slightest recognition of its value as the expression of alovmg and devoted heart. Now I believe that praise is
due to the love and unselfish devotion of a wife, just as
really as .t is to the loving-kindness and beneficent min-
istry of God, differing only in kind and degree. Hus-
bands may die worth millions, and leave it all to their
wives (subject to the usual contemptible provision that
they do not marry again), and yet be shamefully in-
debted to them forever and forever.

Children are often spoiled because they get no credit
for what they do. Of censure, they get their due ; but
of pra.se, never. They do a thing which they feel to be
praiseworthy, but it is not noticed. When a child takes
pams to do well, it feels itself paid for every endeavor
«>y praise

;
and the most unsophisticated child knows

when praise is its due. It often comes to its mother's
knee in natural simplicity, and asks for it. It is very
weU for men to say that " virtue is its own reward," and
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that the highest satisfactions are those which spring
from a sense of duty accomplished

; but praise is pleas-
ant and precious to men who not only say this, but feel
«t. Many a noble and sensitive pastor is disheartened
because no one of the multitude which he so carefully
and constantly feeds, ever telU him, with an open, hon-
est utterance, his good opinion of him, and his satisfac
t.on with his labors. Many an excellent author toils
over his work in secret distrust, and issues it in fear and
tremblmg, feeling that a word of praise will exalt him
into a grateful and fruitful joy, and that an unjust and
unkmd criticism will half kill him.

It is true that the mind is unhealthy which lives on
pra.se

;
and it is just as true that he is mean and unjust

'

who fails to award praise to those who earn it The ap-
petite for praise may become just as morbid and greedy
by improper stimulus and abuse, as any other natural
and legitimate appetite. It frequently does so, in those
who associate it very intimately with success and gain.
Actors and public singers, and all those whose successm life and whose pecuniary income depend upon the
amount of popular praise they can win, are very apt to
become greedy of praise, and will not unfrequently re-
ceive it in its most disgusting forms. There are lee-
turers and public speakers who depend upon praise for
strength to speak an hour-men who, if their perform-
ances are repetitions, wait at certain points for ap-
plause, as a horse, travcUing over a familiar road, stop*
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c*lZ
*' T" ''"* '° '"^ *"^ ^^''^ »>-»»»»' -d at

certain w.y.,de c.terns to drink. Many of these me«demand praise, talking about themselves continually.
and beggmg assent to their self-laudations. In theie
cases, praise becomes the dominant motive, and de-
grades and belittles its subjects always. The voluntary
profanity and the impure jests that so often offend The
ears of decent people at the theatre, are put forth to caU
out a cheer from groundlings whose prai,e is always es-
tent,al disgrace. The jealousy and the quarrelsomenes.
of authors, actors, and singers, result from the fact that
praise has become so much the motive of their life that
they grudge the applause awarded to their fellows

-."^'/f
'""" *^'"'"" ^'""'^ *"^ fl^"*"-)^ « « wide

as that between praise and blame. Praise is a legiti-

unselfish .n ,ts motive. It is the discharge of a debt
Flattery originates always in a selfish motive, and seek,
by falsehood to feed an unhealthy desire for praise A
iran whom it is proper to praise cannot be flattered, and
a man who can be flattered ought not to be praised It
is always safe to praise a man .ho really deserves praise.
Such a man usually knows how much he deserves, and
wiU take only the exact amount. Indeed, he will be
very particular to give back the right change. The flat-
terer is like the man who stands behind a bar to deal
out poison to a debased appetite, for gain. The maa
who utters honest praise is noble ; the man who receive.
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it does lo without liuiniliation, and it made strong by it
The flatterer is always a scoundrel, and the glad receivei
of his falsehoods is always a fool-natural or otherwise.
The desire for praise is often very strong in those who

never do any thing to deserve it, and who are never
ready to award it to those who have earned it There
are men in every community who are universally recog-
nized as supremely selfish, yet supremely greedy of
praise. This desire does not arise from over-indulgence
in the article, for they never had even a taste of it.

They are known to be selfish and hard and mean, yet
they long for praise and popularity with a desire that is
almost ludicrous. They never give a dollar to the poor,
they never deny themselves for the good of others, they
are shut up in themselves-without any good or great or
generous qualities-yet they clutch at every word that
sounds like praise as i' they were starved. The only
use of the desire in these men is to fumUh the world
with a nose by which to lead them.

It is a mistake to suppose that praise should be ren-
dered directly in all cases to the persons to whom it is
due, for the relations between debtor and creditor
may be such as to forbid it. I may be a humble ad-
mirer of some great and good man, who has been the
doer of great and good deeds, but my personal relations
to him may be such that.it is not proper for me to ap.
proach him, and pay my tribute into his hands. Men
are often careful of the channels through which the re-
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.pon.e to their deed,, i„ the heart, of other me«.«che. thctn
; but I m.y di.harge my debt, neve^!

lew, by sounding their praise in other ear.. It «u.ua .,. ..., or. of those who stand next to a „,an, togather.,, u.c.nb.... of a grateful and admiring com.
mun.t> or ,„.,,,,, bear them to him to whom theybcur,. Bc..u,c r

. ay not approach a praiseworthyman um. .h. ..,
. ..n, which I feci to be hi. due, it i.none ., .,, :,.,,^,^„^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^.^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^

Just and Kvncr. praise will come from every ju.t and
genero s ..,.,re in some form, and will be deposited i.•ome bo.om, subject to the draft of the owner

It i. not ea.y for any man to work alone, out of the
«ght of h,. fellow,, and beyond the recognition of hi.
deed.. However self-sufficient he may be. he i.
stronger, and he feels stronger, in the approbation of
generous and appreciative hearts. We are very muckm the habit of thinking that men of great minds and
noble deeds and self-reliant nature, do not need the ap-
proval of other mind., and do not care for it ; but G^
never lifted any man .o far above hi. fellows that their-

him. If this be true of great natures, how much more
evidently true is it of smaller natures , We, the peopleof the world, go leaning on each other ; and we totter
«»met.mes, even to falling, when a shoulder drop, from
underneath our hand We n#.^H .«r nana, we need encouragement witk
every step. In the path of worthy doing, we need .om.
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.loving voice to witness with our approving consciences,
that we have done that which becomes us as men and
women. We long to hear the sentence, " well done,
thou good and faithful servant," from day to day ; :md
when we hear it, we are ready for further labor. We
need also to give this daily meed of praise to those who
deserve it, that we may keep ourselves unselfish, and
root out from ourselves all niggardliness. We owe it to
ourselves to pay off every debt as soon as it is incurred,
^nd never, under any selfish motive, to withhold it.

It is notorious that the finest spirits of the world, and
the world's greatest benefactors, have gone through life

unrecognized. They have lain down in their graves at
last without having received a tithe of the debt which
their generation owed to them. When the turf has
closed over their bosoms, and the mean jealousies of
;their contemporaries have been vanquished by death,
then whole nations have thronged to do them honor!
Songs have been sung to their memory; and the words
Of praise which would have done so much to cheer and
-strengthen them once, are poured out in abundance
when the need of them' is past. Stately monuments are
erected to them, and their children are petted and
caressed, and a tardy, jealous, and hypocritical world
strives to win self-respect by the payment of a debt
long overdue. " Speak nothing but good of the dead "

is a proverb that has its birth in the world's sense of its

own meanness,—the consciousness that it had not done
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justice to the dead while they were living. Many a^man is systematically abused during all his active life,
only to he down in his grave amid the laudations of a-
nation.

1 know of nothing in all the exhibitions of hu- •

man nature meaner than this. It amounts to a virtual^
confession of fraud. It is the acknowledgment of a
debt, which, while the creditor could get any benefit
from It, the world refused to pay. Posthumous fame-may be a very fine thing; but I have never known areally worthy man, with a healthy nature and a healthy
character, who did not prize far above it the love, the
confidence and the praise of the generation to which hegave his life.

1. is the mark of a noble nature to be quick to recog-nue Aa, which is praiseworthy in others, and ready on
U.e moment ,o award to i, its fitting meed. Such a na-
ture looks for Aa, which is g«,d in men, sees it, en-cou^ges i,, and gives i. a.e strength of i.s indorsal.
All that .s noble m other men thrives in the presence ofsuch a nature as this. I, is sunshine and showers and
healrtful breezes to all U,at is amiable and laudable in .

the souls around i.. Woman grows more womanly and
lovable and happy in i,s presence. Men grow heroic
and unselnsh by its side. Children gather from it en-
couragement and inspiration, and impulse and direction
.nto a beautiful life. What knows the charming wifewhom we lay in the tomb, of the tears we shed above
her, of the endearments we lavish upon her memory,
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and of the praises of her virtue with which we burden
the ears of our friends ? This same wife would have

drunk such expressions during her life with, satisfaction

and gratification beyond expression. Why can death

akMie teach us that those whom we love are dear?

Why must they be placed forever beyond our sight be-

fore our lips can be unsealed ? Why must it be that in

our public, social, and family life we have penalties in

abundance, but no rewards—censure in profusion, but

•o praise—fault-fii)ding without stint of freedom, but

approbation dealt out by constrained and niggardly

kands?



LESSON XX.

UNAfECESSARY BURDENS.

"I grow, beneath thb cow«rtice of he«t
Which rolh Ae «ra to be borne tonUy
Upon to^mow. lowlJng it with gtoom."

—AutxANon Smith.

J'HERE «„ few fc„^ „f ,^, „y ^^^ .__ ^_^_^

ofV?, .*p
"•' ""'^° " -"-*™b«i volume

.1™.*^ r """^"'"' •"* "» ""••»'». either

chUdren fel. ., , did- ery .i„d with sy»p.4y fo, 4.poor p.,gn„ who was obliged .„ .„g ,JJ, pallm
P.c »r. u> picture, ,„d very "gM and Ugh^L-wte"
a. .a,, i. ,.„ uor. his shoulders, ..d wen. IJ^
awhde, ,0 look and wonder," or Uu. "he looked, «,d
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looked again, even till the springs that were in his head
sent the waters down his cheeks." It was a great thing
for a man who was bent on progress to be freed from an
unnecessary burden; and it may be pleasant to know
that at the foot of the hiU of life the same sepulchre
which swallowed the burden of Bunyan's Pilgrim, so
that he " saw it no more," still stands open, and has
room m it for all the burdens of all the pilgrims there
are in the world.

I wonder whether all the pilgrims who have under-
taken the journey " from this worid to that which is to
come" ever lose the pack whose fastenings were so
quickly dissolved when our favorite old Pilgrim looked
upon the Cross? I doubt it. I hear many people
groaning throughout the whole course of their Christian
experience with the oppressive weight of this same bur-
den. Instead of losing it at the sight of the cross, they
hold to it, and will not let it go. They mean well
enough

;
but they do not understand that the cross was

reared, and the meek sufferer nailed to it, that the bur-
den of the penitent soul might be forever rolled off.

They carry their own sins, and never yield the pack to
Him who bore it for them "in His own body, on the
tree." They are never "light and gladsome" with a
sense of great relief; and their Christian progress is
sadly impeded by the burden from which the central
truth of the Chrisiian scheme releases them. If there
be any such thing as forgiveness, then there is surh a
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U)te home with them a long face, breathe sighs around

them in the saddest fashion, and really unfit themselves

for the healthy exercise of their reason, and the active

employment of their faculties.

With men of this stamp, it makes little difference

whether they are prosperous or otherwise. If times are

good, and they really have no fault to find with matters

as they exist, they become troubled about bad times

that may possibly lie just ahead. " Oh, it's all well

enough to-day," they say, " but you can't tell what is

coming ; " so they bind the burden of the future upon

them, and undertake to steal a march on God's provi-

dence. Such a thing as doing the duty of a single day,

and doing it well, and then throwing off the burden of
^

care, and having a good time in some rational way,

until the hour comes for the commencement of the next

day's duty, they are strangers to. They walk into their

houses with a cloud upon their faces. They have no

words of cheer for those whom they have left at home

during the day. They are moody and sullen and sad

—

absorbed by their troubled thoughts—taking no interest

in the schemes, and having no sympathy with the

trials, of their wives and children, and making no eflforl

to relieve themselves of their burdens. If they pray

at all, they practically pray like this :
" Give us this

day our daily bread, and to-morrow, and the next day»

and the day after, and next year, and fifty years to

come ; and lest Thou shouldst forget it, or neglect to
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task, but it is permanently damping to all who indulge

in it.

" It is very easy to talk," says my friend, with a load

upon his shoulders, " but talking does not pay notes at

the bank, and keep creditors easy, and provide for one's

family." Granted : and now will you be kind enough to

tell me howmany notes yx>u ever paid at the bank, and how

much provision you ever made for your family by dwell-

ing upon your troubles out of business hours ? If your

retort is good for anything, mine is. You never accom-

plished one good thing in your life by making yourself

and others unhappy through constant contemplation of

trouble when not engaged in active efforts to extricate

yourself from it You never gained a single inch of prog-

ress by dwelling upon miscarriages in business which

you could not avoid. All your absorption, all your sad

reflection, all your misgivings about the future, all your

care beyond the exercise of your best ability in action,

has not only been utterly useless, but it has mjured the

comfort of all around yoii, destroyed the peace of your

life, cheated you out of the reward of your labor, and

made a smaller, harder, meaner man of you. If any

good result could be secured by carrying the burden of

your business into all your life, then there would be

some apology for it ; but you know that no such result

can be secured. "It is very easy to talk," my friend

persists in saying, "but one cannot always command

one's mind, in such a matter as this." Did you evef

n i
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^

for labor? Theillnc. !
^"^ '^°"*' *"y thing
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Again, men who insist upon keeping their packs upos
their shoulders, practically deny the existence of the
providence of a Being superior to themselves, and domi-
nant in all human affairs. If I were to say to one of
these men :

«« you do not believe in Providence at all/*

he would accuse me of a harsh judgment, and feel in-

jured by it
; but it is certainly legitimate for me to ask

him what evidence he gives of his belief. All, indeed,
profess to believe in Providence, in a certain general
way. The popular idea is very foggy upon the matter.
We somehow imagine that God knows every thing in
general and nothing in particular—that He takes inter-
est in, supervision of, and controlling influence over,
matters at large, with an imperial disregard of details
-that He moulds with a majestic hand the character
and destiny of nations, but never condescends to med-
dle with the small and insignificant affairs of individuals.
Providence, in this view, would seem to be very much
like certain toags used in a blacksmith's shop, whose
jaws do not whoUy close-convenient for handling large
pieces of iron, but incapable of grasping a nail. Or,
Providence is like a great general, who only directs
the movements of large bodies of men, deals only with
the officers, and never thinks of so small a thing as look-
ing after the blanket of a private soldier, or dressing a
wounded finger.

It is very easy to perceive that such a Providence
as this has no practical value in every-day, individual
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den. This providence in all human affairs, is like the

principle of vitality in the vegetable world. It does

not release us from effort, in every legitimate and

needful way, for the accomplishment of our laudable

purposes ; but when our efforts are complete, it takes

care of the rest. What should we think of the farmer

who could never roll the burden of his cornfield from

his mind, and who, after hoeing his ground repeatedly,

and cutting or covering every weed, should go night

after night and sit up with it, and think of it, and dream

of it all the while ? He has done all there is for him

to do, and beyond this he cannot control an hour of

sunshine, a drop of dew, or a single cloud-full of rain.

He cannot influence the law of growth in any particu-

lar. His field is in the control of a power entirely

above and beyond him ; and every thought he gives

to it, after having done what he can for its prosperity,

is utterly useless. It is his business to trust. Having

done what he can, the remainder is in the hands of Him

who feeds the springs of being with light and heat and

moisture. It is thus that man's affairs grow while he

sleeps. The hand that ministers to every plant will

not fail to minister to him for whose use the plant was

made.

Why do not men trust in Providence ? Simply

because, in their usual moods and in their usual cir-

cumstances, they do not believe in it. There is no

other explanation. You, my friend, who carry youl

III
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world of care, and speaking of human life as insepara*

bly accompanied by trouble. This is, indeed, the truth

;

but if we were to remove from the world all its useless

care, and take from life all its unnecessary trouble,

they would be transformed into such bright and pleas*

ant things that we should hardly know them. I know
very few men and women who do not bear about with

them care and trduble which God never put upon them,

and which He has no desire to see upon their shoulders.

It does not belong to them. It relates to things that

are in the 'realm of Providence alone, or to things over

which they have no control. The future is God's, but

they voluntarily take it upon their shoulders, and try

to bear it They pluck a section of God's eternity out

of His hands, and groan with the burden. They as-

sume care which is not their own—which belongs to the

Controller of their lives, and the Governor of the uni-

verse. It is care for that which is beyond human care

—anxiety for that which anxiety cannot reach—trouble
about that which we can neither make nor mend-
that oppresses humanity. We can bear our daily bur-

dens very well. We can go through our regular hours

of bodily and mental labor, and feel the better rather

than the worse for them ; but to care for that which

our care cannot touch, and to be troubled about that

which is entirely beyond our sphere—this is the burden
that breaks the back of the world—this is the burden
which we bind to our shoulders with obstinate fatuity.



LESSON XXI.

PROPER PEOPLE AND PERFECT PEOPLE.

" I must have liberty

Withal, a« large a charter as the wind
To blow on whom I please."

—Shakspbakh.

"They say best men are moulded out of fault."

—Tmt Samb.

"There's no such thing in nature, and you'll draw
A faultless monster which the worid ne'er saw."

—Shbppibld.

MATURE calls for room and for freedom-room for1^ her ocean and freedom for its waves, ™om for

foresu and freedom for e.ery tree ,o respond ,o Ae in-«ue„ce. of ear* and slcy according .o its ,aw ^ .

." T """^ """«' "' "<" « »" '» *>« 'ine of na.W«. Nature never trims a hedge, or cu,s off the UU

L, r
""; ' """ """""^ ^ "«"' "> "O" in anght Ime, but permits it to make just as many turn, ina meadow as it pleases. Nature is very careless about
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the form of her clouds, and masses and colors them with
great disregard of the opinions of the painters. Nature
never thinks of smoothing off her rocks, and cleaning
away her mud, and keeping herself trim and neat. She
does very improper things in a very impulsive manner.
Instead of contriving some safe, silent, and secret way
to dispose of her electricity, she comes out with a blind-

ing flash and a stunning crash, and a rush of rain that

very likely fills the mountain streams to overflowing,

and destroys bridges and booms, and cabins and corn-

fields. On the whole, though nature keeps up a re-

spectable appearance, I suppose that, in the opinion of
my particular friend Miss Nancy, she would be im-
proved by taking a few lessons of a French gardener.

I have alluded to my particular friend Miss Nancy.
Perhaps I ought to say, at starting, that Miss Nancy is

a man, and that I use the name bestowed upon him by
his enemies, because it is, in a very important sense, de-

scriptive. Miss Nancy's boots are faithfully polished

twice a day. His linen is immaculate ; and the tie of

his cravat is square and faultless. He never makes a
mistake in grammar while engaged in conversation.

He is versed in all the forms and usages of society, and
particularly at home in gallant attention to what he calls

" the ladies." He seems to have lost every rough cor-

ner, if he ever had one. In politics and religion, he is

just as proper as in social life. The mo.it respectable

religion is his religion
; and the politics that shun ex-
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But, ifter all, Miss Nancy is not r. «« ,

He.«prohah,.Hvea.<.aJa,\r;air;Lr:

cerut ."T"
''"'" '" '""^"'"^ « O™ He ,«r.».„Iy good-looking, his dress is u„excep,ionabIh- manners are "as good as .hey make .hen,'"'

* « s are as prope. as his manners
, ye. , ha^ no. ye

Ix"rt?^d"T
"*" ™'""' '-"" ^ ""—

'
"ord of
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a curious perversenr.^. ik.

Dlisl,„H
'^^™"«"=»' 'he "los. gentle and accom-Phhed women wiH ,„„ f„„ ,;„ wi.h a sense of ^.

langh and a dash of slang, and a free and easy way „i,hW ^-X be difficult to explain an this,'Jit
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ing lules, and regulated by conventionalities in every

minute particular, and restrained in every impulse by
notions of propriety, is unlovely and unnatural, and can"

never be otherwise.

The instincts of men are always right in this and all

cognate matters. All formalism is offensive to good
taste. The painter does not study landscape in a gar-

den. Formal isles, closely-trimmed trees, rose-bushes

on the top of tall sticks, flowers tied to supports, vines

trained upon trellises, lakes with clipped and pebbled
margins and India-rubber swans—these are not pic-

turesque. There is no more inspiration in them than
there would be in a row of tenement houses in the city.

The painter looks for beauty out where nature reigns

undisturbed amid her imperfections,—where the aisles

are made by the deer going to his lick ; where the trees

are never trimmed save by the lightning or the hurricane

;

where the rose-bushes spread their branches and the

vines trail themselves at liberty ; and where the lake

looks up into the faces of trees centuries old, and hems
itself in with thickets of alders and green reaches of

flags and rushes, and throbs to the touch of the moun-
tain breeze, while on its bosom

" The black duck, with her glossy breast

Sits swinging silently."

A little child whose head is piled with laces and rib-

bons, whose dress is a mass of embroidery, and who is
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every act by arbitrary rules imposed by cliques and cu»

toms. A man who has been clipped in all his puttings-

forth, and modelled by outside influences, until it is ap-

parent that he is governed from without rather than

from within, is just as unnatural an object as a tree that

has been clipped and tied and bent until itb top has

grown into the form of a cube. Thus the reason why

Miss Nancy is not popular, and why the women refuse

to delight in him, is, that he is not his own master—th»t

he has, in himself, no independent life. It is not proper

that he give utterance to his impulses ;—so he suppresses

them. It is not proper that he frankly reveal the emo-

tions of his heart ; so he conceals them. It is not proper

that he enter enthusiastically into any work or any pleas-

ure ; so he is a constant check to the enthusiasm of

others. It is not proper that he speak the words that

spring to his lips when his weak sensibilities are touched

;

so he studies his language, and shapes his phrases to the

accepted models. Thus is he shortened in on every

side, until his individuality is all gone, and the human-

ity in him becomes as characterless as its expression.

Every utterance of his life is made with a well-measured

reference to certain standards to which he is an acknowl-

edged slave.

A scrupulously proper man is often a self-deceiver,

and not unfrequently an intentional deceiver of others.

I do not say that he is necessarily a scoundrel or a fool

He msy be very little of either, and he may be a little
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I have said that there are some men who are pune*

tiliously proper for the purpose of covering their moral

obliquities. The virtue of a prude is always to be sus*

pected. " So you have been looking after the bad

words," was savage old Dr. Johnson's reply to the very

proper woman who found fault with him for introducing

so many indecent words into his dictionary. There are

few men who have not frequently, during their lives,

broken their way through a crust of punctilious propriety

into hearts full of all the blackness of sensuality and sin.

The world is full of hypocrisy, and hypocrisy is nothing

more than appearing to be what one is not. Indeed, I

believe that one of the strongest motives operative in

the world to render men scrupulously proper in their dc'

portment and behavior is sin. I make no hesitation in

saying that shallowness and sensuality are the leading

ingredients in the majority of the exceedingly proper

characters with which I am acquainted.

Leaving this particular phase of my subject, I wish to

call attention to the well-recognized fact that all perfect

people are bores. A perfect character in a novel has

no more power over a reader—no more foothold among

his sympathies—than a proposition in mathematics would

have. Of all stupid creations that the brain of man has

given birth to, there are none so stupid as the perfect

men and women whom we find upon the pages of fiction.

Sometimes we find in actual life a character so sym-

metrical, so rounded oflf at the corners, and smoothed
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related to the former, and to the individualities of others,

make my individuality what it is. If in me all mental

and moral powers were in equipoise—if I were a symmet-

rical man, as the first Adam may possibly have been—

I

should have no individuality, no qualities that would

distingui&h me—no weaknesses that would furnish foot-

holds for human sympathy—no freshness and flavor. A
whole world full of perfect men and women, each one

like every other, would be unutterably stupid. Where
there is no weakness there is no individuality ; where

there is no individuality there is no true humanity

;

where there is no true humanity there is no sympathy
;

and where there is no sympathy there is no pleasure.

We demand that a man shall live according to his law

—

develop himself according to his law—manifest and ex-

press himself according to his law; and then he will

become the object of our sympathy or antipathy, ac-

cording to our law. We demand that the true ^avor of

every individuality shall be declared, and not be masked

by the imposition of conventional regulations.

If every tree in the world were perfect, according to

any recognized standard, then all the trees would be

alike, and would cease to be attractive and picturesque.

We keep all perfect things out of pictures, because they

are formal and tasteless. A bran new cottage, with a

picket fence around it, and every thing cleaned up about'

it, is too perfect to be picturesque. An old, tumble-

down mill, with rude and rotten timbers, and a wheel
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peculiar manners, and whose style of individuality is

marked, has no room allowed to him at all. He is very

likely to be called a fool, and laughed at by his inferiors.

We take no pains to look through the outside to find the

heart and soul, and refuse to see excellence behind

manifestations that offend our notions or our tastes.

We go to hear a preacher, and if he do not happen to

have the externals, and the style of delivery which we

most admire, we condemn him at once. We make no

room for his indtriduality, and allow to it no freedom of

manifestation. Room and freedom—that which the

ocean has, that which the rivers have, that which the

forest has, and that from which all of them derive their

beauty and their glory—room and freedom are denied

to men by men who need both, quite as much as their

fellows.

The choicest food of the gossips is the personal pecu-

liarities of their acquaintances. The grand staple of

ridicule is this same individuality, whose importance I

have endeavored to ilhlStl^te. All the small wits of so-

ciety busy themselves upon the eccentricities of those

around them. Church and creed, party and platform,

fashion and custom, all direct themselves against the

development of individuality. Sensitive natures shrink

before such an array of influences, and retire into them-

selves, drawing back and keeping in check all their

out-reaching individuality. Many a man, indeed, who

would face a cannon's mouth without trembling, flinches
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that the whole race of mankind are not reduced to adead Wei of character, and a tasteless uniformity of
hfe. Were .t not that God does His work so strongly,
I would have been undone long ago. As it is, we
always have a few men and women who are true enough
to God and themselves to keep the world from stagna-
tion, and give zest to life. They sometimes sh ; MissNancy but as they do not happen to care wha. MissNancy thmks of them, they manage to live and do some-thmg to keep Miss Nancy's friends from settling into
chronic inanity.
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LESSON xxir.

T//£ POETIC TEST.

"I walked on, muHng with myself

On life and art, and wKiethcr, after all,

4' Ikrser metaphysics mi^lit not help

*" physics—a completer poetry

.' Jji t our daily life and vu^^kr wants

More fully than the special outaide plans,

Phalansteries, material institutes,

The civil conscriptions and lay monaMeries,

Preferred by modem thinkers."

—Hrs. Browning.

THE highest poetry is the purest truth. To learn

whether any thing is as it ought to be, we have
only to learn whether it is truly poetical. It is a popular

fallacy to suppose that poetical things are necessarily

fanciful, or imaginative, or sentimental—in other wordt,
that poetry resides in that which is both baseless an^
valueless. In the popular thought, poetry is shutout of

the realm of truth and reality. The reason, I suppose,

is, that poetry demands more of truth and harmony and
beauty than is commonly found in the actualities of

human life.

ill.
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sistency. Such a life should be in such a spot, undet

such circumstances ; and no unwarped and unpolluted

mind can fail to see that the poet's ideal is the embodi-

ment of God's will. The poet's Indian is very different

from the real native American who has been exposed to

the corrupting influences of the white man's civilization.

The poet insists on seeing in the American Indian a

noble manhood, simple tastes, freedom from all conven-

tionality, heroic fortitude, and all those romantic quali-

ties which a free forest life seems so well calculated to

engender. He looks upon the deep, mysterious woocis,

traversed by nameless streams ; the majestic mountains,

haunted by shadows ; the broad lakes, swept only by the

wind and the wild man's oar, and he says :
" it is fitting,

and only fitting, that out of such a realm should come

such a life." Which is the better and the more truthful

Indian—that of the poet, or he who drank the rum of

our fathers and then scalped them ? The poet's village

is the model village, and the poet's Indian is the model

Indian. Both are built of the best ai.d truest materials

that God furnishes, and we see that when the actual

village and the real Indian are tried by the poetic stand-

ard, they are tried by the severest standard that can be

applied to them. The poet's ideal embodies God's ideal

of a village and an Indian.

The grand, basilar idea of American institutions is

human equality—the idea embodied in the An^erican

Peclaration of Independence, that men are created free
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happ.n.«. There i, i, .u, ^ea ,h. highest
'

°

because i, i, ,he .,a„,ce„de„, ,ru,h , and .here^ 7o- poetry ,h,-, ,Me of the highest truth. Poetry fo„::
.be un.versa. law, and is dependent for its quLty upon^ ..s materials ,„ the degree i„ „hich its\a Irla fictfou, and artificial, is it poor and false. The

Par^r, T" ''-""^"^''"•" poetry than .
Paradise Lost, because it contains more of the truth ast ism the divine life of roan.

The poetic test, then, is practically a very valuableone m all the important matters that relate to our lifeMuch of *at Which is miscalled poetry has been bJ dupon arbitrary and artificial distinctions in human societyand human lot. The poet has often sung of thronesand palaces, of kings and queens of men »nH«r ».«~*i 1.1 ,

M"ccu», 01 men and womenof gentle blood, of barons and knights and squires ofretaineis and denra,).-., r ..
squires, 01

and th„,^
"'P^Oents, of patricians and plebeians,

in whtch God and Nature have had no hand. Theremay be romance, fancy, imagination, sentiment, andeven instruction in such compositions as thes b"'

al life and the motive power of truth. We have onlyo carry distmcions thus attempted ,0 be glorified toheir logical results .0 land in the slavery ofL mass

"

.0 .he over-ma.teringfe„. Now there'never w^Td
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there never can be, any poetry in slavery. Since tin^e

began no true poet has underuken to write a line in

praise of slavery. Poets have always been, and they

m Jilt necessarily forever be, the prophets and priests of

freedom. Multitudes of men have undertaken to justify

slavery by the Bible, by expediency, by history, by
necessity, by philosophy, by the constitution of the coun*

try
; but no man ever undertook to justify it by poetry.

The most brilliant prize offered by a national committee
for the best poem in praise of human slavery, would not

be able to draw forth a single stanza from any man
capable of writing a line of true poetry. Philosophical

defences of slavery can be purchased, political justifica-

tions can be had at the small price of a small office, and
Christian apologies to order, but, thank God ! not one
line in praise of slavery could be written by a true poet,

if the wealth of the world were to be his reward.

We have a the present age a sickly, sentimental

humanity which is busily endeavoring to pervert the

sense and love of justice in mankind. It regards the

disposition to do wrong as a disease, to be treated with

appropriate emollients applied over the heart, or some
gentle opiate or alterative taken through the ears. It

pities the murderer, and aims to give the impression

to him and to the world that he is a victim to the bar-

barous instincts of society in the degree by which his

punishment is made severe. It aims to transform prisons

into comfortable asylums, where those who have been so
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.ufo«aj«.. a. .0 burn somebody, hou«, „, „„, „„,.body. W« ., i„„„ .aw under somebody.. ,ai«.CO.., may „„r. „d r.p.„, „f .fceir .i„l. fouie,, and in.h. m.an„m. ge, b..,.r food and lodging ,h,n .hey wereever aWe ,0 „e„. P.ni.hm.n.-reWbu.ion-,he«

arewoM. whicb .alee .h™ shudder. No.hing in .he"::,
.. pn.per bu. ,uch .rea.n,e„. of .he criminal, be i. «,f,or severe a, »,11 con.ribu.e .„ hi, reforma.ion. Thecnm,„a, has f„rfei.ed no righ.s, and socie.y has no

.nftc ed beyond .he measure necessary .0 secure repen..

or «;'ir
2' ""'' ° ^"' ^'' "' "« • -0 -«

pubtl I' '
"'"'°*'"' '^""•' -Ovi.ia.ingpubhc pohcy. I. is carried ,0 such an ex.e„., often a!

.0 make of .he grea.es. criminals no.ab,e m rlt^.e.y and .he vic.im of „o„g.doing are bo.hfo^n sympaAy for .he wrong-doer.

c^Z '"T
'™"'""'^' »)™pathi.ers wi.h criminals.

«.v. .ha, any man can, in a .ruly Chrfs.ian spin.,oppose *e,r .heories and fteir influence. They have

P0...C jus.,ce" main.ains i.s p„ri,y. The reader ofa novel, n„ ma.ter how good or how bad he may be
Remands .ha. .he villain of .he book shall be puniLd

lave been h s vcums. N„.hi„g bu. justice-noAing
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but a fitting retribution—will satisfy. The poetic In*

stinct demands a perfect system of rewards and puniah>

ments, and is as little satisfied when a hero succeeds

indifferently, as when a scoundrel fails to be punished

according to his deserts. There is no poetic fitness

without justice—retribution, pound for pound, an>

measure for measure. Set any audience that can be

gathered to watching a play in which criminal and

crafty art is made to meet and master a guileless

spirit and pollute a spotless womanhood, and the sym-

pathies of the vilest will follow the victim, and, in the

end, demand the punishment of the victor. Nothing

will seem to any audience so entirely o "^ of place as

kind and gentle treatment toward the arttul brute, and

nothing more outrageously unjust than the idea that

repentance is the principal end of his punishment. The
poetic instinct of fitness once thoroughly roused, as it

is in a story, a poem, or a play, will be satisfied with

nothing but full suffering for every sin. Now I would

trust this poetic instinct of fitness further than I would

all the sympathies of the humanitarians, all the sophis-

tries of the philosophers, all the subtleties of the theo-

logians, and all the milder virtues of Christianity itself.

To me, it is as authoritative as a direct revelation from

God, and is equivalent to it.

Again nothing is more apparent in American char-

acter and American life than a growing lack of rever-

ence. It begins in the family, and runs out through

11
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magnify the superior wisdom and efficiency of youi«
men, to treat old age familiarly, and to compel tlioM
of superior years to ignore the honors with which God
has crowned them. «' Every dog has his day," we say,
and we are impatient of a man who declines to step
into retirement the moment that his hair turns gray,
to make room for some specimen of Young Amerioi
with a snub nose and a smart shirt-coUar. Now, haw
ever this irreverence may be justified-and it is not
only justified but shamelessly gloried in-it is not
poetical. Poetry cannot be woven of improprieties
A people bowing with reverence to those in Authority,
and regarding with profound respect high official sta'
tion

;
a family of children clinging, even through a long

manhood and womanhood, around the form of an aged
parent with assiduous attentions and tender reverence;
a community or a nation of young men looking to agj
for wisdom and for counsel ; universal respect for yean
on the part of the young—these are, and must forevet
remain, poetical. Out of reverence can be woven the
most beautiful pictures which the poet's brain can con-
ceive

;
but Young America can no more excite poetic

sentiment, or inspire poetic imaginations, than the sham
Havana it smokes, or the mongrel horse it drives.
There is no poetry in an irreverent character, or in an
irreverent community. Irreverence in any form will
not stand the poetic test.

Americans boast habitually of their country, and their
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Snt^TeH 'I'""'"'
''* '^'''' '«"»• -^^ ballot.b«x a«t they talk about, i. the ballot-box that ought to

^whaT! ^^•'r
•*"* ^-^ - One would th'nk, tob«^ what i. «.d of the ballot.box. that it literally .hi^e.

up o'r' •:
^'"^.'"^ ^"'"^•"^— '^^^o -rche"

^ow.
1 ke , god .„ it. light, and grow, godlike by hi

!1 '' 7 •'^^ *° ^^^^^'v* Mr. Whittier, the poor votermg» on election day

:

•• The proudest now i. but my peer.
The highest not more high

;

To^y. of all the weary year!
A king of men am I.

" ToK^y. alike are great and smaK.
The nameless and the known

;

My palace is the peoples hall.

'

The b»llot-box my thronel"

TO. i. . very ,p,„ai, „„ „f ^^
«nr fine «,n of an American who ,i„g, about i, • Zwhat are the fact«? vi,

»wui u, nut

that the box stand ITc "' ' '°°' "^"^ ^'^^"^"

poor voter i. tn V ^'""^y' ""^ ^'^^^ ^^e

drunk that he cannot walk without help. Mr. Whittierwould have us believe that tK» «
*'*''. vvn«tie»

» oeiieve that the poor voter sings :

" '''°-<'»y shall simple manhood try
The strength of gold and land

;

The wide world has not wealth to buy
The power in my right hand."

II
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The truth is that gold and land try the very " simple

manhood " as a rule, and very much less than the wide

world is sufficient to buy the power in a great multitude

of poor voters' hands. The poet sees what the ballot-

box may be,. ought to be, and, in some rare instances,

really is. He unerringly seizes upon the dignity and

majesty of self-government, the equal rights and privi-

leges of manhood, and the dissipation of all distinctions

in the exercise of the political franchise among freemen.

The great truth of human equality inspires him, and he

uses the ideal and possible ballot-box to illustrate it,

and thus furnishes the standard by which the real ballot-

box is to be judged.

The poetical view of our American system of govern-

ment is that all men have a voice in the government

;

that we choose our own rulers and make our own laws
;

that no man has a hereditary right to rule, and that men
are selected for the service of the people, in the con-

struction and the execution of the laws, because of their

fitness for office. Outside of this view, the American

system of government has no beauty and no foundation

in truth and justice. If we undertake to argue with a

monarchist, we never bring forward any other. It has

in it the essential element of poetry, because it does jus-

tice to the nature and character of man, and describes a

perfect political society. The poetical view of the

American system of government, is, then, the highest

view. It covers the sovereignty of the citizen, and the
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wisdom of the popular voice. Around this idea the
poets have woven their noblest songs ; but again we ask
what are the facts ? The people are led by the nose by
politicians; and not one officer of the Government in
one hundred is chosen to his place because of his fitness
for It. The people do not nominate those who rule
them, or those who shall make laws for them. Thosewhom the politicians do not nominate for office, nomi-
nate themselves. The political machinery of America
practically takes the choice of rulers and officers out of
the hands of the people, and puts it into the hands of a
set of self-appointed leaders, whose patriotism is parti-
sanship, and whose principal aim is to serve themselves
and their friends, and use the people for accomplishing
their purposes. No greater fiction was ever conceived
than the pleasant one that the people of America govern
America. The people of America, except in certain
pohtical revolutions, have always been governed by a
company of self-appointed and irresponsible men, whose
prmcipal work was to grind axes for themselves. The
poetry of American politics is then the severest standard
by which to judge the reality of American politics

•

Religious freedom is another poetical idea in which
the American glories. It is essentially a poetical thought
that every man is free to worship God according to the
dictates of his own conscience-that there is no Church
to domineer over the State, and no State to domineer
over the Church, that the Bible is free, and that each
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individual soul is responsible only to its Maker. This

great and beautiful liberty stirs us when we think of it

as music would stir us, breathed from heaven itself. It

is grand, God-begotten, belonging in the eternal system

of things, full of inspiration. This religious freedom we

claim as Americans. Some of us enjoy it; but the

number is not large. The freedom of th^: sect is r .;

greatly circumscribed, but the freedom of the individual

is hardly greater in America than it is in those countries

where an established church lays its finger upon every

man. I would as soon be the slave of the Pope or the

Archbishop as the slave of a sect. I would as readily

put my neck under the yoke of a national church as

under the yoke of a sect. It does not mend the matter

that the multitude are willing slaves, and it certainly

mars the matter that the sects themselves do what they

can, in too many instances, to circumscribe each the

other's liberty. Sects are religiously and socially pro-

scribed by sects. Take any town in America that con-

tains half a dozen churches, representing the same num-

ber of religious denominations, and it will be found that,

with one, and that probably the dominant sect, it will

be all that a man's reputation and position ar« worth to

belong to another sect. Perfect religious freedom in

America there undoubtedly is ; but it is the possession

of only here and there an individual. Prevalent un-

charitableness and bigotry are incompatible with the ex-

istence of religious liberty anywhwe.
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It is thus that the poetic instinct grasps at truth and

beauty, and fitness and harmony, wherever it sees it
and u IS thus that it furnishes us (subordinate only to
special, divine revelation) with the most delicate tests of
human institutions, customs, and actions. Litmus-paper
does not more faithfully detect the presence of an acid
than the poetic instinct d .ects the false and foul in air
th t makes up human life. AH that is grand and good,
all that IS heroic and unselfish, all that is pure and true
all that ,s firm and strong, all that is beautiful and har-
monious, is essentially poetical, and the opposite of all
these IS at once rejected by the unsophisticated poetic
instinct.

Verily the poets of the world are the prophets of hu-
manity

! They forever reach after and foresee the ulti-
mate good. They are evermore building the paradise
that IS to be, painting the millennium that is to come
restoring the lost image of God in the human soul!
When the world shall reach the poet's ideal, it will arrive
at perfection

; and much good will it do the world to
measure itself by this ideal, and struggle to lift the real
to its lofty level.



LESSON XXIIL

THE FOOD OF LIFE.

'*To the ioul time doth perfection give,

And adds freah lustre to her beauty still ;

And makes her in eternal youth to live

Like her which nectar to the gods doth fill.

The more she lives the more she feeds on trudi.

The more she feeds, the strength doth more increaw;

And what is strength, but an effect in youth

Which, if time nurse, how can it ever cease?"

—Sib J. Daviks.

AHORSE can live, and do a good deal of dull work,

on hay ; but spirit and speed require grain.

There is no self-supplied, perennial fountain within the

animal that enables him to expend more in the way of

muscular power than he receives in the way of muscular

stimulus and nourishment. Food, in its quality and

amount, up to the limit of healthful digestion, is set over

against, and exactly measures, under ordinary circum-

stances, the quality and amount of labor of which a horse

is capable. So, a cow can live on straw and corn-stalks
;

but it would not be reasonable to suppose that she would
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give any considerable amount of milk upon so slender a
diet. We do not expect rich milk, in large quantities,
to be yielded by a cow that is not bountifully fed with
the most nutritious food. The same fact attaches to
land. We cannot get out of land more than there is in
U

;
and having once exhausted it, we are obliged to

put mto it, in fertilizers, all we wish to take from it in
the form of vegetable growths. Wherever there is an
outgo, th.re must be an equal income, or exhaustion
will be the inevitable consequence.

The principle which these familiar facts so forcibly
Illustrate, is a very important one in its connection with
human life. We cannot get any more out of human
hfe than we put into it. All civilization is an illustration
of what can be accomplished by feeding the human mind.
All barbaric and savage life is an illustration of mental
and moral starvation. The differences among mankind
are the results of differences in the nourishment upon
which their minds are fed. Eunice Williams, who was
ta cen captive by the savages of Canada a hundred and
fifty years ago, was the daughter of a most godly minis,
ter, of the old Puritan stamp ; but a verj- few years of
savage feeding made her a savage. Her mind was cut
off from all other varieties of nourishment, and could
only tend to savage issues. She kept a knowledge of
her history, and many years after her capture revisited
Her home, accompanied by her tawny husband ; but no
persuasions could call her from her savage life and com-
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panionship. The conversion of men from heathenism to

Christianity and Christian civilization is accomplished by

introducing new food into their moral and mental diet.

" A change of pastures makes fat calves," we are told

;

and any one who has noticed the effect upon an active*

mind of its translation from one variety of social and

moral influences to another, will recognize the truth of

the proverb.

If a man will call up his acquaintances, one by one,

and mentally measure the results of their lives, he will

be astonished to see how small those results are. He

Mrill also see that they are, under ordinary circum-

stances, in the exact proportion to the amount, and in

correspondence with the variety, of the food they take

in. It is astonishing to see how little it takes to keep

some people, and how very little such people become

on their diet. A man who shuts himself away from all

social life, and lays by his reading, and declines all food

that addresses itself to his sensational and emotional

nature, and refuses that bread of life which comes down

from heaven, and feeds himself only with relation to the

accomplishment of some petty work, will become as thin

and scrawny, mentally and morally, as the body of a

half-starved Hottentot. It is the one curse of rural life

that it does not have a sufficiency and a sufficient variety

of food. The same scenes, the same faces, the same

limited range of books, the same dull friends, exhausted

long ago—no new nourishment for powers cloyed with
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their never-varying food-these are what make rural
life, as it is usually lived, unattractive and most unfruit-
ful. The fruits-the issues-of this life cannot be
greater than the food it gets, and the food is very scanty
It IS not necessary that it should be so, and sometimes
It IS not so

;
but the rule of common rural life is insuffi-

ciency of mental food, and consequent poverty of mani-
festation.

The utilitarian habits of New England, originating in
necessity, and far outliving the circumstances in which
they had their birth, have tended more than any other
cause to make New England character unlovable. The
saving of half-pence to add to one's store, and the denial
to one's self and children of that which will delight the
famished senses, and stir the thin emotions, and enlarge
the range of experience, is the direct way of arriving at
meanness of life. There are those who will not permit
their families to cultivate flowers, because flowers are not
useful, and they involve a waste of time and land. They
will not have an instrument of music in their houses
because music is not useful, and it involves an expendi-
ture of money, and the throwing away of a great deal of
time. They will not buy pictures, because pictures are
not useful, and because they cost money ; so that many
a rich man's parlor is as bare of ornament as a tomb
would be. They will not attend a lecture, because
though it might furnish them with mental food for a
month, it would not bring their shillings back to them.
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They wiH not attend a concert, because a concert is not
useful. They will not hire a minister who possesses fine

gifts—gifts that would enrich them mentally, morally, and
socially—because they cannot afford it. So they take
up with ministerial dry nursing, and one another's dry
experiences, as spiritual food, in order to save a few
more dollars.

There are a few of the severer virtues that will live

upon a diet of this kind. Endurance, industry, a nega-
tive purity, thrift, integrity—these can live, and do live,

after a sort, on a plain and scanty diet, and these, as
we know, abound in New England. But generosity,
hospitality, charity, liberality—all those qualities that
enrich the character, and all those virtues that enlarge
it and give it fulness and beauty and attractiveness, are
always wanting among the class ihat sacrifices every
thing for use. More cannot be got out of any life than
IS put into it. Modern chemistry analyzes soils, and
ascertains exactly what they need to make them pro-
duce bountifully of any kind of grains and fruits.

Wheat cannot be grown on land that does not contain
the constituents of wheat ; and if it be desirable to
grow wheat, those constituents must be added to thft

soil. If any mental soil does not produce those vital

manifestations and results which characterize a laige.

rich, and attractive life, then the constituents of that
life must be introduced as nutriment.

One of the common experiences in the world of
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authorship is the writing of a single successful book
and the failure of all that follow it from the same pen!
Ihe explanation is, that the first book is the result of a
hfe of feeding, and those that follow it come from an
exhausted mind. There are many writers who, as soon
as they begin to write, stop feeding, and in a very
short time write themselves out. The temptation of
the writer is to seclusion. His labors in a measure
unfit him for social life, and for mingling in the every-
day affairs of men. He is apt to become warped in his
sentiments, and morbid in his feelings, and to grow
small and weak as his works increase. The greatest
possible Wssing to an author is compulsory contact
with the world-every-day necessity to meet and mingle
with men and women-social responsibilities and busi-
ness cares, and the consequent necessity of keeping up
with the events and the literature of his time. An
author in this position not only keeps a healthy mind,
but he takes in food every day which his individuality
assimilates to itself, and utters as the expression of its
hie. I have no belief that Shakspeare would ever have
given us his immortal plays, but for the necessities
whic h brought him so much into contact with men
Outside of his authorship, he lived an active, practical
hfe-trod the boards of a theatre, managed men, looked
after his money, rubbed against society in multiplied
ways-and kept himself strong, healthy, and abundantly
fed with that food which was necessary to him.
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Shakspeare had genius, it is true, but genius without
food is quite as helpless as a barren acre. All great
geniuses are immense feeders. All true and healthy
geniuses fasten for food upon every thing and every
body. Their antennae are always out for the apprehen-
sion of ideas, and their mouths always open for their
reception. Walter Scott was engaged in the active
duties of the legal profession when writing his novels,
and there was not a legend of Scotland, nor a bit of
history or gossip, nor an old story-teller that lived
within fifty miles of him, that he did not lay under
tribute for mental food. It is decUred, to the everlast-
ing disgrace of Goethe, that he practised upon the affec-
tions of women, even to old age, that he might gather
food for poetry. Byron traversed Europe in search of
adventure, and rummaged the scenes of legend and
story for food for his voracious senses and sensibilities.

His Childe Harold is nothing but the record of his tire-

less foraging. AH men who have produced much have
fed bountifully.

The writers are few in whom we do not notice

something painfully wanting. We do not always un-
derstand what it is, but we know that, while we may
accord to them good sense, and even genius, they fail to

satisfy us. There is some good thing which they lack-
something unbalanced and partial and one-sided about
them. We presume that this is often the result of 3
constitutional defect, but in most instances it is attribu'
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table to insufficflent nourishment in some department
of their nature. " All but," is the appropriate epiuph
for the tombstone of many an author ; and if we look
carefully into his history we shall find an answer to the

question : "AH but what?" We shall find, perhaps,
that he is a recluse, that his social nature is not fed at

all, and that he is, of course, unsympathetic. This it

a very frequent cause of dissatisfaction with an author,
as it always gives a morbid tinge to his writings.

Dickens was eminently a social man, and eminently
healthy and sympathetic. Possibly an author may
starve his senses and become purely reflective, yield-

ing up hi points of contact with the outside world,

and shutt g the channels by which the qualities of
things find their way to his mind. Not unfrequently
a man's domestic aflections may be starved, or ill fed,

and if so, the fact is sure to be betrayed in his writings.

And if a writer's religious nature be starved, it inva-

riably vitiates all his characteristic works. No man
who shuts out God and heaven from his life can write

without betraying the poverty of his diet. If an au-

thor would write satisfactorily, touching all kinds of
human nature and all sides of human nature, he must
feed every department of his own nature, for he has
nothing to give that he does not receive.

As in animal, so in mental life, there are gormand-
izing and gluttony, tending always to paralysis of

voluntary effort. The devouring of facts, as they are
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found both in nature and in books, indulgence in locial
pleasures immoderately and constantly, pietism that
feeds exclusively upon the things of religion, the feast-
»ng of the imagination upon the creations of fiction-
all these are debilitating

; and a blessed thing to the
world is it that they unfit the mind for writing at all
as the overfeeding of the body unfits its organs for
labor. Plethoric minds do not trouble the world with
books, or with conversation, or with preaching. Activ-
ity simply demands food enough, and in sufficient
variety, to feed its powers while operative, from day
to day. This is the reason why immensely learned men
have rarely done much for the world. Many of them
have won reputations, like remarkably fat steers, for
breadth of back and depth of brisket, but they are
never known to move more than their own enormous
bulks. Beyond a certain point of mental feeding, over
and above the necessities of labor, the mind gets sleepy
and clumsy.

I have alluded to authors, particularly, because
unhke the world in general, they give form and record
to their life. The masses of men live as authors live
but their lives are not put down in books, so that the'
public may read and measure them. We will suppose
that two men are fed upon the same diet. Each shall
have sufficient food for his religious, social, esthetic
domestic, sensational, and emotional natures, yet only
one of them shaJJ embody in books the life which he
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drawi from these varieties of nourishment. The othet

lives essentially the same life, but it fails of record. It

may be as rich and characteristic, in every particular,

as that of the author, but it fails of artistic form be-
cause, perhaps, he lacks the peculiar mental gift re-

quired for its construction. So the real life of the
author and the life of his reader may be the same,
the one having advantage over the other in no particu-

lar, and the fact that one is embodied in artistic forms
conferring upon it no essential excellence. What I

have said about auuiors, therefore, applies to all man-
kind, engaged in whatever calling or profession. If

any portion of any man's nature be not well fed, he will

betray the fact in his life. Poverty of food in aiiy

particular will surely bring poverty of manifestation
in that department of life which is deprived of its

natural nourishment.

A familiar illustration of the failure of a life to secure
its appropriate food, will be found in men and women
who live unmarried. An old bachelor will sooner or
later betray the fact that his finer affections are starved.

It is next to impossible for him to hide from the worid
the wrong to which he is subjecting himself. His char-
acter will invariably show that it is warped and weak
and lame, and his life will be barren of all those mani-
festations which flow from domestic affections abun-
dantly fed. Here and there, one like Washington Irving

will nourish a love transplanted to Heaven, and bring
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around him the sweet faces and delicate natures of wo-
men, to minister to a thirsting heart, and preserve, as
he did, his geniality and tenderness to the last ; but
such as he are comparatively few. An old bachelor
voluntarily single, always betrays a nature badly fed in
one of its important departments. So, too, those who
marry, but who are not blest with children, betray the
lack of food. Many of these hunger through life for
children to feed their affections, and take on peculiari-
ties that betray the fact that something is wrong with
them. Some adopt children in order to supply a want
which seems imperative, and others take pets of differ-
ent kinds to their bosoms, ranging through the scale
from birds to bull-dogs. It is a familiar trick of starved
faculties and affections to take on a morbid appetite,
and feed themselves on the strangest of supplies.

So, if a man would live a full and generous life, he
must supply it with a full and generous diet. So far as
his ability will go, he should make his home the embodi-
ment of his best taste. There should be abundant
meaning in its architecture. There should be pictures
upon its walls, and books upon its shelves and tables.
All the domestic and social affections should be abun-
dantly fed there. His table should be a gathering place
for friends. Music should minister to him. He should
bring himself into contact with the great and wise and
good, who have embalmed their lives in the varied
forms of art. The facts that live in the earth under his
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feet, the beauty that spreads itself a'^ound him, and all

those truths which appeal to his rtligious natui'/. are

food which should minister to his lie. An irre! gious

man—no matter what his genius may be— is alvvays a

starveling. An unsocial man can by no possibility lead

a true life. A man's nature should be thrown wide

open at every point, to drink in the nourishment thai

comes from the healthy sources of supply ; and thus

only may his life become abundantly rich and beautiful.

I repeat the proposition that I started with : we cannot

get more out of human life than we put into it.

There is another- aspect of this subject that I have

barely space to allude to. The illustration with which

this article opens, touching the effects of hay and grain

respectively upon the life of the horse, suggests that the

food with which our bodies are nourished may have an

important bearing upon our mental and moral life. Of
this I have no doubt. Coarse food, made of material

but feebly vitalized, makes coarse men and women.

Muscular tissues not formed from choice material,

brains built of poor stuff, nervous fibres to which the

finest and most delicate food has not ministered, are

not the instruments of the highest grade of mental life.

The dispensation of sawdust is passed away. It is pretty

well understood that the most complicated, the noblest,

and the finest creature in the world requires the best

food the world can produce ; and that he requires it in

great variety. If a man leads simply an animal life^
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LESSON XXIV.

HALF-FINISHED WORK.

"Ah God ! well, art is long

!

And life is short and fleeting.

What headache* have I felt and what heart-beating^

When critical desire was strong.

How hard it is the ways and means to master

By which one gains each fountain head !

And ere one yet has half the journey sped

The poor fool dies—O sad disaster !
"

—Brooks' Translation or Favvt.

MANKIND are " nothing, if not critical ; " and noth-

ing would seem to be criticism with them but
fault-anding. It is astonishing to see what a number
of architects there are in the worid—how many people
there are who feel competent to give an opinion upon
buildings in course of erection on the public streets.

If a dwelling is going up, there is not a day of its prog-
ress in which its builder or architect is not convicted of
being a fool, by any number of wise people who judge
him on the evidence of a half-finished structure. When
the dwelling is completed, it usually " looks better thai*
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they ever supposed it could ;
" but they learn nothing

from this, though the proverb that "only fools criticise

half-finished work" is a good deal older than they are.

Every man who builds is obliged to take this running

fire of fault-finding. Passing a new church recently, in

the company of an architect, I asked him what he
thought of the building. "I can tell better when the

staging is down," was his reply. He knew enough not

to criticise half-finished work, while probably a hundred
men, knowing nothing of architecture whatever, had,
during that very day, freely given their opinion of the

building in the most unqualified way.

Did it ever occur to the reader of this essay that

nearly all the judgments that are made up and ex-

pressed in this world relate to half-finished work ? We
hear a great deal of criticism indulged in with regard to

American society. I have no doubt that this criticism

is just, in a certain sense, but American society is only

a half-finished structure. If it had arrived at the end
of improvement and growth ; if the elements which
enter it had already organized themselves in their high-

est form
; if the creation of a high, refined, and beauti-

ful society were not a thing of time ; if such a society

did not depend upon the operation of forces that require

a great range of influences and circumstances, then the

criticism might be entirely just ; but it is as unreason-

able to expect a high grade of social life in America, at

this point of American history, as it is to expect perfec-
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tion in a church before the carpenters get out of it, and
the staging is down. Wealth, learning, culture, leisure
—these cannot be so combined in this country yet as to

give us the highest grade and style of social life. We
are all at work upon the structure, and unless .American
ideas are incurably bad, and we are faithless to our
duties, American society will be good when the work
upon it is completed. No society is to be condemned
so long as it is progressive toward a goodly complete-
ness.

Men and women are always judging one another be-
fore they are finished. A raw boy, with only the unde-
veloped elements of manhood in him, is denounced as a
dunce. A light-hearted, sportive girl, with an incon^
tinent overflow of spirits, is condemned as a hoiden.
Neither boy nor girl is half made. There is only the
frame-work of the man and woman up, and it does not
appear what they are to become. A young man is wild,
and judged accordingly. It is not remembered that
there are various modifying influences to be brought to
bear upon him, before he will be a man. We see the
bold outline of a new house, and we say that it is not
beautiful. Soon, however, a piazza is built here, and a
dormer is pushed out there, and gracefully modelled
chimneys pierce the roof, and cornice and verandah and
tower are added, until the structure stands before us
complete in beauty, convenience, and strength. When
we condemn a young man we do not stop to think that

U
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There is nothing more common in experience and
observanon than the partiality felt by young and un.marned men for the society of married women, and the
love of unmarried young women for the society ofmarned men. I suppose that neariy every young manand young woman has a time of feeling that all the
des.rabi. matches in the worid are disposed of, and that
the marnageable young persons left are really very in-
s.p.d companions. This is entirely natural, but exceed-
ingly unreasonable. To expect a man to be as muchof a man without a wife as with one, is just as reason-
able

^
to expect a half-finished house to be as beautiful

as a finished one. It is impossible for an unmarried
man, other things being equal, to be as agreeable acompanion as a married man

; and lest I be suspected
of a jest m this statement, I wish to assure my readers
that I am entirely in earnest. Intimate contact with
the nature of a good woman, in the relation of marriage
IS just as necessary to the completeness of manhood, as
the details of an architectural design are to the homely
conveniences around which they are made to cluster
Every man is a better man for having children, and the'more he extends those relations which grow out of the
family hfe, the nu,re does he open up to culture and
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carry to completeness the very choicest portions of his
manly nature. It is natural, therefore, that the unmar-
ried woman should become possessed of the notion that
all the desirable men are married, and that the unmar-
ried man should be the subject of a similar mistake with
relation to the other sex. It must be remembered that
men and women are made desirable by matrimony, and
that half-finished work should not be subjected to any
sweeping judgments.

Men and women are always turning out differently
from what we expected and predicted they would. Men
who have been laughed at and slighted during all their
eariy life, become, quite to our surprise, very important
and notable persons, and we are mortified to ascertain
that we have been criticising half-finished men. The
college faculty give a diploma to some very slow young
man, with great reluctance, but in the course of twenty
years he completes himself, and when he comes back to
honor them with a visit they make very low bows to
him. All young people are pieces of unfinished work,

.
to be judged very carefully, and alw.^ .0 be regarded
as incomplete. We can say that we do not like their
general style, as we would say that we do not like the
style of an unfinished house. Grecian may not be to
our liking, and we may prefer Gothic.

It seems to me that the Christian Church suffers more
from the judgments of those who criticise unfinished
work than any organised body of men and women
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Here is an organization whose members do not pretend
to perfection

; whose whole theory forbids any such
Idea. They are disciples-learners of the Divine Mas-
ten They are membe. of a school in which none ever
arrives at fulness of knowledge. Their prayer is that
they may grow; and they know that if they have the
true life in them they will grow while they live. If
there is one thing in the world of which they are pain-
fully conscious, it is that they are pieces of unfinished
work. Some of the members are very much lower in
the scale of completeness than others. In some there
is only a confused pile of timber and bricks. In others
only a part of the frame is up, or the walls are hardly
more than begun. In others, perhaps, the roof is on.
In comparatively few do we see the outlines all defined
and the rooms in a good degree of completeness. In
none of them is there a perfected structure, and none
see and acknowledge their incompleteness more than
those whose characters are farthest advanced toward
perfection.

^
Now I put it to the world outside of the Christian

Church to say if it has been entirely fair and just in its

judgments of the Church. Has it not judged Chris-
tianity by these imperfect disciples, and has it not con-
demned these imperfect disciples because they are not
what they never pretended to be? Has it not criti-

cised half.finished work, and condemned, not only the
work, but Christianity itself, because this work was nof
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op to the sample ? It is very common to hear men
•ay that such and such a Christian is no better than
the average of people outside of the Christian Church,
thus condemning the genuineness of his character be-
cause he is not a perfect Christu-n. A house is a house,
even if it be only half-furnished. At least, it is not any
thing else

; and as Christians cannot by any possibility
be perfected on the instant, it follows that the large
majority of Christians must be in various stages of
progress-nay, that most of this large majority are not
even half-finished. The Christian Church itself is a
piece of unfinished work, and every individual member
IS the same. It is not pretended that either is any
thmg else. I never knew a Christian to set himself
up as a pattern. So far as I know, they are very shy
of pretension, and deprecate nothing more than the
thought that anybody should take them for finished
specimens of the work of Christianuy in human life and
character.

A sermon upon any important subject is always a
piece of unfinished work. I once heard a famous
preacher say that he could preach throughout his whole
life on the text, " the heart is deceitful above all things
and desperately wicked," and even then have some-
thmg left to say. The statement illustrates the many-
sidedness of truth, and the multitude of its relations to
the life of the individual and the worM Any sensible
preacher knows that, within f.e compass of a single
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•ermon, he can only present a single aspect of a great
and important truth, yet h- i. criticised as if it had
been expected that the work of a doien volumes could
be crowded into the utterances of half an hour. What
"called an "exhaustive" sermon would exhaust an
audience long before it would its subject. A sermon
•s only the dab of a brush upon a great picture, and if

" gives a single striking view of a single great truth,
U accomplishes its object. It must necessarily be an
unfimshed piece as regards its exposition of truth ; and
the same may be said of any essay on any subject.
Every writer begins in the middle of things, and leaves
offm the middle of things

; and o e;-y thing he writes
relates at some point to every thing that everybody
has written. No man cleans up the field over which
he walks, and leaves nothing to be said; and the bestwe do IS unfinished work.

There are those who, in view of the sin and suffer-
ing which appear on every hand, are moved to impugn
the goodness and love of Him who created the world
by his power, and sustains and orders it by His provi-
dence. Millions are whelmed in the darkness of hea-
thenism; other millions are bound by the chains of
slavery; the oppressor is clothed in purple and fine linen

;

the beautiful and innocent are the victims of treach-
erous lust; children cry for bread beneath the windows
of luxury

;
justice is denied to the poor by men who

take bribes of wealth
; and deceit circumvents and
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baffles honor. Such a world as this the critics condemn

as a failure, which reflects alike upon the benevolence

and power of its Maker ; but these men have an emi-

nent place among the fools who criticise half-finished

work. If they could have witnessed the creation of

the earth, and watched it through all the processes by

which it was prepared for the reception of the human
race, they would doubtless have been quite as critical

as they are now, and quite as unreasonable. Suppose

a man should visit his pear-trees in midsummer, and

on tasting the fruit upon them, should condemn them

and order them to be cut down and removed—how
should we characterize his folly? He has criticised

half-finished fiuit, and made a fatal mistake. It is just

as unreasonable to condemn a half-finished world as a

half-finished pear. Human society must be brought

to perfection by regularly instituted and slowly operat-

ing processes. It may take as long to perfect society

as it did to create the world that it lives on ; and God
is not to be found fault with for the flavor of a fruit

slowly ripening beneath the light of His smile and the

warmth of His love, but not yet fully ripe.

Mr. Buckle undertook to write a history of civiliza-

tion, or, rather, he commenced to write an introduction

to a history of civilization. His progress was not great,

and he doubtless realized that he had undertaken a task

which he could never finish. He labored upon it while

he lived, and now some other daring man will take up
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It it with a depretting tense of the incompletenett

•f these letiont in life, that I now indite their closing

paragraph. I cannot but be aware that the criticismt

I have indulged in relate very largely to half-finished

work, and I painfully feel that they are the product of

a most imperfect judgment. If the reader has found

them kind, charitable, hopeful—tending toward that

which is good—and lenient toward human frailty, loyal

to common sense, and faithful to virtue ; if he has found

in them that which leaves him a larger and a more

liberal man—advanced in some degree toward that

perfection which we are ever striving for, but which

we never reach, then my aim has been accomplished,

and I bid him God speed t

THE ENa




